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Q9 Think of any beach you have visited in the past.  What idea have you
seen that Winnetka is not doing? 

Answered: 447 Skipped: 758

# RESPONSES DATE

1 Winnetka needs to fix Elder/Centennial beach. Elder has been closed for three seasons. Let
the WPD execute their plan to fix Elder/Centennial

7/5/2022 11:25 AM

2 There shouldn't be any fences extending into the lake blocking the views. 6/28/2022 11:44 AM

3 Cabanas, grille with food available to purchase; single beach for both swimming and
kayak/SUP USE

6/26/2022 8:01 PM

4 Maintaining the Elder Beach 6/26/2022 7:15 PM

5 The restaurants like in wilmette 6/26/2022 3:18 AM

6 The beach sand is rocky and uncomfortable. Terrible parking and access. Dragging little kids
up and down stairs with all the beach toys or strollers is a hassle. No changing rooms or
showers to get sand off. The beach sand is full of rocks

6/25/2022 11:05 PM

7 Actual sand on beach vs the dirt/pebbles Winnetka filled in Lloyd beach with and lack of
control of handicap parking and too few handicap spots. Poorly and dangerous design of
beaches and breakwaters. Winnetka needs to hire proper landscape/public space designers
who understand how public spaces are used and traffic flow. Beaches definitely need proper
accessible bathrooms and showers near exits of beach — you know, like the one removed
from lloyd beach when redeveloped. WPD design of lloyd beach is a disaster and accident
waiting to happen. Instead of worrying about adding fire pits and volleyball courts WPD should
at least make sure the essentials are in place and the environment is safe and accessible.

6/25/2022 10:44 PM

8 Need to enforce no swimming, no dogs and parking. People constantly park in handicap spot
that are nit supposed to park there. Also park right in front of access. The beach refo needs
real sand instead of tbe rock dirt mix

6/25/2022 10:11 PM

9 Cabana rentals Restaurant 6/25/2022 8:27 PM

10 More frequent programs / offerings for kids (story time, yoga, kites, beach exploration, etc).
More fitness offerings. Love the yoga on fridays in the summer and would like to do more
activities like this!

6/25/2022 5:19 PM

11 Kenilworth tables and seating 6/25/2022 4:31 PM

12 Lakefront dining 6/23/2022 9:58 PM

13 Haven't been to Centennial Park in last year, but in prior years have usually walked through it
once or twice a year.

6/22/2022 7:22 PM

14 B athroomm access for all hours is mandatory. Food/drink trucks, sports play make a fantastic
beach environment.

6/22/2022 10:59 AM

15 Opening the elder park beach( closed year after year -ridiculous) 6/21/2022 8:21 AM

16 splash pads, restaurants 6/21/2022 6:19 AM

17 Winnetka is too consumed with making a big lakefront park moment. We actually don't need
park "meccas" that draw a larger crowd. We just need to clean up our existing beaches. Create
facilities with sufficient amenities. Extend our water buoys out to create a larger "slow" zone -
like Kenilworth does. Institute after hour park usage fees for non-residents (like many other
places do) to cover the costs of cleanup and evening monitoring. Resident key cards.

6/20/2022 10:34 PM

18 Nothing that we need. Our offerings are already more than sufficient. The Park District
consistently spends WAY too much money - like almost all government entities. No sense of
reality when spending "other people's money."

6/20/2022 10:08 PM
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19 Keep it simple. Preserve our beaches. 6/20/2022 10:02 PM

20 The bathrooms are terrible at the sailing beach. 6/20/2022 9:32 PM

21 Food options, Seating/Shade umbrellas, Volleyball courts, nicer bathrooms 6/20/2022 9:24 PM

22 Great sand for kids to play in. 6/20/2022 8:37 PM

23 live near elder for over 30 years waiting still for it to be fixed do sometimes go to tower need
someone to help keep the people with dogs off the beach yjhere is a dog beach and kids play
in this sand,, same with elder i like that beach year round for me and kids and see folks with
dogs off leassh creating a chaotic place for kids and folks wanting to enjoy the lakefront ..
elder is small area and should bo no dogs year round there and no space for dog beach

6/20/2022 6:09 PM

24 Highland Park has lots of options to rent facilities. More food options, more enforcement of
parking for residents.

6/20/2022 5:59 PM

25 Better sand area 6/20/2022 4:50 PM

26 Beach chair rentals, better food service 6/20/2022 4:10 PM

27 Like it 6/20/2022 3:10 PM

28 I would prefer the Winnetka Community beaches to remain a Private haven for local residents
and families, not an area for people from outside Winnetka to flood to. Elder beach is a
beautiful untouched gemstone. I really don’t want it to turn into the new jersey boardwalk where
people from all other the metro area come for the food trucks! I should remain a local beach for
local people to enjoy with family and neighbors. The area is a great beach community, we
should fix it at a reasonable cost but not overbuild it.

6/20/2022 2:41 PM

29 Having a running grill during the summer to get food. 6/20/2022 2:20 PM

30 Meal and beverage service…with seating…restaurant like setting 6/20/2022 2:13 PM

31 Bring back sailboat rental and sailing classes. 6/20/2022 2:11 PM

32 Shaded seating areas and cabanas 6/20/2022 1:58 PM

33 I only visit the dog beach with my dogs, and if it is taken away, I'll be selling my house and
moving out of Winnetka.

6/20/2022 1:23 PM

34 Watercraft rental…sailboats, kayaks 6/20/2022 12:47 PM

35 Don’t build a wall at Centennial/Elder Beaches and have a dog beach somewhere at a beach
year round.

6/20/2022 11:53 AM

36 Renting beach chairs and umbrellas with someone there you can tip / pay to set it up and take
it down. Cabanas to rent or lockers would be a dream

6/20/2022 11:23 AM

37 Food trucks on site 6/20/2022 11:10 AM

38 Keeping them cleaner and better maintained. More rest room access. Locking early
encourages finding other resources (like the back of the Tower facility).

6/20/2022 10:59 AM

39 Rental of sailboats Rental of beach umbrellas and chairs 6/20/2022 10:57 AM

40 Hammocks 6/20/2022 10:50 AM

41 I went to beach in Greece. It had music and a cafe delivery whereve you parked on the beach.
When my kids were smaller, I always wiched they had a "borrow a toy" section, where buckets
and sand toys could be used, instead of hauling it all yourself... (I am sure I could donate toys
and have other parents as well.

6/20/2022 10:43 AM

42 It would be great to have a beautiful boardwalk with a nice cafe and/or bar area to serve drinks. 6/20/2022 10:42 AM

43 Daily permits that make parking and access an ease 6/20/2022 10:38 AM

44 Boardwalk out from parking lot to lifeguarded beach area. Thinking specifically of tower, the
sand and rocks can get really hot and hard to navigate for young kids and the tired parents
hauling allllll the things. Make it easier for us to spend time on the beach, please.

6/20/2022 10:30 AM

45 The Park Board with Warren James in the lead is Not serving this community- he and they 6/19/2022 8:51 PM
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have made a deal that never should have been made. They altered the original 2030 waterfront
plan, and have yet to take responsibility. Even two to three of their own board members have
called for them (and the private citizen involved) to be transparent. Pathetic and beyond
discouraging. The amount of money spent is still a mystery- and we as taxpayers will bear the
brunt.

46 long stretches of beach for walking 6/19/2022 7:48 PM

47 Concession stand at Lake Forest. That is a beautiful, simple beach. We don’t need to provide
equipment rentals, smashball and similar activities.

6/19/2022 5:57 PM

48 Stop negotiating with Justin Ishbia. Stop this awful deal and keep Centennial Park a passive
park and beautiful green. Keep beach access to the public beach - no privatization of public
beach for wealthy residents. As to 8.) above, Tower is a great activity beach. Maple and Elder
should remain neighborhood pocket beaches. We don't need to destroy green space for
volleyball.

6/19/2022 12:03 PM

49 Our beaches look terrible, unappealing, no facilities. They are a massive asset to the
community, and we do ZERO with them.

6/19/2022 9:02 AM

50 Dog Park or more specifically special Dog Hours ie 6am-8am 6/18/2022 1:55 PM

51 Our favorite beaches are just BEACHES. Peaceful, simple, NOT overdeveloped, not built up,
NO food trucks. Please stop building stuff. Let us enjoy the beach and the water, NO need for
anything else. Please. You can’t make it better that it already is.

6/17/2022 8:09 PM

52 covered picnic tables (e.g. Glencoe) 6/17/2022 6:55 PM

53 Beautifying beaches — cleaning beaches 6/17/2022 1:46 PM

54 Our beaches are great and aside from reforming and them implementing the Elder/Centennial
combination, they do not need to be changed, just maintained.

6/17/2022 11:56 AM

55 Rent chairs and umbrellas that are already set up. 6/16/2022 12:29 PM

56 Biggest problem is the difficult access at all beaches. The stairs at tower are great- should
have that everywhere. Also, more jetties to protect the shoreline

6/16/2022 10:18 AM

57 Residents should not pay and non resident fees should greatly increase to deter non residents.
Non residents reduce the number of parking spaces available at the beaches and crowd the
beaches.

6/16/2022 6:24 AM

58 Gillson is so beautiful. Well maintained. Easy to access. Our beaches look yucky in
comparison. I grew up on Cape Cod—beaches there’s are simple and amazing—the sand is
groomed daily, there is a simple, clean bath house. Food would be fun, but we can now get
food delivered anywhere. You also could have food trucks on the weekends. Simple and clean
and safe, please!

6/16/2022 6:22 AM

59 Slack lines. Seats overlooking the water that are accessible to those that don’t do sand. 6/15/2022 10:21 PM

60 Not tidy enough 6/15/2022 9:48 PM

61 restaurant, umbrellas, beach club vibe but public 6/15/2022 8:59 PM

62 Cafes, maybe more lifeguards so there is a wider swim area. 6/15/2022 8:48 PM

63 Free and open walking on public lands in front of private homes. 6/15/2022 8:30 PM

64 Restaurant 6/15/2022 7:43 PM

65 chairs & umbrellas 6/15/2022 7:13 PM

66 WPD is tacking and successful. Lloyd for example Beaches are a wonderful asset of the
community. Challenging with water levels.

6/15/2022 6:34 PM

67 Glencoe has a great playground and good areas for birthday parties and meetups of family and
friends- we would definitely rent those gazebos for parties if we had the type at Glencoe

6/15/2022 6:34 PM

68 I visited Lake Forest Beach numerous times in the past several years. Going there is like an
escape to a vacation spot. Typically we go in the evening, set up tables and cook dinner on
the grills that they provide. We also regularly visit to walk the beach with my 92 year old
mother. They provide free access and parking for residents.

6/15/2022 5:33 PM
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69 Winnetka is not updating (Tower), not allowing paddle boards at Tower Do not allow or make
part of Tower beach a dog beach!!!!!!!!

6/15/2022 5:08 PM

70 More active sailing program 6/15/2022 1:54 PM

71 None. I think that the Park District is doing a great job. 6/15/2022 1:47 PM

72 See above 6/15/2022 11:00 AM

73 Gilson - food and showers. New beach housep 6/15/2022 9:17 AM

74 Affordable access for residents during the summer. 6/15/2022 8:49 AM

75 Why are benches split up for access? Let people use beaches with their dogs in the winter and
before 7 am Let everyone use all the beaches instead Lloyd needing a boat and a separate
pass

6/15/2022 7:30 AM

76 Winnetka is not keeping the beaches CLEAN! There is garbage and debris in the sand: broken
glass, cigarette butts, wrappers, beer bottles, etc. The teenagers working at the beach should
be tasked with clean-up, or there should be a daily cleaning crew, hand-picking up garbage.
Umbrellas for rent would also be nice! Lastly food amenities, and watercraft rentals! Including
boogie boards.

6/14/2022 8:32 PM

77 after hours music, refreshments 6/14/2022 7:57 PM

78 Rentals! (Wilmette/Gillson) 6/14/2022 7:20 PM

79 Umbrellas for shade on sand. I’d be happy to “check one out” by securing with a credit card. 6/14/2022 5:00 PM

80 Sensible access and erosion control. What has been done is a waste of money and often
counterproductive.

6/14/2022 4:34 PM

81 Wilmette’s beach house & fat shallot concession setup (w alcoholic beverages) is ideal. Wish
we had that in Winnetka- we took out of town guests there instead & are considering paying for
a membership.

6/14/2022 4:10 PM

82 Bar / Restaurant Space 6/14/2022 3:31 PM

83 Allowing small personal floatables for kids (rings, floaties, etc). There is no reason to not allow.
Also, swimming area is very limited

6/14/2022 3:16 PM

84 Towel rental 6/14/2022 1:42 PM

85 Keep them better groomed, cleaned and policed. 6/14/2022 1:19 PM

86 I seen significant improvements and enjoy swim beaches 6/14/2022 12:27 PM

87 Nice seating areas where families/friends can bring their own food for picnic, etc 6/14/2022 12:26 PM

88 Bathrooms open for evening strollers 6/14/2022 10:27 AM

89 Should have a swim area at Lloyd beach. 6/14/2022 6:46 AM

90 Maintaining beach house at Maple Street Beach. 6/13/2022 9:28 PM

91 Lounge chairs for rent. 6/13/2022 6:43 PM

92 Nothing. Winnetka beaches are nice. Doesn’t have to be the ritz 6/13/2022 6:04 PM

93 Food, chair and umbrella rental 6/13/2022 5:41 PM

94 Wilmette 6/13/2022 1:20 PM

95 I think the natural area is as important or more than the amenities, Glencoe and Willmette's
Gillson are both great examples of this. Maple beach needs a refreshed beach house and a
face lift! Tower could use the same sort of breakwater that we see at Lloyd...

6/13/2022 1:14 PM

96 none 6/13/2022 1:02 PM

97 We need a dog beach 6/13/2022 12:55 PM

98 The beaches are fine - no problems and no more amenities needed! 6/13/2022 12:11 PM
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99 No food Beach house inadequate and not attractive Not maintained 6/13/2022 11:25 AM

100 Sailboat rentals. Easy to use and launch craft like sunfish, butterfly, catamarans 6/13/2022 9:54 AM

101 All around easier access. Beaches appear to be restricted. And food alcohol and fun is
needed. Fire pits. Let us actually use the beach like we want to and in a way beaches are
typically used!

6/13/2022 9:47 AM

102 We prefer the Wilmette beach for the ammenities. 6/13/2022 9:38 AM

103 Clean accessible bathrooms 6/13/2022 9:14 AM

104 Gilson Beach in Wilmette has nicer facilities, food, and the beach seems more nicely
maintained.

6/13/2022 9:11 AM

105 I would love to see more sailing opportunities (similar to Wilmette); Sailboat rentals, lessons,
etc. We missed that there was not a sailing camp this year (that we would find anyway!) from
the park district.

6/13/2022 9:06 AM

106 Creating a beautiful beach area highly prioritizing access to resident as was done in Lake
Forest

6/13/2022 8:56 AM

107 Glencoe beach has cute separated picnic areas with grills you can rent to use for parties or
dinner.

6/13/2022 8:34 AM

108 Listed above. Chairs umbrellas 6/13/2022 8:00 AM

109 Decent dog beach 6/13/2022 6:57 AM

110 Picking up the trash around the beach area... When you walk up the LOVELY new stairs at
Tower there is trash on both sides and inaccessible for anyone (me) as I am passing by to pick
it up and discard it.

6/13/2022 2:21 AM

111 , restaurant/cafe close to the beach area 6/12/2022 10:30 PM

112 more of a social venue 6/12/2022 10:07 PM

113 Free Resident Access 6/12/2022 9:45 PM

114 Same-day locker access would be really nice. At present, if you want to open-water swim or
take a craft out, your only option is to leave things on the shore.

6/12/2022 9:31 PM

115 Glencoe beach cabana areas are great 6/12/2022 9:21 PM

116 Make the life guards pick up trash at the beginning and end of every shift. There is too much
trash on the beach given how much idle staff we employ

6/12/2022 9:16 PM

117 Cleaning up all of the trash on the beach regularly, raking the beach daily, and planting more
flowers/ beautifying tower beach would be so appreciated! Recently i counted 12 teenage
lifeguards who were all socializing or on their phones (it was a cold day), yet none of them
were cleaning up the trash on the beach. I think beverage carts would be a ton of fun, fire pits,
and regular live music. We could also stand to have a new beach house at Tower and Maple.

6/12/2022 9:04 PM

118 Bringing in better sand 6/12/2022 9:00 PM

119 Restaurant, beach and umbrellas rentals, 6/12/2022 8:46 PM

120 The parking is a big issue for older residents. In order to make it accessible, you must have
something in place that allows all the residents to park on the beach

6/12/2022 8:23 PM

121 Cabana rentals, restaurants and bar, food truck, swimming and paddleboard at same beach 6/12/2022 8:23 PM

122 Highland park bathrooms are very nice and pleasant. There should be a free option for the
beach that offers limited/beach water access for families with young children that aren't ready
to utilize the water yet.

6/12/2022 8:19 PM

123 Shade areas and bathrooms 6/12/2022 8:14 PM

124 Nothing 6/12/2022 8:05 PM

125 see above 6/12/2022 7:45 PM

126 We love our beaches. I live how they are not crowded, our beach passes are affordable. Going 6/12/2022 7:45 PM
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to the beach is simple

127 The beach passes need to be more expensive for the non-residents. We pay for the amenities
and the guests that use it on the weekend dont add much. Also, there needs to be better
signage about passes. Too many times I have seen people drive cars down to go to the beach
thinking they can buy a day pass, only to end up yelling at the poor kid at the desk checking
passes. Better sinage, more adults checking passes (like Glencoe)

6/12/2022 7:33 PM

128 Don't try to stuff too many novelties/pieces of equipment/structured play areas in empty
space. Leave a lot of space for kids to run around, play frisbee, etc.

6/12/2022 7:30 PM

129 Better food and beverage service and longer hours. 6/12/2022 7:26 PM

130 Umbrella rental 6/12/2022 7:26 PM

131 The lack of food options means the day is shortened for us at the beach (especially since we
have three small children). Lugging lunch/dinner on our own in conjunction with the trek all the
way down with other gear just means we spend less time at the beach than we would if food
offerings were available.

6/12/2022 7:07 PM

132 food for purchase would be amazing. 6/12/2022 6:57 PM

133 Chairs and umbrellas Food 6/12/2022 6:57 PM

134 Umbrella and cabana rentals for shade. Better food options on site. 6/12/2022 6:50 PM

135 Family reserved seating area for bbq gatherings 6/12/2022 6:48 PM

136 F 6/12/2022 6:29 PM

137 Dog beach!! We need to keep a dog beach. 6/12/2022 6:22 PM

138 The no swim rule at Lloyd Beach seems silly. I understand the need for safety relative to the
Boat launch but it would seem this could be navigated. Perhaps limit to just adults with a swim
at your own risk disclosure?

6/12/2022 6:19 PM

139 Food, drinks, and both swimming and paddle at the same beach. 6/12/2022 6:18 PM

140 Umbrella rental 6/12/2022 6:11 PM

141 The beaches are fine; there is nothing wrong with them as they are. 6/12/2022 6:00 PM

142 Food and drink access 6/12/2022 5:52 PM

143 Beach volleyball. Balance rope. Rings (to swing from). Think Santa Monica. 6/12/2022 5:52 PM

144 A restaurant 6/12/2022 5:51 PM

145 Restaurant 6/12/2022 5:50 PM

146 Maple 6/12/2022 5:40 PM

147 Refreshments for sale 6/12/2022 5:39 PM

148 Proper sailing beach like Gilson park in Wilmette. 6/12/2022 5:37 PM

149 Bonfire pits 6/12/2022 5:35 PM

150 Beach pass for residents should be free. The Park District surplus is embarrassing. 6/12/2022 5:26 PM

151 Umbrella and chair rental 6/12/2022 5:26 PM

152 beaches are great!! 6/12/2022 5:19 PM

153 The best beaches are beaches that are kept as close to nature as possible. All the things
listed in Question #8 detract from the beach experience. The only exceptions I approve of are
play areas for young children, such as those at Tower Beach, and launching/storage facilities
such as those at Lloyd Beach.

6/12/2022 3:40 PM

154 There are no walls on any other beaches. It was horrific that walls were proposed for
Elder/Centennial.

6/12/2022 2:50 PM

155 There is a lack of shade. There use to be a large tree at Tower but that was cut down. 6/12/2022 2:00 PM
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156 nothing. And because I haven't visited Winnetka's beaches in like forever, I did not answer Q8. 6/12/2022 11:40 AM

157 I would like to see (at least some of) our beaches a haven of peace and quiet - bathrooms and
umbrellas are sufficient.

6/12/2022 11:01 AM

158 Maintain a peaceful atmosphere oh the beach and park 6/12/2022 10:56 AM

159 Great beaches. 6/12/2022 8:45 AM

160 Id like to see simple, natural beaches where my family can relax and enjoy the lake. Keep
structures and toys (kayaks, jetskis, etc) to a minimum.well maintained, clean is all we want or
need. The lakefront plan is too elaborate. The walls in the elder beach plan are absurd.
Eliminate the “T” in the middle. Dont block the view. Walkaway from the landswap and scale
back the lakefront plan. I’d support paying for the lot in the middle- dont give up any
beachfront,

6/12/2022 8:37 AM

161 Shade and concessions, including wine and beer. 6/12/2022 7:48 AM

162 Periodic food truck nights - Summer thru early fall. I fun reason to gather in the neighborhood.
Doesn’t require any permanent infastructure — there when you want them, then gone. Do not
mar the pretty green space.

6/12/2022 7:18 AM

163 A swimming pool 6/12/2022 6:39 AM

164 Lloyd should have paddle boards as they have Much more space or tower 6/12/2022 6:34 AM

165 More parking at Centennial 6/11/2022 3:28 PM

166 Nothing for dogs !!! 6/11/2022 1:54 PM

167 Don’t visit them 6/11/2022 1:23 PM

168 Public access to continuous beach frontage from Tower Beach to Kenilworth city limits 6/11/2022 12:29 PM

169 Chair and umbrella rentals; better concession stands. 6/11/2022 10:42 AM

170 Umbrella rental and concession stand 6/11/2022 9:09 AM

171 Control of biting flies (and more pier space which helps with this problem - wind blows the flies
away to some extent) Love Kennilworth Beach's balcony/pier, where you can drive up, park on
the street and look out over the water and enjoy - no need for swim suits, walking down to the
beach, can enjoy beach without biting flies

6/11/2022 6:23 AM

172 Concessions in Wilmette and Glencoe are far superior to Winnetka. Their beaches in general
seem cleaner.

6/10/2022 10:25 PM

173 Food and beverage options 6/10/2022 8:38 PM

174 Sailboat rentals. hammocks. Boardwalk. Access to long walks down the beaches. 6/10/2022 8:08 PM

175 Beer / wine / coffee bar 6/10/2022 7:38 PM

176 Pop up restaurants that operate for a set time out of a beach run facility 6/10/2022 6:10 PM

177 I really don’t think any of these listed “issues” are issues except the bathroom. There should
have been a way to indicate such in the list.

6/10/2022 5:37 PM

178 Winnetka's beaches are the best. What we have are non crowded convenient places to swim
and enjoy.

6/10/2022 5:35 PM

179 I own an inflatable kayak. I think it’s outrageous that I have to pay a fee to put my $80 blow-up
kayak in the water.

6/10/2022 4:54 PM

180 Managing the trash appropriately 6/10/2022 4:29 PM

181 Glencoe Beach has a row of nice picnic tables, and sun shade "umbrellas/banners". I would
like both amenities at Tower Beach (which is the beach I frequent most often).

6/10/2022 4:15 PM

182 Waterfront and sand activities. 6/10/2022 2:40 PM

183 I think our beaches are tremendous resources and have the play equipment and boat
accommodations we would reasonably expect.

6/10/2022 1:51 PM
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184 the Elder/Centennial Beach proposal is not good....absolutely needs to go back and begin
again. An expensive proposition that swaps property, creates high walls and breaks the new
beach into two smaller zones...this is unneccessary. The community is against this proposal
by the Park district and the Park District Board needs to start the design process again. The
high wall is unacceptable. and the land swap concept is poorly communicated to the residents
of Winnetka. The Village Board and the Park District Board must work together to rethink this
proposal.

6/10/2022 11:54 AM

185 Amenities 6/10/2022 11:14 AM

186 Perhaps put a "swimming lane" or two out past the current swimming area 6/10/2022 10:15 AM

187 Maintaining a beautiful aesthetic. The Lake Forest beach is lovely, there is not a dilapidated
pier, the sand is a different consistency - not so brown-ish - Tower Beach sand feels more like
dirty playground sand.

6/10/2022 10:10 AM

188 Listed above as my top 3 6/10/2022 9:59 AM

189 A nice beach house available for rental to host parties would be wonderful. 6/10/2022 8:59 AM

190 Very clean and design features that reflect nature (think Gilson). 6/10/2022 8:50 AM

191 Separating dog beach/water from people water. 6/10/2022 8:41 AM

192 SHADE please 6/10/2022 7:43 AM

193 I think the beaches are just fine. 6/10/2022 7:15 AM

194 Tower road improvements lack changes to the beach itself. Beach house is a not user friendly-
bathrooms are generally closed or not clean. Structure is a block of cold concrete. Walkway to
the overlook is not anything that brings beauty to the beachfront. Glencoe beach is beach
charming and user friendly. Tower road needs help! I’ve not been to Maple so I’m sure those
changes are nice. Never go to Elder but please DO NOT let the WALL be built at the new
combo beach front.

6/10/2022 7:04 AM

195 Shade 6/10/2022 6:41 AM

196 Tower. Cleaning and tending to the sand. It's the worst sand of all the beaches. 6/10/2022 6:41 AM

197 Seems like our beaches are an afterthought instead of thoughtfully planned 6/10/2022 6:37 AM

198 paths, green space, restrooms/changing rooms 6/10/2022 5:27 AM

199 Beaches function best as destinations. There are very little resources spent to make the
beach an experience as it is in many other places. Restaurants, walking paths, beach bar,
sports areas are standard features on popular beach front. Winnetka currently provides none or
minimal access to these features. Due to the water being routinely closed to swimming due to
E Coli or other dangerous bacteria, the beach really requires additional activities to be a
worthwhile trip. We routinely went our first year here only to leave twenty minutes after arriving
because the water was closed to swimmers.

6/10/2022 12:17 AM

200 Good food & beverage, chair rentals 6/10/2022 12:10 AM

201 Let people bring floating toys and have fun at the beach. Clean up the trash. The beaches are
messy. Sell beer and wine. Bring in better sand at tower - it’s too rocky and dirty.

6/9/2022 11:39 PM

202 Restaurants, watercraft rentals and general aesthetics- beautify Tower beach. Lloyd beach is
so much nicer but you can’t swim there! Bring in more sand at Tower. The stairs are great but
the yoga landing is too small. Now it’s time to bring Tower up to the standard of a great beach.

6/9/2022 11:31 PM

203 Water quality at Elder (from Union Pacific/ Green Bay outfall at end of Willow Rd); lack of
beach due to high water last year - need more beach, but not a steel fence

6/9/2022 11:14 PM

204 Nude beach 6/9/2022 10:56 PM

205 Love our simple beautiful beaches. I don't want the beaches to be like amusement parks,
doxua on natural,beauty

6/9/2022 10:53 PM

206 Comfy lounge seating with umbrellas and clean, modern bathrooms. Also, food and drink
service.

6/9/2022 10:53 PM

207 Rental of umbrellas 6/9/2022 10:52 PM
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208 Food service, snack shop 6/9/2022 10:45 PM

209 Sailboat rentals 6/9/2022 10:42 PM

210 Less restricted access for a more natural and inclusive environment 6/9/2022 5:52 PM

211 Implementing the Elder & Centennial Park upgrade. 6/9/2022 3:39 PM

212 Watercraft Rentals and Food 6/9/2022 8:54 AM

213 Tower - glad stairs were replaced. 6/8/2022 10:34 PM

214 None 6/8/2022 9:42 PM

215 Elder-Centennial. The planned walling of the beach will prevent access to other public land and
violates the public trust doctrine. This current plan is not what was approved in the 2030 plan.
It is much larger and intrusive. For instance the rubble groins extend 300 ft into the lake, rather
than the 150 feet in the 2030 plan. The permit application should be withdrawn and a plan be
submitted that is like that approved, does not have a privacy screen, and allows along the
beach access beyond the boundaries as the recently constructed Lloyd beach erosion
protection.

6/8/2022 9:30 PM

216 Nothing. Doing a great job. Thank you 6/8/2022 7:51 PM

217 Nothing are doing a great job 6/8/2022 7:08 PM

218 its great, just the opportunity to improve 6/8/2022 5:36 PM

219 We have access to beautiful Lake Michigan, however it needs to be cleaned. We also need a
fishing pier. My 12 year old loves to fish with his buddies. Tower beach pier and parking needs
to be repaired. Install a parking system so folks without the village pass can not park at the
bottom on Tower beach. Love the idea of having a keycard for bathroom access. We need a
space for folks to rent and use grills at the beach.

6/8/2022 5:31 PM

220 Regularly emptied trash bins and eco-friendly trash bags available for visitors to clean up after
themselves. (they have these for dog owners--poop bags in a bin that are free to take when
needed.)

6/8/2022 3:33 PM

221 It's unfortunate that the park district did not wait until the lake level subsided to put in the
Maple Street boardwalk.

6/8/2022 3:00 PM

222 Food options. Beach gear sales (hats, sunscreen, water, beach toys, etc) 6/8/2022 2:35 PM

223 Gilson beach should be a model that Winnetka aspires to. Also, the timeframe of closure for
our closest beach access (Elder Lane) when there are times the beach is not being worked on
and could be accessed is disappointing.

6/8/2022 1:41 PM

224 Raking the beach daily 6/8/2022 12:11 PM

225 Winnetka has a difficult situation in that they have several beaches to spread their resources
two in contrast to Wilmette that has one beach and beachfront park that they can focus all
their resources on. But Wilmette does a fine job providing many different recreational
opportunities in Gilson Park and the corresponding beachfront areas.

6/8/2022 12:02 PM

226 Restaurant/bar looking onto the water 6/8/2022 11:51 AM

227 Glencoe has a fantastic set of shaded tables and areas to set up a picnic...they have a
considerably deeper beach, so may not be feasable at Tower or Maple, based on lake levels.

6/8/2022 10:02 AM

228 There is no beach/park where you can go as a family and enjoy the beach and still hop on a
paddleboad. Lloyd is only for boats/board launch. No beach use. The other beaches are only
beach use, no board use allowed. Why did we renovate Lloyd beach - and promote it heavily
during its renovation - “new beach”, “beautiful beach renovation” but we can’t use it. We can’t
swim there. Only people who buy boat/board launch passes can use lloyd (during weekends
and holidays and regular hours during the week) can even walk down to the beach. It is
essentially a private beach for boat owners. Those of us without boats, and just kayaks or
SUPs would like a place to sit on the beach with families and launch a small craft for a little
while and then comeback and enjoy the beach. There is no where - other than Lloyd to launch
and we are not allowed to enjoy that beach. ALSO get some dog waste bag dispensers and
garbage cans at EVERY park. And dog friendly water fountains. WPD is really dog unfriendly.

6/8/2022 9:19 AM
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Look at Glencoe if you need a good example. (Dog waste bags, garbage cans and dog water
fountains all over town and in every park!! (Dog fountains in nearly every park).

229 Boardwalks, upgraded concessions / facilities 6/8/2022 4:23 AM

230 Gilson has such soft sand. 6/7/2022 11:48 PM

231 Our family has a sail boat at the wilmette sailing beach. we store our chairs and beach stuff
down there. We can also drive and drop the cooler and snacks at the boat spot. It had
bathrooms! We love to order pizza and BOB. It’s awesome and makes going to the beach the
best!

6/7/2022 10:48 PM

232 Cabanas, bbqs 6/7/2022 10:47 PM

233 Protecting the bluff needs to be completed. 6/7/2022 9:44 PM

234 Creating community that draws people in (eg food truck night, sailboat club, paddle rental club) 6/7/2022 9:41 PM

235 More restrooms/food options 6/7/2022 9:31 PM

236 Chairs Shade beverages 6/7/2022 5:11 PM

237 Supporting the Dog Beach 6/7/2022 4:40 PM

238 The beach meets my needs. 6/7/2022 4:26 PM

239 Elevator to access. Chair and umbrella rentals. Better food options and consistency of open
hours to purchase food. Need evening restaurant and access to restrooms.

6/7/2022 2:46 PM

240 I have no complaints and think our focus should be on the fundamental problems of erosion.
We should be focused on buttressing our beaches now, then once that's complete, focus on
amenities. I think unless we "shore up" our shoreline, there won't be room for future amenities.

6/7/2022 2:29 PM

241 Nice indoor/outdoor rental space to hold private events 6/7/2022 2:13 PM

242 Great snack bars, restaurants, food trucks. This is a HUGE miss for Winnetka beaches. 6/7/2022 1:41 PM

243 Lake forest beach has a food and beverage stand. Gilson beach has good use of green space
around the beach. There is no place outside of Chicago that has a restaurant on the water,
which I think would make Winnetka standout in a good way. Have a beach that is both a
swimming beach and non-motorized boats (paddle, kayak).

6/7/2022 1:32 PM

244 Nice, updated Amenity facility 6/7/2022 1:23 PM

245 Beaches are great. Please keep as natural as possible. 6/7/2022 1:15 PM

246 beaches are great! leave them natural! 6/7/2022 1:10 PM

247 Lake Forest Beach has done nice improvement 6/7/2022 1:04 PM

248 Glencoe beach water table area and canopies and tables w shade to reserve 6/7/2022 12:53 PM

249 Clean bathrooms accessible during off hours and off season. 6/7/2022 12:04 PM

250 A restaurant 6/7/2022 11:01 AM

251 We go to Gillson as it has food, modern facilities, and water sports rentals. 6/7/2022 10:58 AM

252 Onsite restaurant / food, boardwalk 6/7/2022 10:43 AM

253 Large shade cover over playground and shaded options on the beach! 6/7/2022 10:33 AM

254 Food option 6/7/2022 10:32 AM

255 N/A 6/7/2022 10:27 AM

256 Better control of flies and mosquitos. We had to abandon a birthday party last year when the
bugs were terrible

6/7/2022 10:21 AM

257 Food & Drink options for purchase 6/7/2022 10:10 AM

258 boat rental 6/7/2022 10:00 AM

259 paint the Maple Beach beach house 6/7/2022 7:12 AM
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260 I would love watercraft rental. Please no new food options, the birds will become aggressive. 6/7/2022 5:34 AM

261 Glencoe is beautiful Lake Forest is beautiful Winnetka is not 6/6/2022 10:27 PM

262 Look at Wilmette or Highland Park 6/6/2022 10:05 PM

263 Food options - vendors / food trucks 6/6/2022 9:52 PM

264 More food options 6/6/2022 9:38 PM

265 A nice lakeside restaurant or event space 6/6/2022 8:36 PM

266 Most beaches are in cities or destinations. Not likely to get much use in our suburb -
especially since so many families travel the month of August and weather is iffy in June.

6/6/2022 8:25 PM

267 All in all, I actually like the beaches in their current state except for the improvements
mentioned above.

6/6/2022 8:11 PM

268 Gilson in Wilmette is a great example of a beach with nicer swimming areas, more sand, and
with nice amenities Winnetka could model for the future beach plan.

6/6/2022 7:57 PM

269 A wider variety of transportable food/drink-better ice cream, shakes/smoothies, street food 6/6/2022 7:44 PM

270 Allow you to drink a beer 6/6/2022 6:41 PM

271 Basic maintenance, Tower beach is falling apart, grass growing, sand on the walk ways. Lloyd
is way to restrictive even for residents with beach passes.

6/6/2022 6:18 PM

272 Focus on nature. Do not over develop the beaches. Keep restaurants in town. The purpose of
a beach is a natural setting, NOT a developed shoreline.

6/6/2022 6:11 PM

273 Glencoe beach has an amazing playground think includes water play 6/6/2022 6:07 PM

274 Wait, why does the bathroom need to be keycard restricted? There should be public restrooms
available.

6/6/2022 4:57 PM

275 Pick up the trash every day. 6/6/2022 4:38 PM

276 nc 6/6/2022 4:26 PM

277 Many of the neighboring towns have beaches that are nicer than Winnetka's including Glencoe,
Lake Forest and Wilmette.

6/6/2022 4:07 PM

278 beach front restaurant for coffee, lunch etc. 6/6/2022 3:38 PM

279 A pop up restaurant if possible would be fun 6/6/2022 3:13 PM

280 worst sand in illinois very stony 6/6/2022 3:04 PM

281 OUR SAND, ESPEcially at Tower Road is not good compared to other area beaches 6/6/2022 2:28 PM

282 I think our beaches are beautiful and natural. No need for many improvements. 6/6/2022 2:19 PM

283 Residents only 6/6/2022 2:06 PM

284 We need better sand 6/6/2022 1:53 PM

285 I think we need more large/motor boat storage. There is a huge waiting list of people who would
like to keep their boat at Lloyd Beach. Yes, you did increase the amount of boats that can be
stored there, but it needs to be even larger!

6/6/2022 1:40 PM

286 Highland Park has an attractive building on their public beach appropriate for meetings, parties
or just getting out of the sun. Also there is a cement lounging shelf where a group of people
can sit, on towels if wet and nice rest rooms. The Wilmette beach has cozy shaded areas
along the beach with benches. It would be nice to have a toilet available for off season walkers
and bikers.

6/6/2022 1:17 PM

287 Above question needs a "nothing missing" selection. I really am NOT supportive of adding to
beach amenities. Over-investing is a BAD problem in Winnetka.

6/6/2022 1:16 PM

288 Food/ umbrella and chair rentals 6/6/2022 1:10 PM

289 Live music, food trucks, play space with water for younger kids, areas with shade 6/6/2022 1:06 PM
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290 Better food options for those who don't want to bring everything with them to the beach 6/6/2022 12:50 PM

291 Umbrellas and chairs for rent 6/6/2022 12:31 PM

292 allow residents to walk along shoreline, which should not be impeded by private facilities 6/6/2022 12:28 PM

293 Lake Forest has the most beautiful beaches. They are accessible, you can park, they have
been well-groomed and cared for. The breakwaters make for great swimming. We can't even
get down to half our beaches.

6/6/2022 12:18 PM

294 They have more food 6/6/2022 12:13 PM

295 boat rentals 6/6/2022 12:12 PM

296 na 6/6/2022 12:11 PM

297 rock free sand and water, unobstructured view of horizon, enough parking for winnetka
residents, consistent checking of passes

6/6/2022 12:05 PM

298 Food delivery from local restaurants 6/6/2022 11:57 AM

299 Watercraft rental woodland be great 6/6/2022 11:44 AM

300 Free use of paddle boards, kayaks, beach chairs and umbrellas. Clean/nice bathrooms 6/6/2022 11:39 AM

301 Food trucks would be a great draw 6/6/2022 11:36 AM

302 None 6/6/2022 11:26 AM

303 I think less is more. I am not for lots of amenities. I worry about trash, maintenance, and fire
hazard for neighbors.

6/6/2022 11:22 AM

304 We need a dog beach!!! 6/6/2022 11:06 AM

305 Food service 6/6/2022 11:05 AM

306 Feet rinse stations near parking 6/6/2022 11:01 AM

307 shaded areas or beach umbrella areas on sand 6/6/2022 11:00 AM

308 better sand. 6/6/2022 10:58 AM

309 Provide quiet adult only areas 6/6/2022 10:54 AM

310 Dog beach. Embarrassing reflection of whoever designed the survey that you didn't offer that
as a shortcoming or reason I haven't visited beaches...

6/6/2022 10:46 AM

311 Would like to see sand friendly beach lockers for personal umbrellas, chairs, etc. Would pay to
have this available for the season. Beaches are not close to parking and hills and steps make
it difficult to bring items to beach.

6/6/2022 10:45 AM

312 too much cement at tower. Always wanted more natural look like Wilmette as managed. 6/6/2022 10:42 AM

313 In addition to food and rentals - sales (possibly vending machines) with sunscreen, goggles,
etc.

6/6/2022 10:40 AM

314 I want a beach to be a beach. Tower Road has an unattractive cement type building, an
unattractive playground, unattractive pier,... What happened to the beauty of the actual
beach....building sand castles, walking in the sand, etc. Just water and sand....so beautiful!

6/6/2022 10:39 AM

315 Bonfires and good restaurant dining options 6/6/2022 10:38 AM

316 Ice cream truck or food trucks on busy days Beach volleyball!! 6/6/2022 10:34 AM

317 -dog beach needs to be replaced it you are going to convert centennial. Already have enough
human beaches for a town this size. - Too restrictive on swimming at Lloyd. Should allow
swimmers in south side with paddle boards. - water plant is unsightly. Need to figure out how to
improve aesthetics

6/6/2022 10:29 AM

318 Patrolling. More security. 6/6/2022 10:25 AM

319 Restaurant 6/6/2022 10:19 AM

320 Rental of chairs, sale of food and beverage. 6/6/2022 10:19 AM
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321 Have rest rooms that are always open. Clean up the beaches - walk Gilson Beach in Wilmette
and then walk Tower Beach. Gilson is clean because they run a tractor pulled rake thought it
every day.

6/6/2022 10:18 AM

322 food truck days, dog friendly 6/6/2022 10:16 AM

323 Your survey is flawed the way it is presented. It ranks opinions I don’t want or believe to be
problems.

6/6/2022 10:16 AM

324 NA 6/6/2022 10:14 AM

325 The beaches are so dirty - sticks and trash everywhere. I would love to see an effort made to
clean them up, bring in clean sand, take down dilapidated playground equipment and replace
with new equipment

6/6/2022 10:13 AM

326 Keep Winnetka Beaches for Winnetka Residents 6/6/2022 10:12 AM

327 So disappointed about the loss of the dog Beach. 6/6/2022 10:09 AM

328 Picnic areas that can be reserved and Some on a first come first serve basis. Lakeside
restaurant.

6/6/2022 10:09 AM

329 Opposed to personal privacy screens proposed for elder/centennial beach. 6/6/2022 10:08 AM

330 Resident beach passes at significantly lower or no-cost. Limited non-resident beach passes at
significantly higher cost.

6/6/2022 8:44 AM

331 Gilson beach sand is lovely while our beach sand feels more like dirt. Little kids swim suits
come home dirty. How does wilmette have much nicer sand?!

6/6/2022 7:56 AM

332 I spend a lot of time on a beach in North Oalm Beach, it’s simple and minimalist and not
crowded. I love that and the simplicity of Winnetka beaches

6/5/2022 9:32 PM

333 Playground, food and bathrooms 6/5/2022 9:23 PM

334 see above 6/5/2022 9:19 PM

335 It might be nice to set up some lane lines for swimming laps. The lanes could be roped off with
temporary ropes and buoys and then taken down at the end of the season.

6/5/2022 9:16 PM

336 Cleaning the rocks from the shore. It’s painful to get to the water at Tower Beach. 6/5/2022 8:55 PM

337 Food options and restrooms 6/5/2022 8:52 PM

338 Glencoe and Gilsen Beaches are just amazing. Hard to believe they are right next door to
Winnetka and yet we are not comparable.

6/5/2022 7:32 PM

339 Fitness area, pull up bars 6/5/2022 6:25 PM

340 None. But I am very unhappy about the recent issue surrounding the Elder/Centennial Beach.
Please DO NOT allow the construction of any fence restricting the public use of the
beachfront.

6/5/2022 1:51 PM

341 Lake Forest has very nice cliffside seating areas 6/5/2022 10:35 AM

342 Fine sand and access to long walking area, like Gillson, where you can continue to walk along
shoreline past the public beach. Restaurant would be amazing. Allow people on dog beach
without dogs if they so choose and buy pass. Not fair to limit to dog owners

6/5/2022 9:28 AM

343 Year-round unrestricted access to bathrooms. We tend to think of our beaches as summer-only
recreational facilities when in fact they are used all year round.

6/4/2022 10:26 AM

344 Keep people off who do not have beach passes 6/3/2022 6:28 PM

345 keeping the beach clean 6/3/2022 2:53 PM

346 Food 6/3/2022 12:17 PM

347 paddle board/kyak rental food trucks umbrella/chair rental 6/3/2022 10:02 AM

348 The beach is the beach. What we lack is an area off the shoreline where people can gather as
a community with food/beverage/seating, like they do in Europe.

6/3/2022 9:06 AM
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349 beaches are great! 6/3/2022 7:41 AM

350 Get rid of the rocks!!!!!! 6/2/2022 11:22 PM

351 Shower wash off stations for your feet/body 6/2/2022 11:00 PM

352 Providing order-in food from local restaurants. 6/2/2022 5:03 PM

353 The sand is dirty, the trash cans are always full, and the bathrooms are disgusting. 6/2/2022 3:03 PM

354 Glencoe has really nice grills and tables to reserve/rent 6/2/2022 1:10 PM

355 Nicer beach amenities with food options and seating. 6/2/2022 12:38 PM

356 Tower road needs to reconstruct the parking pier to add more parking for residents. 6/2/2022 10:49 AM

357 Cleaning up more (lifeguards should be picking up trash) 6/2/2022 10:18 AM

358 Need dog beach in future 6/2/2022 9:26 AM

359 I think a decent or even upscale beach house restaurant would be a winner - where else can
you dine near the lake?

6/2/2022 8:49 AM

360 The above #8 question is not agreed that we have to "do something" 6/2/2022 7:33 AM

361 Why is Spruce St small each closed? 6/2/2022 7:12 AM

362 open, natural space 6/1/2022 10:38 PM

363 Extremely nice and important to keep Tower Rd. beach natural - keep infrastructure down -
keep wide open view and let everyone experience an open lake shore and its variables
throughout the entire year.

6/1/2022 10:04 PM

364 Winnetka is missing a huge money making opportunity by not remodeling the beach front
buildings and renting them out for private functions.

6/1/2022 9:19 PM

365 I am strongly opposed to the revised Elder Lane and Centennial plans, including a 13' high
fence which will dramatically change the lakefront, obstructing the view and preventing people
from walking in the water along the beach, as we are allowed to do under Illinois law.

6/1/2022 9:08 PM

366 Why is the best beach not a swimming beach??? All the money for a few boats and you can’t
swim….

6/1/2022 8:14 PM

367 Tower Road is difficult to access; an elevator or other access option would help those of us
with physical limitations.

6/1/2022 7:50 PM

368 Free sunscreen dispenser. Should have them at all park district facilities. 6/1/2022 7:08 PM

369 Keeping a dog beach 6/1/2022 5:47 PM

370 On site cafe 6/1/2022 5:06 PM

371 I would love to have more paddle board storage and also a beach where we could use the
paddle boards, beach, and swim at the same place.

6/1/2022 4:51 PM

372 they will no longer have dog beach 6/1/2022 4:37 PM

373 I like Rosewood in Highland park 6/1/2022 3:53 PM

374 Really great food option. Imagine a constant taco truck :) or Food Truck Friday’s and
Saturdays. Or a real restaurant at the Tower Beach facility where you could get great food.

6/1/2022 3:32 PM

375 Native vegetation to encourage birds during migration. 6/1/2022 3:26 PM

376 More picnic tables 6/1/2022 3:03 PM

377 food options 6/1/2022 2:52 PM

378 love the jettty looks like a resort town. i have heard about ugly steel wall and would hate to see
beach areas destroyed visually. north shore known for beaches.

6/1/2022 2:44 PM

379 Limit parking to Winnetka residents. 6/1/2022 2:25 PM

380 Raking and cleaning the sand daily/regularly 6/1/2022 2:18 PM
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381 There should be a cool place where you could get food and sit by the lake. They have them all
around Minneapolis - there should be somewhere to eat and enjoy the waterfront.

6/1/2022 2:11 PM

382 Have only visited Winnetka beaches 6/1/2022 2:00 PM

383 I love our beaches as they are. Maybe could improve restrooms. 6/1/2022 1:47 PM

384 Food trucks 6/1/2022 1:35 PM

385 Chair and umbrella rentals, food and beverage options 6/1/2022 1:28 PM

386 I think it's nuts that Winnetka residents have to pay to access their own beaches. That's
insanity to me! Do we have no perks of living in the village?

6/1/2022 1:27 PM

387 Gilson is top notch compared to any winnetka beaches 6/1/2022 1:27 PM

388 The absolutely gorgeous beach house in Highland Park as well as a great foundation of beach
grass and a well maintained sand area. They did it right!

6/1/2022 1:18 PM

389 Casual grill on weekends. You'd sell 100s of beers, salads, burgers. That, of course, requires
extra infrastructure. Also, Aesthetics - alot of our bluffs and land look like crap. Lloyd looks
10x better after removing all those vines and undergrowth.

6/1/2022 1:18 PM

390 seating area 6/1/2022 1:16 PM

391 providing a yea- round dog beach (we've had it in the past, but now it is going away) 6/1/2022 1:14 PM

392 Concession stand 6/1/2022 1:13 PM

393 Gilson beach has food and really well-groomed sand. Glencoe beach has a lot of seating and
amenities as well.

6/1/2022 1:07 PM

394 Decent Food options. 6/1/2022 12:57 PM

395 We wish Lloyd Beach would consider opening half its space to swimmers. It is the nicest,
largest beach yet no swimming is allowed.

6/1/2022 12:50 PM

396 Boat and jet ski storage / docks 6/1/2022 12:50 PM

397 no complaints. 6/1/2022 12:41 PM

398 I love Glencoe's lovely bathroom & beach house - shaded play area, and picnic nooks. Seems
that Tower Rd Beach could be updated with these items.

6/1/2022 12:23 PM

399 Nicer bathrooms Food 6/1/2022 12:12 PM

400 Gilson is much more active and appealing 6/1/2022 12:01 PM

401 Fixing end ramp of Tower parking area 6/1/2022 11:58 AM

402 We do not want the "land swap" at the beach we visit most frequently. We especially do not
want the private steel fence down into the water that is part of the land swap proposal.

6/1/2022 11:53 AM

403 Think Beach Sports area is very important as well - Naples FL by their Pier is a good example
of clustering activities and services in one area - most popular part of their beach

6/1/2022 11:52 AM

404 Winnetka beaches seem to attract a number of out-of-Winnetka individuals. This takes away
from the home-town nature and safety feel.

6/1/2022 11:49 AM

405 Winnetka needs more open beach access throughout the shoreline. Private owners should not
be allowed to encroach. The louvers need to be removed from the Elder Centennial plan and
steps near the bluff need to be added on each side similar to Lloyd beach, but with steps to
Village Code and a safety hand railing.

6/1/2022 11:42 AM

406 A place to sit an have coffee. Enjoy the view without being in the thick of the beach scene. 6/1/2022 11:26 AM

407 venues concerts 6/1/2022 11:26 AM

408 Variety of dining options with shaded seating for dining. 6/1/2022 11:00 AM

409 Food trucks; nice chair &large umbrella rentals; clean facilities 6/1/2022 10:54 AM

410 DOG BEACH! 6/1/2022 10:52 AM
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411 Glencoe has been nicely refreshed, nice space to visit. Really like what has been done to
Lloyd Beach has great sand and calm waters. A portion on the (south end should allow
swimming. Rentals would be nice to access when the rest of the family is enjoying the same
beach. Shade would also be nice.

6/1/2022 10:51 AM

412 I like undeveloped beaches. Support almost no amenities. 6/1/2022 10:44 AM

413 Sailboat rentals 6/1/2022 10:44 AM

414 Preventing beach erosion Providing clean, up to date bathrooms 6/1/2022 10:38 AM

415 Parking and bathrooms 6/1/2022 10:33 AM

416 Food, suntan oil, flies and sea gull feathers. Flies and filth. Surface sheen from power boat
fuel,

6/1/2022 10:26 AM

417 no beach visited 6/1/2022 10:24 AM

418 Water quality issues; addressing Elder Lane Beach sooner 6/1/2022 10:24 AM

419 Don't allow private owners to build privacy wall allow public access to the water. 6/1/2022 10:21 AM

420 Improved BBQ/cook-out areas for people to use for a picnic. 6/1/2022 10:20 AM

421 Food options 6/1/2022 10:18 AM

422 Nicer restaurant service, possibly in a park above the beach or on top of a beach house
looking down at the water. Ideally, it could be open in the spring/fall as well.

6/1/2022 10:13 AM

423 Food and bar needed 6/1/2022 10:07 AM

424 This is looking for spending. I love our beaches and do NOT want these bells and whistles
(aside from rental equipment)

6/1/2022 10:06 AM

425 When the kids were little we used the beaches a great deal. They no longer live here and I
have a boat in Waukegan rather than using the beaches

6/1/2022 9:58 AM

426 Dog Beach 6/1/2022 9:53 AM

427 Keeping dogs out of the beach 6/1/2022 9:47 AM

428 Dog activities 6/1/2022 9:46 AM

429 The sand is very dirty compared to many years ago. I'm not sure what they are doing
differently. Most other public beaches have food options other than vending machines, forcing
people to order food to the beach. Also the permit system for paddle boards is ridiculous. Why
do I need a season pass if I'm only planning on being able to go a few times a summer??

6/1/2022 9:41 AM

430 Cleaning the bathrooms more 6/1/2022 9:38 AM

431 Better, cleaner sand. 6/1/2022 9:37 AM

432 Winnetka is building a wall in the Elder- centinneal beach. This is atrocious. It will block views
and access. I am very disappointed that my tax dollars are going toward this. You need to do
more to step in and prevent this

6/1/2022 9:36 AM

433 Updated beach house, shaded options w tables for eating, food service 6/1/2022 9:35 AM

434 Continuation of a dog beach 6/1/2022 9:33 AM

435 We need just a simple, beautiful, well-maintained beach with bathroom and safe/easy way to
access. We don't need involved structured amenities, rental equipment, etc.

6/1/2022 9:33 AM

436 I would like to see better food options. 6/1/2022 9:32 AM

437 More beach access for dogs (or doing certain hours at all beaches for dogs to go off-leash) 6/1/2022 9:32 AM

438 Have umbrellas for shade 6/1/2022 9:32 AM

439 I love the beaches and went a lot with younger kids - just don't go now 6/1/2022 9:31 AM

440 Glencoe and kenilworth have better beaches. Our sand is rock. Not nice. Also, would like
chairs and umbrellas down there

6/1/2022 9:30 AM
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441 Its not a curated destination. 6/1/2022 9:29 AM

442 Not keeping the view and putting a metal barrier in water. Not cool. 6/1/2022 9:29 AM

443 fun water pumps for the little kids Great food/ food truck options CLEAN 6/1/2022 9:29 AM

444 dog should not be allowed on the beaches. With young children who often are eating snacks,
it's unsettling to know if a dog is going to approach them (even a dog on leash). This should be
enforced.

6/1/2022 9:28 AM

445 Infrastructure maintenance. Overall physical plant erosion and deterioration. Flies, general
wear and tear.

6/1/2022 9:21 AM

446 Performance space - for small concerts on the beach or rental for recitals. 6/1/2022 9:16 AM

447 We should have a clearly posted schedule for lifeguards that are staffed. Also would like to
see more swimming at Lloyd Beach.

5/31/2022 11:02 AM
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Q15 Please provide any comments about topics that you feel the Winnetka
Park District Board should be aware of.

Answered: 308 Skipped: 897

# RESPONSES DATE

1 Complete the Lakefront 2030 Masterplan. Make all beaches accessible to dogs before 9AM
and after 5PM.

7/5/2022 11:25 AM

2 Please consider changing the 4th of july fireworks to include more controlled entry and a fee
for non-residents.

6/26/2022 8:01 PM

3 Dog park. Not beach. Park for Winnetka residentis only 6/25/2022 11:05 PM

4 There are too many to type here. I feel the Park District has lost its’ mind with some of the
issues/programs — beaches, DCF, etc. I feel these surveys are useless as I know Village
Council and PD Board pulls out snippets here and there to support their agendas and disregard
much of the true data. What’s the point when you dont actually listen to residents?

6/25/2022 10:44 PM

5 Quit spending money and trying to increase fees taxes. Enough is enoughp 6/25/2022 10:11 PM

6 Ill keep it short . Abandon the plan to swap lots on beach. The board has been so out-
maneuver ed by a private homeowner is is bordering on negligence on their part for not
realizing they were way out over their skis. Walk away now.

6/25/2022 9:43 PM

7 Be mindful of increasing any expenses in an already Costly area to live in. 6/25/2022 4:31 PM

8 Never the pool. No need to waste so much money 6/23/2022 9:58 PM

9 I support the current beach plan whatever the park district must do to make that happen, the
long term benefits outweigh some of the recent issues raised by other residents

6/22/2022 11:45 AM

10 Can some smaller spaces be planted with native plants that don’t require as much water and
mowing?

6/21/2022 11:48 PM

11 Cancel the Land Swap deal for Elder and Centennial. The current board is bending over
backwards to please a single resident; they should be doing what is best for Winnetka. This
idea has been in the works for years--things have changed with COVID, increased crime,
shortages, inflation, etc. Time to step back and re-think the entire plan. We've lived without the
lot between the two beaches for a long time--we an continue to do so.

6/21/2022 1:57 PM

12 Please look at ways more obviously and purposefully to integrate bikes, biking and bike trails
into recreational options. As well, consider ways to integrate recreational options into natural
spaces and places such as the Green Bay Trail.

6/21/2022 9:54 AM

13 The lack of transparency over the beach wall is offensive. Warren James and the WPD board
attorney need to be held accountable for information that has been withheld from the public.

6/20/2022 10:34 PM

14 WPD is WAY to cavalier in spending our money based on some of the very highest real estate
taxes in North America - inexcusable. It should find some ways to cut our taxes - not keep
building like money is unlimited. On another note, the idea of a fence wall in order to facilitate
the potential beachfront land swap is ludicrous. No structure on the beachfront is wanted or
needed. WALK from this BS deal. It also was sprung on the taxpayers at the 9th hour - totally
inappropriate - making me very angry since again WPD is spending MY outrageous tax dollars.
The taxpayer residents should not be the last ones consulted. For every real estate deal the
WPD has done, we can find a hundred Winnetka residents that have done 10 xs that amount.

6/20/2022 10:08 PM

15 I can't believe you are asking about a pool when our beaches are eroding. Please work to
improve and preserve our beaches. that is most important--we don't need volleyball courts,
kayak rental, etc. Just clean beaches, clean bathrooms and safety. That's it.

6/20/2022 10:02 PM

16 Per above, please fix the beaches. Just make them pretty and preserve our beaches. we don't
need lots of goofy amenities and equipment rentals.

6/20/2022 8:37 PM
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17 No pool. No wall on the beach. Don’t swap the park for the house at Centennial. That house
won’t be worth anything and maybe Park District could buy it instead of letting Orchard 2020
make town jump through hoops for a beautiful piece of property and beachfront.

6/20/2022 8:37 PM

18 strengthen rules on dogs in parks esp off leash an =d no dogs at beaches unless in some end
space where it be fenced off like far south tower and then rules enforced also buy tag see
people from other toens bringing their dogs to all the beaches especially off season and no one
stops and they leave mess in sand and disturb people there and kids for lake,, and leave elder
no dogs ever .. it is rthe only beach for south end of town and not big and families like to walk
there year round and check beaches so people and dogs get ticketed or whatever and told not
allowed

6/20/2022 6:09 PM

19 Small business support Bring down residential taxes 6/20/2022 4:32 PM

20 NO POOL PLEASE!!!!!!! Why can't we just use another town's pool or utilize exiting New Trier
pools?

6/20/2022 3:14 PM

21 Community needs an indoor, YEAR ROUND aquatic facility An outdoor facility is useless at
least 9 months out of the year, wasted space

6/20/2022 3:10 PM

22 We need to keep our dog beach or have a dog park! 6/20/2022 2:39 PM

23 Wall at Elder beach 6/20/2022 2:13 PM

24 No need for community pool. 6/20/2022 2:11 PM

25 There need to be more free events. While it seems like a small thing when only charging $15 a
kid it adds up. Make the money on the food and drinks. The park district is a fantastic
organization and we are so lucky to have it but there seems to be a ton of bad feelings and we
need to mend the relationships. I was unable to attend the last meeting at Hubbard Woods but
to hear there were people screaming at each other breaks my heart.

6/20/2022 12:34 PM

26 No wall in the lake. And a Park Board that listens to all, not just a select few. 6/20/2022 11:53 AM

27 NO WALL at the beach. Horrible plan. Don’t kowtow to the billionaires of Winnetka. 6/20/2022 11:10 AM

28 The Elder/Centennial Beach Proposal is a total DISGRACE to Winnetka and the Park District
Board. This proposal was purposely obtuse and obscured the after-the-fact negotiation (after a
contract had been signed) to put in the Steel Pillar Fence. SHAME ON YOU!!!!!

6/20/2022 10:46 AM

29 SAFTEY should be the vilage priority always above dog parks and pool building! WE NEED
BIKE PATHES, there is no safe way for kids to get to Northfield, the willow hibbard and
winnetka ave/Hill at hibbard is ridiculous, Why do we not have a good marked bike path to the
skokie lagoons, or our schools. There is also a big lack of stop signs or bright marked
crosswalks and signs surrounding all schools. Elm and Rosewood is a serious accident waiting
to happen, put in a flashing light and speed reduction sign near the schools if your unwilling to
put up stop signs. We need a more walkable city and people can't walk or tell their kids to bike
or walk if it is unsafe.

6/20/2022 10:43 AM

30 I have just learned more about the Elder Lane/Centennial Beach plan. I suggest the entire plan
be scaled back. Address the erosion problem? Yes. Add bathrooms and other basic
amenities? Yes. Separate area for non-motorized craft? No-let everyone use this beach space.
Land swap? NO. Cancel this deal which is a bad deal for Winnetka--we can live without the lot
in the center. I do NOT want to give up a single foot of our beaches to a private party. I
WOULD support buying the middle lot if and when it becomes available.

6/20/2022 8:58 AM

31 I have very little faith in the "Park Board" at this point. Having attended 2 of their meetings and
one other at the Village Hall regarding the 2030 Waterfront Plan, my husband and I were
frankly appalled at the conduct we observed. I do not think some of the current Commissioners
should be responsible for Anything further. Trust and good faith are out the window. As far as
courtesy, we observed VERY courteous behavior at all the meetings. Almost without
exception, people who took the microphone to speak began by Thanking the Park Board and
recognizing the "difficulties" they have faced. We have tried to do quite a bit of research (as
many have) trying to understand how we as a village got to this point-with one private citizen
who, by the way, was constantly and glowingly referred to as a "billionaire"by the Board
President who also repeated how we are so lucky to have this man willing to "give" such a
"gift" to our village. There are MANY people who have given extraordinary gifts to Winnetka-
perhaps not under the label of "billionaire,"- and they certainly didn't come with this level of
narcissism. As a lifelong resident of this town, having worked on caucuses and committees, I

6/19/2022 8:51 PM
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have never seen anything like this. The lack of transparency, lack of respect, condescending
tones, professions by the Board President about how hard he is working and how he has been
"your Boy Scout troop leader", and "shared Thanksgiving dinner" with Village Council
members, etc. was stunning to watch. All while ignoring well vetted, articulate, fact bearing
community members with a wealth of experience about the flaws around the "wall" and plan
alteration. All while dismissing community members who took their own valuable time and
effort to research and attend the meetings. All while seeming to be oblivious to Village Council
members who individually AND collectively and formally stated their opposition to the 'altered'
plan .. All while not answering very factual and relevant questions put forth by concerned
Winnetkans. At the last meeting, the audience was treated to a scolding by one of the Board
members about "behavior." I noted previously, we saw very courteous behavior- and while
some people were passionate and at times frustrated- they were Not discourteous. If there was
some of that online, that is a shame- but no more shameful than some of the utterances that
were overheard coming from one or two board members regarding community members. The
vast majority of "us" should never have had to listen to the admonishment from the Park Board
member. He further went on to state that Winnetka is "anti progress." This 'astute' gentleman
has lived here for approximately 8 years. He noted how we have failed in our efforts with One
Winnetka, New Trier referendums, and District 36 referendums- to name a few. Interestingly, I
have sat on a couple of referendums for our schools and I would tell you that there were Many
reasons if and when one didn't pass- and how when one of them was re-introduced to the
community (after some further hard work, Community Input, and diligence) it DID pass.
Further, I can say that one of the difficulties that referendum committee members have faced
in presenting 'public' school referendums was and is garnering support from the
"private/religious" school community. The same gentleman who feels we are "anti progress"
has his children in private school. It would be interesting to have him share his understanding
of each of the referendums- (and I don't believe he even lived in town for a couple of them). As
for "One Winnetka," we have attended (solely to learn and stay apprised- without making public
comment, but rather observing) almost every meeting regarding "One Winnetka." I do not recall
seeing Any of our Park Commissioners there with any consistency- let alone the one who has
deemed this town "anti progress." We are discouraged, disappointed, and disgusted.

32 The Entire Elder and centennial beach plan needs to go back to square one. Preserve our
beachfront, but do not over design it. Do not do the land swap. We can live without the land in
the center, or simply buy it should it become available. I have been, and am in readily
concerned with the lack of transparency the the current and recent board has
demonstrated.Too many large scale projects are implemented with little public awareness.
Why? Because I believe we are being overtaxed and the park district Rarely has to go to
referendum for large projects. The way the current board president has handled the land swap
deal is appalling. He should resign-he is not acting in the best interests of all residents.

6/19/2022 5:57 PM

33 We need Park Staff and an Executive Director who has park or government experience and
who continues to train - very disturbed by the continued attrition of experienced Park staff and
personnel. The WPD appears to have lost much of its institutional history. The WPD Board
does not seem to follow proper process and procedure. Why are there so many executive
session and where is the summary of what was discussed during executive session? The
WPD is not transparent nor does it communicate well with the public. With respect to the Dog
Beach, there was virtually no communication that it was going to be eliminated - don't tell me
to look at footnotes on a 300 page document. Dogs should continue to be able to use
Centennial Beach both on and off season ... or put dogs on Elder and convert Centennial to a
swimming beach. The WPD needs better governance.

6/19/2022 12:03 PM

34 Focus on the beaches for goodness sake! Massively undervalued asset for the village. 6/19/2022 9:02 AM

35 We are older people- our children and grandchildren live on the East Coast. The dog beach is
really the only park we use regularly. It is , or, rather, WAS our connection to young families
and older Winnetkans from different neighborhoods. We can’t begin to express what a loss the
closing of the dog beach is for us. It was the best thing, the thing we loved most about
WINNETKA, the highlight of every grandchildren visit.

6/17/2022 8:09 PM

36 Add option for maintaining full time dog beach at centennial. Choices on survey did not allow
clear expression of support for that.

6/17/2022 1:46 PM

37 the louvered wall proposed for the combined Centennial/Elder beach, which would not only
obstruct views up and down the shoreline but also would enclose the beach as a self-contained
bowl, needs to go.

6/17/2022 11:56 AM

38 I thought the meeting on 6/16/22 and some of the board member's comments were terrible. I 6/17/2022 7:23 AM
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felt like I was 12 years old and was being lectured to. Mr. James, Mr. Lussen and Mr.
Archambault should be ashamed of their comments. They are there to represent the people of
Winnetka. So many things wrong with the way the Board went about in trying to obtain the
property and the process for the 2030 plan. But they will not admit it. Really disappointed in the
Board.

39 please do not send a letter to elm street residents requesting they hold a party for the 4th if
july unless you will provide a free garbage pick up froom the requested party that was given

6/16/2022 10:33 AM

40 The beach swap plan seems awesome, but now dead…. The wall was a bit much. I think
Tower needs freshening up. Plant privacy bushes in front of the water tower plant to disguise
the ugly fencing. Clean up the bramble around the walkways. It would be great if they could
improve the aesthetics of the beach house—paint? window boxes? And the playground (last
summer—not sure if fixed) is broken and unsafe in parts. The stairway is lovely—THANK
YOU!

6/16/2022 6:22 AM

41 Don’t do a bad deal with the landowner to the south of centennial. You are all of us. Be strong.
We waited 100 years to unify those parks. We can outlast him. And don’t be afraid to mobilize
the people to resist his obnoxious demands.

6/15/2022 10:21 PM

42 Please develop a Winnetka-only harbor and see how much property values increase when boat
owners flock here.

6/15/2022 8:48 PM

43 The corruption that is obvious with the Elder Lane / Centennial plan is wrong and an
embarrassment to the community (anyone can see it; please save the further deception).
Check your ethics and please stop accepting anything that’s not in the community’s best
interest.

6/15/2022 8:30 PM

44 Don’t need a pool, go to new trier 6/15/2022 7:43 PM

45 If a new beach house structure is planned, I would encourage the Park District Board to
consider reusing one of the many historic houses that are constantly being demolished in the
Village or consider adopting sustainable design practices in the building.

6/15/2022 6:34 PM

46 Providing free access to the beaches by community members. I think the beaches were be
better utilized and more residents would be interested in what happens to them.

6/15/2022 5:33 PM

47 Do not build a wall at the beachfront EVER!!!!!!!!! Be stewards of our parkland and beachfront,
don’t swap.

6/15/2022 5:08 PM

48 No Wall at Elder 6/15/2022 2:09 PM

49 Convert the 2 cooling lagoons at tower beach into natural swimming pools that can be used
seasonally. They are not being used and could become fantastic natural swimming pools as
they do in Europe on Mediterranean Sea. I’ve pushed this idea to. With a little creative
thinking, it could become an amazing and revolutionary idea.

6/15/2022 10:30 AM

50 Soccer at Corwin Park causes terrible traffic and parking for residents. Soccer parents drive
very fast down Edgewood, Asbury, greenwood, and Grove. Lots of litter left after games. After-
school and weekend game and practice schedules render park inaccessible to neighborhood
kids.

6/15/2022 8:49 AM

51 I’m completely disgusted by the lack Of transparency and the whole Jerry for around the wall.
Obviously it shows favoritism to a single homeowner. Just apply the rules consistently.

6/15/2022 7:30 AM

52 We need to keep the dog beach as a year round entity. Warren's Wall was a fiasco and is
hopefully finished for good. It was a disgrace to the WPD and the Village of Winnetka. Safety
justification was a pretext. Please remove Mr. James from the Board.

6/14/2022 10:02 PM

53 Don’t allow the wall at Elder! Time to seriously explore a community outdoor pool 6/14/2022 9:54 PM

54 Keep the beaches beautiful and simple and peaceful. I’m very opposed to the land swap plan
at Centennial.

6/14/2022 5:00 PM

55 The wall maple street and sweetheart landswap deal are the worst ones the park district has
come up with. Who is on the take from whom?

6/14/2022 4:34 PM

56 No wall/fence at Elder Lane Centennial Beach 6/14/2022 10:37 AM

57 Your survey does not work correctly so your community answers will be wrong Again - the dog 6/14/2022 10:27 AM
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and pool thumbs up does NOT WORK

58 Do NOT approve “Warren’s Wall” 6/13/2022 6:59 PM

59 Ideally there would be an east west dedicated route through the land north of Willow and south
of tower that cyclists could use to get to the North Branch trail. Right now you have to ride
Tower across and you usually get pushed to the sidewalk where Willow is too dangerous to
cycle on. It would seem a route through the Park District would be possible.

6/13/2022 1:14 PM

60 In full support of as many paddle courts as can be built, as our community has more demand
than supply. Even with two more courts being built, I'd like to see us have 10 courts within a
few more years.

6/13/2022 12:55 PM

61 Creating a "dog beach area" at the south end of Tower Road Beach essentially will make it a
dog beach. Already many people ignore the "no dog" signs and walk their dogs "off the leash"
when few people are around. Once it is opened up to dogs, even in a limited fashion, it will
morph into a dog beach with consequential degradation as a "family/swimming beach".

6/13/2022 12:11 PM

62 Both Indoor and Outdoor pools should be a part of Winnetka Park District's plans 6/13/2022 12:05 PM

63 The need for pickle ball courts 6/13/2022 10:07 AM

64 An outdoor basketball court would be great! 6/13/2022 9:11 AM

65 The wall proposed along the beachfront is ridiculous on so many levels. Not a good and viable
environmentally friendly plan.

6/13/2022 9:10 AM

66 Focus on what is truly being used and support these activity/facilities, mostly already existing.
Golf/Paddle/IceArena/youth sports fields (done a great job with these-unfortunately too late For
our kids to use). PleSe consider the rising popularity of Pickle amongst all current residents I
know. Also re-emphasize my bias here about having a dog beach. It is always more frequented
, with high fee revenue than most other facilities, truly enjoyable place to meet other neighbors
for the many dog lovers in our community and great for the dogs.

6/13/2022 8:56 AM

67 Have you considered a rec center in downtown where the post office is currently located for an
indoor pool?

6/13/2022 8:34 AM

68 The current plan to allow a “privacy” wall to be built around the Elder/Centennial beaches is an
abomination and embarrassing — a terrible precedent to set — in opposition to 150 years of
the Chicago area working to keep the Shoreline open for everyone. Just awful.

6/13/2022 5:49 AM

69 If we don't have a dedicated dog beach, every beach will be a dog beach. 6/12/2022 10:21 PM

70 We should be able to work out a solution to share the outdoor pool with Wilmette and they can
then share the indoor pool with Winnetka. I am not in favor of an outdoor pool in Winnetka.

6/12/2022 10:16 PM

71 Being a retiree on fixed income, I simply will not support the expenses of new facilities that are
not self-funded.

6/12/2022 10:13 PM

72 Thank you for coming up with a dog park plan that much of the community can support. I
personally would not use, but appreciate the thoughtfulness of the new approach to existing
neighborhoods.

6/12/2022 10:07 PM

73 If you have a dog park in Winnetka it should not be lakefront. The lakefront should be for the
residents to enjoy not dogs. Although I believe there should be a dog park just not on the
lakefront

6/12/2022 10:07 PM

74 We use the beaches and think Lloyd looks amazing. We store kayaks there and appreciate
that its not open to everyone like at Tower. Tower could use new amenities and a major
cleanup and food would be an awesome addition. Bonfire at Tower would also be really fun

6/12/2022 10:05 PM

75 The boat ramp is outstanding. Excellent staff! 6/12/2022 9:16 PM

76 In keeping our parks beautiful, I think we should be more on top of lawn care and weed
management

6/12/2022 9:04 PM

77 Batting cages at skokie playfields Outdoor new public basketball courts 6/12/2022 8:23 PM

78 None 6/12/2022 8:05 PM

79 Be forthcoming and transparent 6/12/2022 7:47 PM
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80 No wall on beach 6/12/2022 7:45 PM

81 I’m very concerned about the land swap Plan at the beach. This does NOT sound like a good
idea. Forget the swap and just improve the beaches we have.

6/12/2022 7:45 PM

82 The Board's perennial obsession with dog parks and its mishandling of the beach wall fiasco
disappoint me and leave me with less confidence in it generally.

6/12/2022 7:30 PM

83 No dogs on beaches. 6/12/2022 7:21 PM

84 Parks are looking better under John Peterson’s purview. Many thx. Not sure if this fits here but
not a fan of the fence by the new dog park / land swap beach area that is being discussed.

6/12/2022 7:06 PM

85 Please do not put the metal wall at Elder/Centenial beach. Please make it look like Lloyd. 6/12/2022 6:57 PM

86 Ir would be interesting to compare the per capita (HH) presence of private pools in Winnetka vs
the comparable communities as an added data point- is it comparable across communities?

6/12/2022 6:19 PM

87 The Park District should tape and record all their meetings and post them on the website in a
timely fashion. They are the only governmental body that doesn’t and it is shameful.

6/12/2022 6:00 PM

88 Warren’s Wall into Lake Michigan. 6/12/2022 5:51 PM

89 I am fully against paying higher property taxes for any new or improved services. 6/12/2022 5:38 PM

90 I feel like there are enough pool options privately and we do not need to take up green space
for a pool.

6/12/2022 5:38 PM

91 We need to dramatically upgrade our Ice Arena. We are lagging communities with top tie
Hockey Programs in this area. 2 rinks needed and proper concession and skating shop.

6/12/2022 5:37 PM

92 The only acceptable dog park would be by the public works building where no residents would
be bothered. The pool seems like a good idea on paper, however, not worth the trade offs. The
parks should not increase any parking at any of their sites, we have limited green space to
begin with and it would be terrible to lose grass/trees to add parking. We have been crossing
the street for generations

6/12/2022 5:18 PM

93 You spend way too much time and money aggrandizing yourselves. It's all about creating new
things, selling them to bored and/or envious Winnetkans and then expanding the amount of
money you require to do it.

6/12/2022 5:03 PM

94 I very much oppose the way the Winnetka Park District continues to levy taxes at rates that
are as high, or nearly as high, as permitted by law. This should stop immediately, and the WPD
should be forced to go back to the public for a bond referendum on each new capital project,
including small projects, because as things stand now, that is the only way to control their out-
of-control spending.

6/12/2022 3:40 PM

95 The commissioners whose negotiations resulted in the disastrous plan for Elder/Centennial
should be removed from office. When the plan came to light and people objected, they stuck to
their dishonest reasons for the walls. They only backed down when the overwhelming
disapproval of the entire village was clear (I've never seen such unanimity on anything in my 3
decades here.) We no longer have trust in them to make decisions for our park district.

6/12/2022 2:50 PM

96 I can’t believe the “privacy fence” got built into the Cenennial Elder park plan with as little
publicity as it did. Perhaps that’s due to the lack of reportage due to the demise of the
Winnetka Talk. The net effect is a lack of confidence in any new program proposed by the
Park District.

6/12/2022 2:44 PM

97 The proposed fences bracketing the combined Elder-Centennial beach merge ought to be
illegal. I think the fence is appalling for many reasons: Blocking shoreline access to the public;
blocking sight lines down the shore (what if a parent loses sight of their child who somehow
drifts to the other side of the fence? What if the fence blocked a rescue?); their is no hydraulic
reason for the fence regarding beach preservation; the fence is an eyesore to our beautiful lake
front.

6/12/2022 2:00 PM

98 You are already aware of it. The proposed steel "wall" at Centennial Beach is atrocious. Please
get rid of it.

6/12/2022 12:06 PM

99 No wall on the lakefront! 6/12/2022 11:51 AM

100 The Wall. The Board should force the property owner to honor his agreement or take him to 6/12/2022 11:40 AM
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court. Otherwise, the Board should go ahead and combine the beaches, and plan to buy the
property in teh middle at some future time.

101 I oppose the metal fencing proposed for the Centennial/Elder Park Beach. 6/12/2022 11:19 AM

102 Scrap the walls at Elder/Centennial. Do the right thing, the residents have spoken. 6/12/2022 8:45 AM

103 No pool. No land swap. Scale back lake front plan. And lastly, the entire way the board has
recently handled the public input/lack of transparency re the Elder beach project is
disappointing. Warren James is so clearly into this personally that his judgement is clouded.
He should resign.

6/12/2022 8:37 AM

104 Would like to see more parkland converted to native areas, like Bell Woods and Crow Island
Woods.

6/12/2022 7:48 AM

105 I very much look forward to seeing the Elder/Centennial project move forward, and use both of
the those parks/beached regularly. I appreciate the WPD having heard/responded to the
communities strong view on the proposed privacy wall. I ask that the WPD move forward with
a lower profile plan with an smaller footprint overall. Allow nature and lake to be the star.

6/12/2022 7:18 AM

106 For children going to parks to play, there really should be available bathrooms and working
drinking fountains.

6/12/2022 3:30 AM

107 The idea that you are even considering having a dog beach at Tower Rd. is ridiculous! We
don’t need a beach for dogs! Winnetka has some of the best shoreline in the state. It should
not be wasted on animals!

6/11/2022 10:04 PM

108 Stop taking the amenities that have great history in this community. Why are you having the
extra at village green on July 4. Keep it the way it has been. After storm water is over go back
to all being done at playfields quit charging for little stuff like Easter egg hunt. WPD is not a
business. Stop nickel diming residents.

6/11/2022 8:27 PM

109 We raised 3 children in Winnetka and had no difficulty satisfying our swimming pool needs
using neighboring communities' pools as nonresidents.

6/11/2022 5:03 PM

110 Please no dog beach 6/11/2022 3:28 PM

111 build pool with doors that can slide open in summertime 6/11/2022 3:28 PM

112 The board lacks transparency, responds to a few vocal citizens (or behind the scenes
machinations) and does not hold itself accountable to the taxpayers that fund it. The park
district is not held to the village standards for sizes of signs (the giant and ugly banner signs
are not compliant with village sign standards and are the exact opposite of the understated
village signs recently installed) nor are the proposed walls at Centennial/Elder on the beach
height compliant with village rules. The recent proposals in the works for over a year without
any disclosure to the taxpayers or even its own board members before submission to IDNR
and the Army Corps of Engineers ) are an anathema. Why the sneaky, hidden and unexplained
arrangements with some neighbors, without disclosure to everyone? Why two standards for
taxpayers and the park district? Why is a thumbnail notice in teh Chicago Sun Times an
acceptable form of public disclosure. Given the ease with which to communicate digitally, why
not blast an invitation to everyone in the village to be kept abreast timely reposting and
disclosure of park district plans (with the option to opt out)? Why should the taxpayers tolerate
this sneaky, underhanded behavior? Why not record all meetings and rebroadcast so that the
board members recognized that the taxpayers are watching them and hearing in detail their
comments, plans an opinions?

6/11/2022 3:01 PM

113 Too many distracting advertising signs posted throughout the village, especially Hibbard Road 6/11/2022 12:29 PM

114 With a recession coming, we do not need to raise taxes. Improve the parks/beaches we have
now.

6/11/2022 10:42 AM

115 Please don’t make any portion of the existing Tower Read beach a dog beach. 6/10/2022 10:25 PM

116 This survey is skewed in favor of dog owners. Dog owners often ignore signs prohibiting dogs
e.g. loose on the Village Green or Maple. Keep them off the beaches

6/10/2022 6:47 PM

117 We have too many tennis courts 6/10/2022 6:10 PM

118 I support a dog park but don’t believe that beach space should be used by dogs. 6/10/2022 5:37 PM
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119 DO NOT MOVE THE DOG BEACH. Tower road? What planet are you on? My dog and I walk
the park above the beach every day all seasons.

6/10/2022 5:35 PM

120 It is obvious that the residents have a strong objection to the centennial beach wall. Major
changes to our open spaces should be widely publicized going forward.

6/10/2022 4:29 PM

121 Tower Beach is not attractive and the beach house lacks decent facilities. The bathrooms
need to be improved and there should be better office space for the summer staff and food
available during the season every day.

6/10/2022 4:15 PM

122 Keeping us informed during project planning. There is NO transparency in the work of this
board. Ie the current beach wall

6/10/2022 2:57 PM

123 bettrer transparency regarding the property exchange or swap at Elder/Centennial Beach.
Continued support of the Crow Island Woods restoration.

6/10/2022 11:54 AM

124 I do support a dog beach, but I'm unclear on the above options. Is it all or none - you will do all
3 locations or none, or a variety of the 3 options?

6/10/2022 10:45 AM

125 The removal of a current well-used facility (the Centennial Dog Beach) with-out specific
notification reflects incredible disingenuousness by the WPF Board and Mark Warren. Rather
than accept they made a mistake, they are attempting to steamroll the community and
selected a Committee to examine alternatives only after protest and one which is non-
representative.

6/10/2022 10:15 AM

126 The PD released their report on the property swap and beach buildout that showed the metal
fencing being opposed now. If the PD is opposing the plan now, why was it in their October
2021 release?

6/10/2022 9:59 AM

127 Could we join with another suburb that has a pool, like Glencoe with Northbrook. We don’t need
our own outdoor pool, just access to one.

6/10/2022 9:45 AM

128 Dog park should stay at the Centennial/Elder area. 6/10/2022 9:07 AM

129 Please do not restrict visual access to beach views by installing tall louvered screens at the
beach.

6/10/2022 8:53 AM

130 creation of a community garden 6/10/2022 8:27 AM

131 I think there is an opportunity for Winnetka Park District to expand its offerings for pre-
teens/teens in social opportunities. Their ski days are hugely successful. What about an
evening at the Winnetka Ice Rink or a social dance with a DJ. Unfortunately the schools don't
offer much that is open to all. This could be a wonderful opportunity to expand their offerings to
this set of kids who really suffered during the pandemic with lack of social opportunities. Nice
to develop these skills in our community before attending large high school setting.

6/10/2022 8:07 AM

132 An outdoor pool would never be cash flow positive, thus would need tax dollars from everyone,
even those who oppose it, to handle capital needs

6/10/2022 7:17 AM

133 No poool in Winnetka for reasons already stated in survey above. 6/10/2022 7:15 AM

134 See above preference on basketball hoop access for kids- and adults! Not a pool! 6/10/2022 7:04 AM

135 Waste of money. 6/10/2022 6:41 AM

136 The camp costs this year are outrageous and as a result, we will not send our kids to the
camps.

6/10/2022 6:37 AM

137 Our beaches appear to be quite crowded with non-residents. Even though they pay a higher
fee, it may need to be higher to keep crowds down and ensure adequate space for residents.

6/10/2022 6:01 AM

138 Road conditions are so horrible through the Skokie Lagoons (I know this is not a park district
issue, but could please be passed along)

6/10/2022 5:27 AM

139 The Park District is tremendous. The staff are incredible, diligent, and caring, and the facilities
are outstanding.

6/10/2022 12:17 AM

140 Support basketball - put up some lights and baskets!!! 6/9/2022 11:39 PM

141 Look to Lincolnwood Pools model for a local pool with non- resident passes. Many families that
used to reside in the city would get summer memberships to the Lincolnwood Aquactics center

6/9/2022 11:31 PM
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for the summer. We would also use the park district camps that would utilize the pool for swim
lessons during camp. It was great. You had to be a member to use the facility- you had a
resident or non-resident membership. There were a finite amount of patrons.

142 Thanks for being proactive, thinking big, integrating w stormwater. 6/9/2022 11:14 PM

143 The lakefront 2030 plan for centennial and Elder is terrible. Eliminate the “t” in the middle. We
dont need a non motorized sport beach…let it just be plain beach. And definitely do NOT put
up the proposed steel louvered walls nor the tall plantings that will block the view. Walk away
from the land swap—don't give up the southern lot. Sometime, some owner will sell the middle
lot-i would support a referendum and use of reserve funds to do so. I’m concerned there are
soem board members who are so,personally invested in this they can’t see what a bad deal
and plan this is.

6/9/2022 10:53 PM

144 I think the Park District should be supporting dog ownership more than it is for the number of
dog owners in the community. I take out my Lloyd beach stored kayak 1-5 times a year and I
take my dog to the beach/park 250-300 times a year. I am concerned about the pier adjacent
Tower beach location for a potential dog beach as it seems it is placed where families with
small children may object to it, making it a sure failure location by design. Additionally, the
tower beach location makes it difficult for older dog owners to access given the stairs/distance
from the high parking lot. It may require somehow offering 3-4 spaces on the pier for dog beach
users. Has anyone considered using the short piece of beach and dune grass immediately in
front of the water works building for the new dog beach location? Users could park in the lower
Lloyd Beach parking lot providing a natural barrier between dog/residents and non-
dog/residents.

6/9/2022 5:52 PM

145 Lower taxes ! 6/9/2022 3:58 PM

146 I believe we need more programming to draw people to Winnetka Parks 6/8/2022 9:42 PM

147 I am concerned that the "possible" winter use of Elder-Centennial as a dog beach will be
employed to justify the louver fence and thus prohibit beach access to adjacent public lands. It
would have been helpful to ask which dog beaches were preferred,

6/8/2022 9:30 PM

148 Do not think the village needs a pool 6/8/2022 7:51 PM

149 Do not think the village needs or should have a pool 6/8/2022 7:08 PM

150 There's a ton of mis information about the proposed WALL at the Elder Lane beach project
floating around community sites like Next Door. Petitions to sign, people freaking out. Perhaps
another opportunity for them to learn what's really going to happen?

6/8/2022 3:33 PM

151 Walk away from building the walls at the Elder/Centennial Beaches. The property between the
parks will become available at a later time.

6/8/2022 3:00 PM

152 Direct residents to Wilmette for pool usage 6/8/2022 12:11 PM

153 Obviously, the potential construction of a wall at Elder Lane Beach is of serious concern.
There should be no hindrance to people's ability to walk along the water line at the beach.
Allowing this would be an abomination.

6/8/2022 12:02 PM

154 Can we put a gymnastics facility in Winnetka? Possibly where Conneys and the empty building
is… near Hometown. Or a possible small Movie theater. More boat slips are needed. A
restaurant/bar with beach access would do great!

6/8/2022 11:51 AM

155 Please do not proceed with the Elder/Centennial Beach project if the "wall" is included in the
plan. I'd rather not have the combined beach (we've managed in the past) than establish a new
and unfortunate precedent. This wall is a bad idea, and the common good dictates either
removing the wall from any agreement or forgetting the plan.

6/8/2022 11:41 AM

156 Dog waste bags and water fountains and at the minimum some garbage cans!! 6/8/2022 9:19 AM

157 Please, please don't make every park in Winnetka an amusement park including the beach
front. Every park does not need all the fancy entertainment items that are expensive to install
and maintain. Please do not overbuild our parks!

6/8/2022 8:17 AM

158 Turf field was very practical this spring - may be helpful to add more turf field based on our
weather.

6/7/2022 11:48 PM

159 The sense of community among residents at the dog beach is wonderful. Every time we go we 6/7/2022 10:47 PM
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have a lovely encounter with fellow residents. Our family cherishes the space. Growing up near
the ocean we relished in the fact that we could walk miles of interrupted shoreline by staying
literally connected with the water. It is meditative and healing. The magic of this is mirrored
along our lake, and I pray that is preserved for us and future generations to enjoy.

160 We have our own pool so we are not interested in a public pool 6/7/2022 4:26 PM

161 Parking is already a huge issue at Little Duke, a pool would make it unbearable. 6/7/2022 4:08 PM

162 I thought this issue was settled years ago. 6/7/2022 2:47 PM

163 I would like to see Winnetka find a way to both divert bike traffic from our residential streets as
well as capture all the bike traffic for revenue producing purposes. Perhaps a rest area with
drinks and snacks as revenue for the park district. I’d like to see Indian hill park better utilized
with a formal outdoor ice rink since the warming house is right there. Also a revenue source as
a rental fi

6/7/2022 2:13 PM

164 Centennial/Elder beach plan (land swap) is a good plan; but the plan should be modified to
permit public access across the breakwaters on the north and south boundaries. In addition,
the fall protection should be reduced in height to its code requirement of 42" and fitted with
gates for public passage. Privacy fencing for adjacent neighbors should not be permitted.

6/7/2022 1:56 PM

165 Do not fence off lakefront. 6/7/2022 1:35 PM

166 In light of the strong opposition to the permit application submitted to the IDNR and USACE re
the Elder and Centennial Park plan, I would like to see more attention paid to public process
and transparency involving the use of tax payer dollars for any new Park District projects and
the redevelopment of Park lands. The Park District Board and administration needs to be
mindful that private deals, even in furtherance of goals in the public interest, erode the public
trust when handled outside of public notice and review.

6/7/2022 11:34 AM

167 An improved beach, such as what is planned at Elder-Centennial, is priority and would be the
greatest addition to our Winnetka community

6/7/2022 10:43 AM

168 Flies at the beach, returning the golf course to the money maker it was in the last century
when it funded the entire Park District.

6/7/2022 10:21 AM

169 Bathrooms open with code at Parks for kids PLEASE 6/7/2022 10:10 AM

170 I would much more strongly support a rec center that inlcluded an indoor pool and gym space,
which is lacking in the village.

6/7/2022 9:48 AM

171 Storm water management is the most important thing we should be working on. 6/7/2022 7:12 AM

172 Please update the beach status more regularly this season. Last year, after one day of
closings, your phone message status was not updated for days. I found it unreliable. I don't
want to get to the beach to find out it's closed when I specifically checked first.

6/7/2022 5:34 AM

173 User friendly parks for adults ..not just early childhood 6/6/2022 10:05 PM

174 Love the pool idea 6/6/2022 9:52 PM

175 Would love a community pool!! Strongly support this idea, even if other spaces need to be
compromised.

6/6/2022 9:38 PM

176 The park board does not seem to be responding to the 1200 signatures to reconsider the wall
on the beach. This wall should be redesigned...made lower with more public access. The
project is good except for the wall, which needs to be rethought. Why is the park board not
willing to rethink the one aspect of this project?

6/6/2022 9:02 PM

177 HATE THE PROPOSED WALLS AT ELDER/CENTENNIAL BEACHES- UNFAIR TO BLOCK
OPEN BEACH ACCESS

6/6/2022 8:52 PM

178 We should not use any of our beach properties as a dog beach. I like the off-leash off-beach
idea by the public works building. Love the combined elder / centennial plan.

6/6/2022 8:36 PM

179 I think the park district should maintain its parks to the same level as most residents maintain
their lawns - spray for weeds, etc.

6/6/2022 8:20 PM

180 Outdoor pool is much more desirable thank an indoor pool. We should not raise taxes to make
this happen.

6/6/2022 8:11 PM
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181 Parking around the Skokie fields, the gate that was added last year is awful, it took away a
turn around and drop off area, plus the football trailer takes up a spot. The reason was said for
maintenance which has an abundance of space, who is the park servicing?

6/6/2022 6:18 PM

182 Having a dog beach directly next to a swimming beach is a bad idea from a safety standpoint.
The two do not belong next to each other. In addition, much research shows it can be
unsanitary. The dog beach should not be near a people beach.

6/6/2022 6:11 PM

183 The new beach at Elder should absolutely NOT allow the current 'wall' that they are suggesting.
This is unlawful and sets a terrible precedent.

6/6/2022 5:30 PM

184 Wait, why does the beach bathroom need to be keycard restricted? There should be public
restrooms available.

6/6/2022 4:57 PM

185 The wall is a terrible idea and the process at Elder beach has been poorly handled. 6/6/2022 4:38 PM

186 WPD board is doing a great job. Thank You for all your efforts. 6/6/2022 4:38 PM

187 Beaches are a luxury and should not be prioritized for dog use. Also, please do not put dog
beach adjacent to swimming beaches- not safe for kids and not hygenic. People already do
NOT adhere to the rules as to public lands where dogs are allowed, if given an area for dog
use, it should be contained and away from other public uses, ie dog park #1.

6/6/2022 4:13 PM

188 I am quite opposed to the proposal for a fence and the odd water structure that is being
proposed at Elder/Centennial as a result of the land swap. A fence seems incongruent with the
values of our wonderful village, and I am not sure I understand the wisdom of building the
structures out into the lake to make "smaller pools." I think the entire concept needs re-
thinking.

6/6/2022 4:11 PM

189 Pickleball is one of the fastest growing sports in this country. The Tennis center appears to
have no interest in pursuing the sport. 2 courts with lines drawn in over a tennis court is not
much of an effort. I'd like to this topic take on more importance. There are many, many people
in this community who would like to play in our town!

6/6/2022 4:07 PM

190 Re: dog beach/park. We support a dog park but not a dog beach. 6/6/2022 3:53 PM

191 do not ...do not ...build that big ugly wall south of elder lane to separate the private beach from
the public beach NO NO NO

6/6/2022 3:04 PM

192 The controversy of "The Wall" at the Centennial/Elder Beach is frustrating and distressing. The
Vimeo plan glosses over the problem, as does the architectural plan view.

6/6/2022 2:27 PM

193 Plenty of non -resident outdoor pool options available surrounding area. No need for a public
pool in Winnetka with all the beach access and access to other community outdoor (and even
indoor) pools.

6/6/2022 2:19 PM

194 They are already aware, but just to emphasize - Winnetka needs dog amenities (park/beach) 6/6/2022 2:10 PM

195 No pool. No dog beach or park. No raise in taxes. 6/6/2022 2:06 PM

196 The eventual development of the post office site should include Park District concerns and
input.

6/6/2022 1:28 PM

197 Please don't build walls blocking beach walking access and complete shoreline views in
Winnetka. The lake is for everyone, not just the most wealthy!

6/6/2022 1:17 PM

198 do not build wall at south end of centennial beach. keep it as a dog beach 6/6/2022 12:28 PM

199 I will add my opposition to the hundreds of messages already in opposition to the wall for the
Elder Beach renovations. Rather than repeat the compelling reasons already offered against
the wall, I would just add two questions: 1. I have not heard how much the wall would cost. 2.
If one of the justifications for the wall is safety, why does new Lloyd Beach renovations which
has similar crescent-shaped breakwaters, not have a wall.

6/6/2022 12:19 PM

200 Pool would be awesome 6/6/2022 12:13 PM

201 Winnetka Park District Board seems unaware that a lot of people in Winnetka are over 70 and
perfectly healthy. Do something for them.

6/6/2022 12:11 PM

202 Eliminate coves and barriers in the Elder/Centennial Beach Plan. Keep project as simple as
possible. Wilmette beach has become too crowded, patrons litter, unpleasant on weekends.

6/6/2022 12:05 PM
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203 A BIG NO to the obnoxious wall being proposed!!!!! It's a horrible unsightly illegal
precedence!!!!

6/6/2022 11:46 AM

204 Building a wall at the beach front is not worth the land swap deal. 6/6/2022 11:44 AM

205 we do not need a pool. would rather fix other village issues 6/6/2022 11:43 AM

206 I appreciate the storage for paddle boards, etc but think it is much too costly for what is
provided. There are no security cameras, rarely is someone available to help get boards on
and off rack, it would be helpful to have storage lockers for paddles and life jackets. The fee
for a second board is much too high. If reasonable rentals were available on a daily basis, I
would not own my own.

6/6/2022 11:39 AM

207 We have a fabulous lake to swim in. The pool is an unnecessary burden and risk. 6/6/2022 11:22 AM

208 The Park District often appears to have it's own agenda that is not in-sync with the majority of
residents.

6/6/2022 11:21 AM

209 We need to revisit the location of the dog beach in Winnetka. We do not need another paddle
board and small crafts beach. Lloyd more than meets that need. The dog beach should stay in
the area of Centennial allotted to a second boat beach. While Tower Road beach is an option, it
must be an expansive section so dogs can run on the beach as well as in the water, which
means that Tower Road will all but be closed to resident swimming. If Winnetka is prepared to
do that, great. If not, the dog beach needs to be incorporated into the new Elder/Centennial
master beach plan.

6/6/2022 11:06 AM

210 playability of our fields for baseball, soccer etc. 6/6/2022 11:01 AM

211 taxes 6/6/2022 11:00 AM

212 Elder/Centennial park development should not be done in a way that undermines the interests
of all Illinois residents in favor of a single home owner. A wall & privacy screen can not be built
anywhere along the Lake Michigan lakefront.

6/6/2022 10:58 AM

213 Frequent high bacteria in lake. Swimmers should be given notice daily. 6/6/2022 10:54 AM

214 I recognize costs are rising everywhere but all the public events (Santa/Easter) didn't used to
have a reservation/cost/limit the number of residents who could take part. While I enjoy the
aspect of the reservation and the calmness surrounding the events now. It's also not
accommodating the full community. Also I miss the physical catalogue. I forget when it's time
to register for things and digital is just not as easy to review with my kids.

6/6/2022 10:49 AM

215 My comments regarding the dog park are limited to the extent that a dog park to the east of
the public works building might compete with a proposed solar farm on the same site. If this is
the case, I would support the solar farm to a dog park.

6/6/2022 10:45 AM

216 dog park west of hibbard , south of willow is perfect location and very natural for walking and
bird watching. Could be very nice

6/6/2022 10:42 AM

217 We are very disappointed in the plan to put a wall on the beach. If there must be a
demarcation, it should be ecologically sound and unobtrusive. I am also against parking fees
at the baseball lots off Willow Rd. New Trier does not own Winnetka and should not impose
their interests on residents without agreement.

6/6/2022 10:40 AM

218 Pickle ball courts should be built 6/6/2022 10:38 AM

219 Entertainment bowl like wilmette. 6/6/2022 10:25 AM

220 We are very opposed to the wall at the new beach and would rather not have a combined
beach than a wall.

6/6/2022 10:19 AM

221 Hard work and expensive to fix beaches. Not sure Winnetkans fully understand. 6/6/2022 10:19 AM

222 It is wrong that winnetka residents can not buy a daily pass to the beaches on the weekend 6/6/2022 10:17 AM

223 Stop the Wall. Very disappointed with the Village and WPD. I rather keep things status quo
than have a ridiculously wall!

6/6/2022 10:16 AM

224 The fences on the beach are totally irresponsible and unacceptable. The beaches should be
open, period.

6/6/2022 10:15 AM
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225 Croquet Lawns developed at the Golf Course. 6/6/2022 10:13 AM

226 Please consider converting Little Duke and Duke field, and Corwin Park to turf facilities. Given
the recent increase in cold and rainy weather in the spring, it seems like most of the spring
seasons for soccer, lacrosse, etc. are lost bc of poor field conditions. Flag football using the
turf fields though has always been able to continue. This could also be a huge source of
revenue for the park district as it would be able to support programs/tournaments from
neighboring communities

6/6/2022 10:13 AM

227 We need an outdoor and/or indoor basketball facility. The Community house is very small and
not available a lot of times

6/6/2022 10:06 AM

228 Golf course should look into making a putting course. It’s a fun family activity and brings
people into the sport. Look at the baths of blackwolf run.

6/5/2022 9:23 PM

229 I am very much opposed to the wall of louvers inserted late into the plan for the north and
south ends of the new Elder/Centennial Park. We do not have to appease Justin Ishbia. We
can manage very well with the 2 parks separated, as they have been for many years. The lake
is our best feature. We don't need to wall it off. It's more important that we try to prevent further
erosion and save our beaches. Lloyd Beach looks great. Let's do the same for Elder and
Centennial and just say no to a wall of louvers which will block views and prevent walking the
shoreline (Public Trust).

6/5/2022 9:16 PM

230 Don't let that wall be built on Elder Beach! 6/5/2022 7:32 PM

231 I am very, very disappointed the Village and the Winnetka Park District Board have even
considered the demands of the homeowner involved in the Elder Beach/Centennial
consolidation. I vehemently oppose the erection of any kind of fence to "privatize" and restrict
public use of any of our beachfront. Please do not allow this to happen. It would be way better
to leave the two beaches separated by the house and keep things the way they are!

6/5/2022 1:51 PM

232 Given the level of interest in youth baseball and softball in the community, we should install
batting cages with pitching machines and we should use a bubble dome/tent to have at least
one field available during the winter. Also, we need a snack bar or food truck at baseball
games, especially when we are hosting tournaments.

6/5/2022 10:35 AM

233 We are very opposed to any type of walled off beach going in at elder- centennial. We also
don’t support the land swap, but the time for opposing that has probably passed. The dogs do
not need to be there off season. One dog beach at tower is plenty. The users almost all drive
to it anyway per their own admission. If they do end up at elder, please please allow people
who aren’t taking their dogs to continue to use the entire beach all year round. Thank you!

6/5/2022 9:28 AM

234 The proposed plan for Elder Centennial Beach plan is dramatically different than the
conceptual plan that was approved by the community. It contains massive walls on both ends
of the beach, that block access to and views of the shoreline. The design benefits the adjacent
private land owner ( who suggested it ) and no one else. This move could be precedent setting
and result in more privatization of public beaches. WPD needs to come up with a Plan B. Also
want to see more green space in the new plan, ( not more parking) and more views of the lake
from the combined park area. Suggest they take the house down in the middle, and replace it
with a continuous grassy area that extends the full length of the bluff so all can enjoy the view.

6/4/2022 4:35 PM

235 I love the outcome of Lloyd beach. We need to get going on the plans for the rest of our
beaches. I have read about the elder/centennial plan. If that cannot be resolved quickly, we
need to move on to Tower and Maple and come back to Elder.

6/4/2022 3:33 PM

236 It is unfortunate, given the active and very public debate now underway, that the Caucus did
not include any questions on the Elder-Centennial Beach plans. The proposed louvers/barrier-
bookends are patently offensive to the aesthetics of and the public ethos regarding a shared
treasure, interfering as they do with sight-lines and pedestrian traffic along the lakefront. It
would be an unprecedented blight on our Winnetka lakefront, giving to our public beach the
appearance of a prison compound.

6/4/2022 10:26 AM

237 Taxes are high enough. No not raise taxes. Keep beaches beautiful and maintain access to
residents. Do not approve the proposed louvered wall at elder/centennial.

6/3/2022 6:28 PM

238 There is a HUGE difference between a dog park and a dog beach! One is NOT a substitute for
another. There is no better form of exercise in the summer than swimming for dogs, especially
the retrievers and other large breeds that naturally love the water, and people!! It is very

6/3/2022 2:36 PM
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important to recognize that resident attitudes studied in 2016-2017 is not the same as 2022
and these residents opinions are valid and should be factored into the plans, even if that
means re-adjusting. The Winnetka Caucus captures some large overacting themes but can
miss the mark, depending on the language of the question. It is much easier to affirm an idea
than gather detailed feedback. Additionally, the number of dogs in the Village is growing too,
not just because of COVID. Young families are moving in and are the most likely to add a dog
to the family. Winnetka has an enormous amount of lakefront that can easily accommodate all
the constituencies - swimmers, boaters, paddlers and dog owners, especially as Winnetka has
restricted the access to these beaches by limiting daily pass purchases on prime days & that's
for residents too (unless they purchase a package from the Park District.) I would like
accessibility all year long! Summer is for the lakefront for all.

239 The park district needs to do a better job coordinating with the schools. Working parents need
programming in place for all days off!

6/2/2022 11:22 PM

240 The 2030 plan left specifically called out a need to revisit dog beach usage before eliminating
Centennial. The survey conducted back then was poorly worded in that it did not specify
eliminating dog beach (only if there was interest in off-leash parks). THIS SURVEY IS
POORLY WORDED in that it too assumes that Centennial Dog Beach is no longer an option.
YOU HAVE NEVER polled the community about keeping a dog beach portion at the south end
of the Elder/Centennial. Yes, combine the beaches but how do you divvy up the uses? You are
not asking the right questions.

6/2/2022 5:10 PM

241 Some of our Public beaches have been shut down to the public eg Spruce Beach which now
does have a beachfront, has NO WAY to reach the beach. THE STEPS TO THE BEACH
HAVE BEEN TORN OUT BY THE PARK DISTRICT!!!!! Very upsetting to many Winnetka
citizens. ALSO PLEASE DO NOT ALLOW A PRIVATE PARTY TO DISRUPT ACCESS TO
OUR BEACHES, both physically and visually. please do not allow a metal structure to be built
only at the behest of one Winnetkan. It will HARM OUR WHOLE COMMUNITY!!!!

6/2/2022 3:57 PM

242 The "proposed" south wall of Elder-Centennial looks like the West Wall in Jerusalem. I do not
understand how this design made it to public comment? Just not the Winnetka Way. No other
landowner that share's a boundary with a Winnetka public beach would expect or want that?
The land swap is a terrific idea at Elder-Centennial, let's make this layup at this final public
comment stage. Its a generational moment, much good, hard work has been done.

6/2/2022 3:36 PM

243 Parking in areas where a Winnetka sticker is required should be enforced more. I see many
cars parked in beach parking lots that don't have a village sticker and many people from
outside of Winnetka visit our park/beach facilities without paying for the amenities.

6/2/2022 12:38 PM

244 Winnetka’s front yard, the park on the west side of the train station is in horrible condition and
the plant material is not maintained and pruned regularly.

6/2/2022 12:06 PM

245 The proposed wall at Elder beach is a violation of state statute by restricting free passage on
Illinois beaches. This wall is a bad idea and forget the land swap if that's the deal.

6/2/2022 10:49 AM

246 We do not need a pool 6/2/2022 10:46 AM

247 My family strongly opposes this proposed Visibility Wall at the south end of Centennial beach
to accommodate your land swap deal. We were opposed to the idea of a land swap in this
manner to begin with, and now as details emerge on Winnetka's concessions, we are getting
our town into another Fells/East Winnetka retail One Winnetka ordeal. We know this will set
precedent for lakefront properties building walls, we know how this place works. That's not the
look we should have here. We have two quiet beaches and parks in Elder and Centennial. We
moved a block from these parks to enjoy what they are today. We are not interested in making
this a mega beach site. I moved back to Winnetka after growing up here for the idea of
Winnetka and what this place means. I did not move here for rock concerts and Gilson-like
party beaches. That can be Wilmette, that can be Evanston. This is Winnetka and we do not
need to follow the same pattern.

6/2/2022 10:00 AM

248 natural lakefront please, i support funding at all levels to what the community wants though
oppose enhancements that detract from an open natural setting

6/2/2022 7:33 AM

249 Grateful that Colleen Root is a board member. Has her eye in the issues and the details.
Honest and upright.

6/2/2022 7:12 AM

250 Winnetka has beaches and spectacular Lake Michigan. There are many reasonable cost
options for nearby public pools. Additionally, pools in other municipalities are cost drains. Many

6/2/2022 6:57 AM
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municipalities in Illinois have actually closed their pools. I do not support a public pool in
Winnetka

251 The giant metal wall at Elder Lane/Centennial Beach re-do is a terrible idea. Public access to
walking the water line should be retained

6/1/2022 10:38 PM

252 All Park District Commissioners should represent the people's needs - not those of a handful of
limited special interest individuals. All Park District Commissioners should voter on their own,
and not be directed a "requried concensus votes on Park District issues. Geet rid of moist all
the horrible "invasive" vinyl signage corrupting the view of passive and active park spaces. It
looks like a going out of business sale all around Winnetka. No one likes to look out from their
home to see huge repetitive signs from their property. It diminishes the salebilty of one's
property. Extraodinairly TACKY!!! NootherViollage does this - all the way north into Lake
County. It is just Winnetka having terribly bad taste.

6/1/2022 10:04 PM

253 I strongly object to the recent proposal of the 13 foot high wall as part of the Elder/Centennial
beach project. It is astounding to me that the WPD would allow any type of wall - which has
never in the history of the village been the case. It sets a horrible precedent, it is flawed
engineering in Lake Michigan, it creates an exclusionary environment.

6/1/2022 9:47 PM

254 The Winnetka Park District must be stopped from working with a private citizen to try and slip
through a massive wall on the Centennial Beach at the last minute to the detriment of most
every resident in Winnetka. Their transparency is shameful and must realize that the entire
community is now against what started as a good idea and is now tainted and against every
principle of what the what the Park District should stand for

6/1/2022 9:22 PM

255 NO ONE WANTS WINNETKA TO BE THE OSTRACIZED WHITE SUPREMACIST NORTH
SHORE COMMUNITY WITH A LAKEFRONT BORDER WALL TO KEEP OUT THE RIFF
RAFF FOR A BILLIONAIRE’

6/1/2022 9:18 PM

256 The Winnetka Park District should not allow a wall to be built at Elder Centennial Beach. It
should not have allowed an application to be submitted. The process was not transparent and
they are putting the interests of one individual private citizen over the interests of the
public/taxpayers.

6/1/2022 9:03 PM

257 I strongly oppose the ElderCentennial Beach plan. I have used the dog beach for 20 years and
want to see the Centennial Beach stay as it is.

6/1/2022 8:31 PM

258 We buy a pass for the Lake forest dog park. A dog park would be wonderful for the community. 6/1/2022 8:14 PM

259 While the WPD is fiscally responsible, it has very sufficient reserves and a strong tax base.
There shouldn't be an increase in taxes to pay for a swimming pool nor should Winnetka
residents be charged for the privilege of using their own beaches.

6/1/2022 7:44 PM

260 People, possibly young baseball players, using the path between the paddle courts and the
outdoor tennis courts and then lobbing gum over the fence onto outdoor tennis court #7. Last
summer there were just gobs of fresh gum. Coaches should be made aware of this little game
and asked to stamp it out.

6/1/2022 7:08 PM

261 I strongly oppose the visual and physical barriers in the Park District proposals for Elder and
Centennial Parks. I don't think the benefit of the combined beaches is worth losing panoramic
views that can be enjoyed from the bluff or the beach. I do understand homeowners not
wanting unleashed dogs to trespass on their beaches. I also do not enjoy using the parks
because dog owners often ignore leash rules at Centennial Park and Elder Lane Park where
dogs are not even permitted. I think people do not see the sign at Elder Lane when the gate is
open.

6/1/2022 5:27 PM

262 When will you consider the addition of pickle all courts? 6/1/2022 4:27 PM

263 Maybe a teen night at Tower Beach with bonfires or a sleepover. There are tons of kid or all
family events, but a teen one would be great.

6/1/2022 3:32 PM

264 I am very much favor negotiating to connect the two Winnetka beaches, the plan to build a wall
as part of that agreement is terrible aesthetically and symbolically.

6/1/2022 3:26 PM

265 Please don’t move forward with the louvre walls at Elder-Centennial. They’re a horrible
concession to one resident who wants his privacy, but they violate the Illinois Public Trust
Doctrine and block views of our most precious asset.

6/1/2022 3:03 PM
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266 grooming. i think the parks have trash on ground and not enough trash bins around. 6/1/2022 2:44 PM

267 The Winnetka Park District continues to have an issue with golf balls flying through the driving
range and into the baseball diamonds. Also, the Winnetka Pony field retains water and doesn't
drain properly. Finally, we need a batting cage near the Winnetka playfields.

6/1/2022 2:18 PM

268 Please see above. Leave centennial as is. 6/1/2022 1:47 PM

269 I strongly do NOT support a dog Beach at Tower Rd. beach! Also do NOT SUPPORT A
GIGANTIC PRIVATE WALL THAT ONE HOMEOWNER WANTS!

6/1/2022 1:44 PM

270 Your whole Dog Park questions are misleading. I have a dog, I have a yard. I don't need a
dogpark. I am somewhat interested in a dog beach but NOT at the cost of beach space for
humans. Is there some vocal minority of dog people who insist on spending $100,000s so
there dog can run around? Who will police the dog park? Is it open to anyone? If you drive 15
mins away, there is loads of open space for dogs to run.... and if the dog park is over by
Hibbard/Willow, everyone is driving there anyways. Parking? Seriously, this idea of a dog park
needs to be shelved!! 100% against a dog park. Open to a small dog beach....

6/1/2022 1:18 PM

271 The new WALL at Centennial Beach should not be allowed. Private citizens have never been
granted a wall into the water. The beach is public within 3-5' of the water line, and this new
owner, who has already gained so much from taxpayers, should not be permitted to cut off
access or view

6/1/2022 1:14 PM

272 My family and I have utilized the Centennial dog beach more than any other amenity in
Winnetka and feel very strongly about keeping a dog beach in that location. In summer
months, we walk there almost every night with our family and dog and it's become a very
special spot for our family. We also utilize it in the off months at least 3 times per week. We
already have so many great beaches in the area so it would be wonderful to see this remain a
dog friendly space for not only the pups but also the residents who have loved it for 26 years. I
think if this project moves forward having dog beach hours would be a great compromise to
removing the area completely. time share arrangement to accommodate dog owners. During
the season (mid-June to mid-August) dogs have the beach before 10:00 and after 5:00.We
frequently visit Folly Beach, SC and they have this rule on the beach and it works out great for
everyone.

6/1/2022 1:04 PM

273 Why does the Park District farm out its sports leagues? Specifically, AYSO. They do an
absolutely horrendous job for rather a steep price ($350 for two seasons). The staff is
disorganized and not communicative. Where is the money even going? The coaches are
parents!! Wilmette Park District runs their own soccer leagues for less money, and I'd bet they
do a superior job. I'd urge Winnetka to do the same. I realize that there is a relationship
between Winnetka and AYSO that goes back many years, but having had children participate
in their programs the last 6 years, I can firmly say it is poorly run and too costly for what it is. I
have raised this with the park district last year, and their response was essentially, we have
done things this way for a long time. Disappointing and not good enough! Do better, kick AYSO
to the curb.

6/1/2022 1:04 PM

274 I was on the Park Board between 2000-2010 and no issue divided the community more than
this one. Don't wish to re-visit.

6/1/2022 12:41 PM

275 Dog beach at Tower beach would not be OK with families who want their children to also swim
in that water. It's the only real swimming beach we have since Lloyd isn't available at all for
swimming. We don't want to share that with the dogs.

6/1/2022 12:23 PM

276 Plenty of pools in surrounding communities 6/1/2022 12:22 PM

277 There is no need for dogs to have premium access to the lake- keep that special resource for
human residents please. Also keep our beaches as natural as possible- enjoyed for what it is,
bells and whistles structures age over time. There are plenty of reasonable pool options and
New Trier swimming lessons/ swim team options nearby.

6/1/2022 11:58 AM

278 The plans for Elder Beach make NO SENSE. The design is hideous, and no private citizen
should dictate what we can and can't do. The entire plan must be rethought. And the removal
of a dog beach is equally unacceptable. Who is making these decisions??

6/1/2022 11:56 AM

279 Open land has enormous value to the soul. We do not need "improvements". 6/1/2022 11:53 AM

280 The closure of Elder Beach has made it wide open for nonresidents to use freely including
alcohol consumption in glass bottles. The sand is back - reopen Elder Beach for it's own

6/1/2022 11:52 AM
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protection

281 Winnetka needs more open beach access throughout the shoreline. Private owners should not
be allowed to encroach. The louvers need to be removed from the Elder Centennial plan and
steps near the bluff need to be added on each side similar to Lloyd beach, but with steps to
Village Code and a safety hand railing.

6/1/2022 11:42 AM

282 A pool would be Cool!. 6/1/2022 11:26 AM

283 That you need to do your job and listen to the wishes and concerns of your Community. Not
who will or won’t sue you for having a dog beach. The way you’ve managed this entire process
shows nothing but your in effectiveness as a board.

6/1/2022 10:52 AM

284 Offering reciprocity across other neighboring town facilities could be a solution until future
plans are solidified.

6/1/2022 10:51 AM

285 Glad you are sending out this survey, just a couple things that come to mind: 1) I know most
of the attention gets focused on these bigger topics, but I wonder if we should also consider
"modernizing" some of the smaller park spaces - Village Green, Elm St., Maple, Corwin, etc.
Look how successful Dwyer has been, yet we have some of these other spaces that don't
seem to be used nearly as much as they could. 2) I am a dog owner and love the beach,
though understand these trade-offs we need to consider. Fenced in dirt dog parks can be really
bad and don't bring what the beach does. Is there any way to leverage the lagoons or forest
land for some of this need - like the Open Lands in Lake Forest? That might be a good solution
that people can get behind. 3) It would be nice to have more options for kids group tennis
classes - it seems like the schedule is fairly limited.

6/1/2022 10:49 AM

286 A dog beach is ridiculous and polluting 6/1/2022 10:48 AM

287 Stay away from vending food and drink, providing food service at WPD properties, Picnickers
bring their own food, beverage and take away refuse. Obligation.

6/1/2022 10:26 AM

288 Keep the dog beach where it currently is. Absurd to move it to accommodate so few spaces to
store boats.

6/1/2022 10:24 AM

289 Please address the needs of pickleball players in Winnetka. It falls under the tennis center now
and they steadfastly do not support this sport. Please remove it from tennis and let the park
district offer programs and courts for the many players in the community who have to go to
other park districts since Winnetka refuses to support this sport even though we pay taxes just
like everyone else. Either that or work with Glencoe for some kind of reciprocal program that
would let Winnetka register at the same time as Glencoe residents for their programs. It is
unfair that our tax dollars support hockey, tennis, paddle and lots of other sports but we cannot
get any pickleball support because the tennis people don’t like it—it has nothing to do with
tennis and should be treated as its own thing with its own programming.

6/1/2022 10:21 AM

290 The Tower road beach for dogs is a bad idea, will reduce dog use, and will lead to issues with
the close proximity of dogs to bathers. At Wilmette's Gillson park, there is a long stretch of
non-swimming beach between the dog park and beach swimmers. We need similar distance. It
is perfect with the current Centennial/Elder situation; Now is not the time to spend money
changing. Just put more boat racks at the current Lloyds beach. Save the money for a
Winnetka pool situation.

6/1/2022 10:16 AM

291 Do we really need a new park? We are blessed with parks and green space. There are better
uses of the old post office

6/1/2022 10:14 AM

292 Protect the lake front 6/1/2022 10:14 AM

293 The current scam with the walled project at Elder/Centennial has soured me on ever supporting
the Park District. ALL trust has been eroded. Hubris. Just horrible.

6/1/2022 10:06 AM

294 For a dog park - is there an option to use space just north of Willow Road adjacent to the
Forest Preserve by 94? There is a large (recently resurfaced) parking lot that is barely used -
and plenty of open space to fence in a dog park.

6/1/2022 9:53 AM

295 We cannot even bring leashed dogs to a park. So wrong. 6/1/2022 9:50 AM

296 The plan to add a privately owned beach wall to the Centennial/Elder beach area is a complete
disaster. You must demand that the Park District Board reconsider this decision.

6/1/2022 9:46 AM

297 I strongly oppose the new waterfront plan which will set a bad precedent on a number of levels: 6/1/2022 9:38 AM
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- costly repurposing of already serene, effective set of public spaces - eliminating Winnetka’s
only dog park - secretive details surrounding a complex land swap that has hidden costs
environmentally and fiscally - a massive wall would be a blight to our shoreline

298 The wall at elder-centinneal is a modification to a plan that was approved. I am very opposed
to blocking access and views. Shame on you for adding this and not getting public approval.
Please protect our views and shoreline access. Please stop current project and get public
input. Please do not give in to one wealthy landowner

6/1/2022 9:36 AM

299 Do not do the land swap--not worth giving up 30 southern feet of land--beaches can still
operate with the lot in the middle Do NOT build any sort of walls restricting water access and
views up and down our lakefront. The "kayak pond" is a waste of beachfront--if people want to
kayak, they can do so in the lake or the lagoons--keep the beachfront open to all to use. The
lack of transparency surrounding the lakefront project and other projects by the Park District is
appalling. Why can't I watch the board minutes on tape like other taxing bodies?

6/1/2022 9:33 AM

300 We are very upset with the proposed wall at Centennial Beach. It is outrageous that it was ever
considered.

6/1/2022 9:32 AM

301 Please NO POOL 6/1/2022 9:32 AM

302 The soccer field conditions at Nick Corwin Park are extremely poor. They are an embrassment
to our town. Grass not mown frequently enough.

6/1/2022 9:31 AM

303 I am concerned about the dog beach using part of the accessible area of Tower beach - this
will be a mess! I am concerned about this big wall being built at the edge of a park district
beach

6/1/2022 9:29 AM

304 The plan to move the dog beach from Centennial to Tower Road is unacceptable, especially
considering the fact that they are replacing the dog beach with a non-motorized boat beach
that is IN ADDITION to to the dedicated boat beach at Lloyd where we just spent $5.1M to
create! Keep the dog beach at Centennial and ask the boater to use Lloyd.

6/1/2022 9:29 AM

305 I believe it is completely irresponsible to put a dog beach or dog park anywhere that could
otherwise be used by the public. The only responsible location is near the public works.
There's a vocal minority of dog owners who want to take over public space. Dogs don't pay
taxes. Dogs are not humans. The park district needs to focus on children and other human
related programming, not dogs.

6/1/2022 9:28 AM

306 Our household very much objects to the proposed walls to be built on the boundaries of the
new Centennial/Elder beach project. They are unsightly, benefit a single taxpayer, and set a
terrible precedent for other homeowners to do the same and ruin the open shore/beach views in
Winnetka.

6/1/2022 9:23 AM

307 Just to keep the better interests of all residents in mind when long range planning and not cater
to the elite.

6/1/2022 9:23 AM

308 I'd really love to see an area for swimming at Lloyd Beach. It feels like such a big space to be
just for used for boats. Also communication around the dog beach changes is going to critical.
Please overcommunicate the changes being made.

5/31/2022 11:02 AM
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Q19 What do you believe is the most important function of a community
library? (For example providing community connection, repositories of

knowledge, places to learn, etc.)
Answered: 509 Skipped: 696

# RESPONSES DATE

1 Repositories for knowledge. 7/5/2022 11:28 AM

2 Lots of books 6/30/2022 10:01 PM

3 Have a quiet space for people. The library now there is no quiet space. The “quiet room” is
right next to the checkout where kids scream

6/25/2022 11:08 PM

4 Community building, literacy access and facilitating learning and education at every age. 6/25/2022 5:26 PM

5 We use it for checking out books and audiobooks only. 6/25/2022 5:01 PM

6 Providing social interaction and pleasant events Around knowledge, reading and sharing good
Conversations for adults.

6/25/2022 4:37 PM

7 Diverse offerings, and frequent events for community engagement 6/23/2022 10:01 PM

8 Research resources, as needed. 6/22/2022 7:26 PM

9 Place to learn, repository of knowledge 6/21/2022 1:51 PM

10 Community connection 6/21/2022 8:26 AM

11 community connection, nice librarians, place for kids to go of all ages 6/21/2022 6:22 AM

12 Create a space for community to learn, grow, gather and inspire. 6/20/2022 10:37 PM

13 In this digital age, very little. I would level the Northfield building now and then level the
Winnetka building in 5 years and turn it into a "park" (corner lot with trees). It would be far more
useful as an empty lot.

6/20/2022 10:08 PM

14 repositoires knowledge guidance and availabilty of books for enjoyment and research place
available to students for learning

6/20/2022 6:19 PM

15 Repositories of knowledge and place to connect around learning. 6/20/2022 6:09 PM

16 Libraries are dinosaurs. I have no interest in using them at all in the future. 6/20/2022 6:01 PM

17 Books and events 6/20/2022 4:36 PM

18 place to learn and access information in multiple forms 6/20/2022 4:13 PM

19 The Library uses an outrageous amount of taxpayer funding for a very low return on
investment. It should provide books, study spaces and children's programing -- nothing more.
All of these online programs are a waste of funding.

6/20/2022 3:18 PM

20 A place for young ones to gain a love of reading and for adults to gain access to numerous
books and ideas

6/20/2022 3:18 PM

21 Place for children and neighbors to connect, one of the last few places left to discover new
things, a place to learn

6/20/2022 2:47 PM

22 accessibility to materials 6/20/2022 2:42 PM

23 Provide ACCESS to books and other materials of information and education (traditional and
digital) to ALL members of the community in an impartial/unengaged (political, societal, etc.)
fashion at the lowest possible cost.

6/20/2022 2:24 PM

24 A place for community and learning, especially for children. 6/20/2022 2:04 PM
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25 Resources and connection 6/20/2022 12:37 PM

26 Places to learn, opportunities for children 6/20/2022 12:26 PM

27 Providing access to a wide variety of information and resources ( that might be otherwise
difficult to find or about which one might not even be aware).

6/20/2022 12:08 PM

28 Quiet area to read and study with access to good selection of books and periodicals. 6/20/2022 12:01 PM

29 Community space for all ages, place 5o learn 6/20/2022 11:23 AM

30 Place to gain knowledge 6/20/2022 11:04 AM

31 Shared resources, knowledge, community connection 6/20/2022 11:02 AM

32 Places to learn 6/20/2022 10:55 AM

33 community, learning, safe place. 6/20/2022 10:54 AM

34 A gathering place- 6/20/2022 10:39 AM

35 To be a place for more than just taking out books - a community gathering space 6/20/2022 10:33 AM

36 Technical support 6/20/2022 10:27 AM

37 ability to check out books/materials...have access to books/materials, a place to gather or
attend on own for reading/learning/working

6/19/2022 10:02 PM

38 repository of knowledge and access to information 6/19/2022 7:52 PM

39 Place to learn, read, relax, study and work. 6/19/2022 6:03 PM

40 Place for youth to study and learn and access to adult growth in life-long learning as a
repository of knowledge.

6/19/2022 12:07 PM

41 Knowledge 6/19/2022 11:45 AM

42 Helping children and adults discover the joy of reading 6/18/2022 2:03 PM

43 A place for us, and especially for our children, to go to explore, read, listen, create things. We
love the books, audiobooks, Mango language lesson access.

6/17/2022 8:15 PM

44 repository for knowledge and community learning connections (the above field did not let me
select one - I agree with the statement in 18)

6/17/2022 12:00 PM

45 community resources (books, etc.) and connections - places to learn, do homework for teens,
youth reading / storytime etc.

6/17/2022 10:38 AM

46 place to read, research and study 6/16/2022 9:43 PM

47 A place for people to learn and gather 6/16/2022 1:59 PM

48 Online book access, community connection. 6/16/2022 12:34 PM

49 Bring people together around books and topics of interest, especially kids 6/16/2022 10:22 AM

50 Quiet place to study and gather materials to take home. 6/16/2022 6:30 AM

51 access to information 6/16/2022 6:29 AM

52 Place to learn; educational offerings. 6/15/2022 10:33 PM

53 Books, great staff, 6/15/2022 9:54 PM

54 providing resources, public speaking spaces and community rooms for events 6/15/2022 9:01 PM

55 Provide books but do your best to be apolitical. 6/15/2022 8:55 PM

56 Third space for RESIDENTS first. Happy to serve others, but it’s not OK to remove a resident
from conference rooms to accommodate a non-resident. Invest your excess is high quality
research and information services for residents’ use

6/15/2022 8:38 PM

57 Learning 6/15/2022 7:45 PM

58 Repositories of knowledge 6/15/2022 6:37 PM
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59 Providing materials and spaces to enrich the mind and spirit 6/15/2022 6:03 PM

60 I don’t think a community library has one main function but instead serves the community in
so many ways; I’m unable to name the MOST important function.

6/15/2022 5:49 PM

61 All of the above listed items, plus community available equipment such as the new equipment
library

6/15/2022 5:46 PM

62 Knowledge and studying Reference 6/15/2022 1:58 PM

63 Place people can come together to learn/explore 6/15/2022 1:50 PM

64 Expansion of knowledge 6/15/2022 11:04 AM

65 Place for children to learn love of reading 6/15/2022 10:41 AM

66 Commitment to culture, ideas, and critical thinking. 6/15/2022 8:53 AM

67 Keeping a wide, inclusive, and diverse set of resources available to keep our community full of
educated, critical thinkers. Libraries are vital to our democracy.

6/15/2022 7:59 AM

68 Access to resources and places for families and others to gather and learn 6/15/2022 7:58 AM

69 A place for community members to access literacy resources and a place for building
excitement for youth about reading.

6/15/2022 7:33 AM

70 Again, question 18 did not allow for selection of 1 option. You guys need to fix these software
issues because it will give false data.

6/14/2022 10:06 PM

71 Community connection. 6/14/2022 8:37 PM

72 community connection both in person and electronically - especially important during covid
times.

6/14/2022 8:08 PM

73 Everything noted in questions 16 and 17 6/14/2022 7:47 PM

74 All of the above 6/14/2022 7:27 PM

75 Place for kids to browse, read and study. Always a fun outing. Place for adults to have access
to books, place to go and leisurely browse for books, read and work when home gets too
crazy!

6/14/2022 5:05 PM

76 What does q15mean? I can’t even record no opinion. Very amateurish. 6/14/2022 4:48 PM

77 Making books accessible to all 6/14/2022 4:12 PM

78 Free books and a gathering space. 6/14/2022 4:08 PM

79 Ability to connect readers with books across many subjects 6/14/2022 3:41 PM

80 places to learn and grow, especially for kids and young adults 6/14/2022 3:34 PM

81 Place and facilitators of learning. 6/14/2022 12:49 PM

82 Library has been excellent for my needs. Thanks 6/14/2022 12:35 PM

83 Providing learning material and learning opportunities 6/14/2022 10:46 AM

84 The library is awesome ! This survey functionality is awful - the hearts selection is the same
as trying to pick a thumbs up - hopeless !!! Test your surveys before releasing to the PiBLIC!!

6/14/2022 10:34 AM

85 It'd be nice to see it used as a place for small music concerts for soloists or small chamber
ensembles.

6/13/2022 11:10 PM

86 cost-effective access to public media with courteous, knowledgeable staff. 6/13/2022 10:16 PM

87 Availability of books. 6/13/2022 9:32 PM

88 Resources, place to learn, study 6/13/2022 6:06 PM

89 borrow books 6/13/2022 2:21 PM

90 Kids love libraries as they are learning to read. Libraries nurture that love of reading. 6/13/2022 1:16 PM
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91 Books for entertainment, research. 6/13/2022 12:22 PM

92 Lots of books. The kids room has become a playroom with some books held in the back. Bring
more books out and let kids read between the stacks.

6/13/2022 12:19 PM

93 Getting young people to read, focus, think and to appreciate/care for books. 6/13/2022 12:12 PM

94 Providing access to books and magazines and a place for families 6/13/2022 12:05 PM

95 If interesting events are regularly scheduled, it can become a great place to interact with
neighbors and stregnthen our sense of community. Particularly after Covid.

6/13/2022 11:38 AM

96 Ready materials accessible and knowledge 6/13/2022 11:28 AM

97 Access to well stocked inventory of books publications movies 6/13/2022 11:28 AM

98 Place to get books and a quiet space to study or work. 6/13/2022 11:20 AM

99 Access to books 6/13/2022 9:50 AM

100 Place to learn & connect with community 6/13/2022 9:27 AM

101 Places to learn in a quiet setting 6/13/2022 9:19 AM

102 Accessibility to a wide ranch of books both in-person and online. 6/13/2022 9:16 AM

103 youth programs 6/13/2022 9:12 AM

104 All of the above listed. 6/13/2022 8:49 AM

105 Information, quiet work study area, as well as a group study area. I don’t love going to coffee
shops.

6/13/2022 8:06 AM

106 all of the above! Get little kids interested in books, place for older kids to study, run into
neighbors, borrow books and other resources. I go to the library 3x/week.

6/13/2022 7:41 AM

107 To keep as many books as possible. 6/13/2022 5:55 AM

108 Community education and service 6/13/2022 2:25 AM

109 Story hour for young children. 6/12/2022 11:20 PM

110 Place to learn 6/12/2022 10:33 PM

111 Availability of reading material. 6/12/2022 10:28 PM

112 Given what is available online from home, the library serves no additional benefit for me
personally.

6/12/2022 10:18 PM

113 Equitable access to knowledge and reading. 6/12/2022 10:12 PM

114 Knowledgeable and friendly staff 6/12/2022 9:51 PM

115 Place to learn or remotely work 6/12/2022 9:49 PM

116 Research resource for print materials. 6/12/2022 9:44 PM

117 Strongly agree. Survey did t work. When choosing strongly agree all options selected. 6/12/2022 9:41 PM

118 To provide universal access for all residents to be able to access and benefit from valuable
information sources, broadening their thinking and awareness of important ideas and issues
around the world, past and present.

6/12/2022 9:37 PM

119 Study / work space for kids 6/12/2022 9:23 PM

120 Events for children to encourage a life long interest in reading 6/12/2022 9:18 PM

121 Places to learn 6/12/2022 9:18 PM

122 Need more space for working and studying alone 6/12/2022 9:10 PM

123 Fostering a love of reading for our youth and keeping our aging minds active 6/12/2022 9:09 PM

124 Place to learn 6/12/2022 8:52 PM
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125 Housing information 6/12/2022 8:25 PM

126 Safe place to learn and seek information. 6/12/2022 8:23 PM

127 Activities for children and encouraging them to read. 6/12/2022 8:21 PM

128 Place to learn, explore books and do research 6/12/2022 8:19 PM

129 Books on disk 6/12/2022 8:07 PM

130 Places to learn 6/12/2022 7:53 PM

131 Repository and sources/outlets for knowledge and learning 6/12/2022 7:48 PM

132 The library should adapt with technological and economic change to facilitate community
access to a wide spectrum of 'stored culture,' ranging from traditional books to video games
and movies.

6/12/2022 7:41 PM

133 A library is a space to discover reading, study and learn new things 6/12/2022 7:38 PM

134 Community connection. 6/12/2022 7:31 PM

135 Places to learn 6/12/2022 7:20 PM

136 Providing a space for our children to learn and foster a love of reading 6/12/2022 7:07 PM

137 Child-oriented programs Knowledge repository 6/12/2022 7:04 PM

138 community connection 6/12/2022 6:59 PM

139 Community connection and creative outlets 6/12/2022 6:53 PM

140 Access to books 6/12/2022 6:39 PM

141 I think public libraries encourage literacy and ongoing learning opportunities for all. They are
one of our most important public institutions.

6/12/2022 6:28 PM

142 I love being able to check out digital books. 6/12/2022 6:24 PM

143 place to learn- remain vital through life through learning 6/12/2022 6:23 PM

144 Information and knowledge and media 6/12/2022 6:15 PM

145 Place to get books and knowledge 6/12/2022 6:06 PM

146 I have found the new digital download system very difficult to use. The Geni system was quite
easy and always had books available.

6/12/2022 5:59 PM

147 Place to learn, resources for students, community programming. 6/12/2022 5:58 PM

148 Being able to access books and other materials like music, audio, and movies/series on
Blueray.

6/12/2022 5:46 PM

149 Free use of books 6/12/2022 5:43 PM

150 Both an inclusive community place and a repository of information 6/12/2022 5:42 PM

151 A place for K-12 kids to read, gather and do research. 6/12/2022 5:40 PM

152 Good digital and book offerings and programs for children. 6/12/2022 5:39 PM

153 All of the above 6/12/2022 5:39 PM

154 can't click only one option 18 for question 6/12/2022 5:23 PM

155 library is a resource and a resource can mean many things to different people and our library is
a great resource

6/12/2022 5:22 PM

156 Paper tax forms. Lots of them. All the different kinds and applications. None that have to be
printed.

6/12/2022 5:08 PM

157 all important 6/12/2022 5:02 PM

158 Providing low-cost public access to books and periodicals, which the Winnetka Library does
pretty well, and providing a nice place to sit and read, at which the Winnetka Library does a

6/12/2022 3:58 PM
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terrible job, as each renovation they have undertaken has made the Winnetka Library a worse
place to sit and read, to the point that when I want to go to a library other than to borrow books
(which I do all the time at the Winnetka Library) I go to the Glencoe Library or to the Wilmette
Library.

159 physical books and online resources 6/12/2022 2:56 PM

160 The library is particularly useful for many services, subscriptions, publications, reference
books, how to books, cookbooks etc., the breadth of which I would not be able to afford
personally. It is a great asset to the community.

6/12/2022 2:55 PM

161 Repositories of knowledge. 6/12/2022 2:00 PM

162 A place to get a good book 6/12/2022 12:53 PM

163 variety of books available for checkout. 6/12/2022 11:54 AM

164 filling in the blanks the other Village organizations or amenities don't. Hosting activities and
increasingly provining for homework and career help.

6/12/2022 11:45 AM

165 Repositories of knowldege and places to learn. 6/12/2022 11:26 AM

166 places to learn, literature/research resource 6/12/2022 11:01 AM

167 Repository of knowledge, community connections 6/12/2022 11:00 AM

168 Wow. Just learned how much excess funds are sitting at the library and looks like the new
director is just looking for ways to spend it. Our library is great and appropriate for our size
community. Keep expanding digital access—the physical size of the building no longer
matters.

6/12/2022 8:46 AM

169 Providing knowledge 6/12/2022 8:10 AM

170 To promote and encourage reading and inquiry. 6/12/2022 8:01 AM

171 I love the programming like the magic show, arts and crafts, etc. 6/12/2022 7:41 AM

172 Activities/resources/programming for younger children and seniors. 6/12/2022 7:27 AM

173 Quiet space for those that need it? 6/12/2022 6:42 AM

174 To access books and materials digitally in the fiturw 6/12/2022 6:39 AM

175 Wholesome destination for children to participate in learning activities while not at school 6/12/2022 6:31 AM

176 Makerspace 6/11/2022 10:10 PM

177 Magazines, books newspapers 6/11/2022 8:33 PM

178 To lend books, movies and digital offerings. 6/11/2022 8:05 PM

179 To educate and enrich its member's lives. 6/11/2022 8:00 PM

180 Repository of knowledge 6/11/2022 5:09 PM

181 Providing access to reference materials and out of print books. 6/11/2022 5:06 PM

182 music cds 6/11/2022 3:32 PM

183 encouraging to read and learn on new topics 6/11/2022 3:32 PM

184 books 6/11/2022 12:30 PM

185 Na 6/11/2022 11:01 AM

186 While I never use the library and probably have not used it in the last 15 years, I still believe
we need a strong public library in Winnetka for those residents who do use it.

6/11/2022 10:45 AM

187 Access to reading and other learning or entertaining material. Research assistance. 6/11/2022 10:39 AM

188 Q 18 is poorly worded and inscrutable 6/11/2022 10:14 AM

189 repositories of knowledge 6/11/2022 6:43 AM
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190 Place for quiet study. Children's resources. 6/10/2022 8:15 PM

191 Repository of all knowledge representing truly diverse perspectives 6/10/2022 7:34 PM

192 Feed readers' appetites without purchase and develop a community of interest around reading 6/10/2022 6:23 PM

193 Place to learn with access to resources for that purpose. 6/10/2022 5:42 PM

194 It has books that we can read. Duh 6/10/2022 5:40 PM

195 I mainly use the library for books and seek help on recommendations. I also utilize the lower
level studio

6/10/2022 5:01 PM

196 Offers repository of knowledge for the community. IE books, resource materials and other
media.

6/10/2022 4:21 PM

197 Increased on site rental book inventory 6/10/2022 3:02 PM

198 Community connection 6/10/2022 2:52 PM

199 Repositories of knowledge 6/10/2022 2:04 PM

200 Libraries breed critical thinking and creativity. As information hubs, libraries are/ should be
centers where great ideas are fueled... vitally important for democracies and our freedom.

6/10/2022 2:00 PM

201 A welcoming environment for all patrons. 6/10/2022 1:16 PM

202 It is sometimes tough to get a sought-after book but overall the library is attractive, has great
programs and lots of creative resources.

6/10/2022 12:42 PM

203 getting books 6/10/2022 12:21 PM

204 access to books 6/10/2022 12:11 PM

205 education and support to community members 6/10/2022 11:57 AM

206 Providing books/print and digital materials for residents 6/10/2022 11:31 AM

207 repositories of knowledge, 6/10/2022 11:17 AM

208 Resources and accessibility of books 6/10/2022 11:12 AM

209 great resource for young children 6/10/2022 10:56 AM

210 to lend reading & A/V materials, provide reading/ study/ meeting space 6/10/2022 10:51 AM

211 It is a location/service that provides even the most humble of Americans with the resources to
educate themselves, better themselves, and thereby contribute to the general welfare and
upkeep of the country,

6/10/2022 10:22 AM

212 Need to make the area inviting for young people to come in and use when they have the ease
of the internet to stay at home. Provide them with comfortable and welcoming spots to come in
and study with friends as a group, without disturbing other individuals at the library.

6/10/2022 10:16 AM

213 Providing access to books (paper & digital), periodicals, newspapers, research. 6/10/2022 9:45 AM

214 A storehouse of knowledge and the means to share it. 6/10/2022 9:37 AM

215 Places for the community to come together and learn 6/10/2022 9:03 AM

216 Providing books and research materials and information. I don't need politics at my library, and
I don't need to be shunted to all digital resources. Keep doing what libraries have done for
generations.

6/10/2022 8:53 AM

217 Some of the presentations of internet, computer, tech material have been awful. 6/10/2022 8:46 AM

218 Place to learn and interact 6/10/2022 8:16 AM

219 Access to information 6/10/2022 8:10 AM

220 all of the above.They are VERY important 6/10/2022 7:59 AM

221 books and movies 6/10/2022 7:46 AM
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222 I listed the role of the library in my email to the board: 1. To provide reading materials (music,
movies, etc.) for the community, make them easily accessible in digital and hard copy format,
keeping up with technological standards. 2. to foster an environment that is comfortable and
safe for our RESIDENTS: quiet, clean, well-lit, organized, well served and outfitted. 3. to
provide our residents with programs to their liking, as they relate to reading. (classes, book
clubs, children's programs, programs for other age groups if the community desires) 4. provide
ample group study rooms for small groups of students or adults. 5. to provide an interlibrary
loan system, so that more books are available to all library communities. 6. to provide search
and reference assistance. 7. to provide some printing services to the community, especially as
it relates to accessing library resources. 8. to communicate available services with the
Winnetka-Northfield community. The library’s job is NOT to indoctrinate our children or
residents. Nor is it to get involved with politics, redistribution of wealth, affordable housing, and
so on.

6/10/2022 7:38 AM

223 Making knowledge available to everyone. 6/10/2022 7:36 AM

224 Providing reading, reference and entertainment materials 6/10/2022 7:21 AM

225 Place to gain and have access to reading and research materials as well as continuing
education access. Events are a part into this. Exposure to reading and learning for our
youngest neighbors is also crucial

6/10/2022 7:11 AM

226 Access to learning and community building 6/10/2022 7:06 AM

227 All of the above. 6/10/2022 6:49 AM

228 Source of information. 6/10/2022 6:45 AM

229 Repositories of knowledge 6/10/2022 6:41 AM

230 Quiet place to read or study; keeper of range of books and information 6/10/2022 6:06 AM

231 Community connections, place for books, music and other assets to enrich the lives of
residents.

6/10/2022 6:03 AM

232 Quiet study space space for story time for kids space for older people to check out materials 6/10/2022 5:30 AM

233 Having a space to go to with kids and families - we use library a ton in the winter as an activity 6/10/2022 5:30 AM

234 Making a wide range of information readily available. 6/10/2022 4:49 AM

235 To ensure youth have a safe, autodidactic environment for intellectual exploration. 6/10/2022 12:21 AM

236 Knowledge and community 6/9/2022 11:34 PM

237 Access to books and community connections 6/9/2022 11:34 PM

238 Easy access to a variety of media in a welcoming and comfortable setting 6/9/2022 11:15 PM

239 Community connection, quiet study space, and reading books. 6/9/2022 11:02 PM

240 Access to books 6/9/2022 10:58 PM

241 Place for people to go and feel safe 6/9/2022 10:54 PM

242 Place to learn, get good quality books for myself and my children 6/9/2022 10:47 PM

243 Community building, quiet safe place to study/research, get children access to hands-on
reading and learning (TOO MUCH DIGITAL in their small lives....)

6/9/2022 5:58 PM

244 A welcoming place to stop in and read or find a book 6/9/2022 4:04 PM

245 Providing books, research materials and resources to the community. 6/9/2022 9:05 AM

246 Repositories of knowledge 6/9/2022 6:54 AM

247 Access to books and information 6/8/2022 9:45 PM

248 Providing access to learning and factual information. 6/8/2022 9:39 PM

249 Be a place to go to to see materials and check out materials 6/8/2022 7:53 PM

250 Being able to go and check things out 6/8/2022 7:13 PM
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251 need books, vital to a community. just worried about any identity-driven agenda (e.g., support
of identity groups; or sponsoring any 'fill in the blank month') from the librarians.

6/8/2022 5:39 PM

252 Everything you listed in the survey question. 6/8/2022 3:36 PM

253 Provide sources of information and learning. 6/8/2022 3:06 PM

254 repositories of knowledge 6/8/2022 2:38 PM

255 Books, source of knowledge, source of community involving books and current topics of
interest

6/8/2022 1:46 PM

256 Free access 6/8/2022 12:15 PM

257 Places to complete research for school ages children. Place to study. 6/8/2022 11:54 AM

258 Education, access to learning, community space. 6/8/2022 11:46 AM

259 It's possible to get any book, movie or publication on line. Libraries have outlived their
usefulness.

6/8/2022 10:13 AM

260 Maybe as a meeting place for speakers and literary event...everything is digital, so libraries are
challenged.

6/8/2022 10:05 AM

261 Community connection, place for my children to begin a love of reading and find books that
allow them to nurture that love.

6/8/2022 9:57 AM

262 Places to learn and study 6/8/2022 9:02 AM

263 Community connection, digital access, youth engagement in learning 6/8/2022 4:27 AM

264 N/A 6/8/2022 12:13 AM

265 Resources for children to learn and develop. Love the course-activity offerings 6/7/2022 11:50 PM

266 Community space for families to come together to learn and enjoy themselves 6/7/2022 10:56 PM

267 provide resources for study 6/7/2022 10:38 PM

268 Getting residents excited to read and learn 6/7/2022 9:45 PM

269 Childrens reading 6/7/2022 5:54 PM

270 providing community connection. it's the absolute first place we all go when there's inclement
weather with kiddos or we need some quiet time. Those are the two main priorities for me.

6/7/2022 5:21 PM

271 All above 6/7/2022 5:19 PM

272 Having the most recent books available to check out. 6/7/2022 4:30 PM

273 books and reference 6/7/2022 3:36 PM

274 Places and materials to learn 6/7/2022 2:51 PM

275 community space 6/7/2022 2:43 PM

276 Repository for seeking information and escape 6/7/2022 2:18 PM

277 discovery, learning, community connection 6/7/2022 2:01 PM

278 safe place to learn, to read, to create 6/7/2022 1:46 PM

279 Repositories of knowledge. We do not rely on the library for community connection. 6/7/2022 1:29 PM

280 Supporting and providing resources, support and study areas for 4-12th graders. 6/7/2022 1:27 PM

281 Protect children from transgender and sexually explicit material. Ensure there is no such
material in the children section.

6/7/2022 1:23 PM

282 Resource for information, ideas, people and community with goal of learning and developing. 6/7/2022 1:23 PM

283 Quiet space for study, senior gathering. 6/7/2022 1:06 PM

284 Places to learn and study 6/7/2022 12:55 PM
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285 Places to learn local history 6/7/2022 12:44 PM

286 Community connection and resources 6/7/2022 12:08 PM

287 public gathering space and resources to facilitate community learning 6/7/2022 11:51 AM

288 Community connection and resources. 6/7/2022 11:12 AM

289 Access to books and movies and a place children can go to support their love of reading and
learning

6/7/2022 10:46 AM

290 Events, foster love of books, easy access to books 6/7/2022 10:35 AM

291 Na 6/7/2022 10:35 AM

292 Access to literature 6/7/2022 10:29 AM

293 The library is a place to learn not of indoctrination. The library has become a sea of “woke”
books. I won’t bring my children there anymore.

6/7/2022 10:29 AM

294 Availability of on line books 6/7/2022 10:28 AM

295 Comm Connection 6/7/2022 10:12 AM

296 repositories of knowledge 6/7/2022 9:52 AM

297 The library pre-covid had a lot more space to sit and do work. The redesigns that happened
during covid made it much less inviting - perhaps by design. It is disappointing particularly now
that there are so many people working from "home" these days. It is a missed opportunity.

6/7/2022 9:38 AM

298 Teaching children to love to read, offering books and magazines to adults, classes! 6/7/2022 7:16 AM

299 Providing free access to valuable items that can be shared and used by many people. 6/7/2022 5:40 AM

300 To be available with up to date research capabilities and to offer places to learn/study and to
access books/periodicals

6/6/2022 10:31 PM

301 Resources 6/6/2022 10:08 PM

302 Access to an abundance of resources 6/6/2022 9:56 PM

303 Places to learn and lots of good reading material 6/6/2022 9:49 PM

304 Community space/leaning 6/6/2022 9:41 PM

305 ACCESS TO BOOKS 6/6/2022 8:55 PM

306 community connection and places to learn. Especially love the creative space and equipment
you offer. Considering opening an outdoor space or four season "sunny room" in neighboring
park to the library.

6/6/2022 8:42 PM

307 Repositories of knowledge that have cozy places to work by several fireplaces; Also a fan of
free access to databases from the comforts of home.

6/6/2022 8:30 PM

308 Provide information in a format that users want to consume. Also, to provide a space where
people can go to study, learn, work, etc.

6/6/2022 8:28 PM

309 To provide a place with great books, a place to learn, and families with children to enjoy
offerings.

6/6/2022 8:00 PM

310 Place to learn. Especially students 6/6/2022 6:43 PM

311 Area for young families to come and read; study/communal space for students 6/6/2022 6:10 PM

312 Both a gathering space for all ages in the community and source of
books/magazines/movies/and other materials for lending.

6/6/2022 5:35 PM

313 Community quiet study, reading and collaboration space 6/6/2022 4:40 PM

314 A place for research; a place to select books/movies a place for children to learn the love of
literature.

6/6/2022 4:14 PM

315 To serve as a site for the community community to share knowledge- books, resources, group
meetings.

6/6/2022 4:14 PM
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316 all of the above 6/6/2022 4:02 PM

317 Community connection, both adults and children. 6/6/2022 3:56 PM

318 Provide Books, periodicals, resources, etc. for the community 6/6/2022 3:21 PM

319 tried to answer love and there all lit up ? 6/6/2022 3:11 PM

320 repositories of knowledge and places to learn 6/6/2022 2:38 PM

321 a place to borrow books 6/6/2022 2:34 PM

322 provide reading materials 6/6/2022 2:31 PM

323 quiet places to learn, research, study away from home. 6/6/2022 2:24 PM

324 Books 6/6/2022 2:08 PM

325 providing current and old books, repositories of knowledge 6/6/2022 1:59 PM

326 Place for residents of all ages to study and learn new things, educated librarians make
recommendations and assist in finding reliable information, safe place for recreation,
community members can meet

6/6/2022 1:39 PM

327 The library should keep up with technology and offer a wider selection of books on line. 6/6/2022 1:33 PM

328 engaging people in lifelong learning 6/6/2022 1:29 PM

329 Providing spaces for meeting and services for youth. 6/6/2022 1:25 PM

330 Repository of a broad based scope of knowledge and information 6/6/2022 1:24 PM

331 Support readers and literacy. 6/6/2022 1:23 PM

332 Repository for knowledge. Also help in accessing. 6/6/2022 12:35 PM

333 Helping people find what they are looking for and/or recommendations 6/6/2022 12:35 PM

334 provide books to read. nothing else, such as useless patios and library of things! 6/6/2022 12:34 PM

335 Close-by, easy to access books and periodicals and community connections. 6/6/2022 12:25 PM

336 Community connection, place of comfort, professionals to question about content of library 6/6/2022 12:18 PM

337 Place to learn 6/6/2022 12:09 PM

338 Community Connection and sharing knowledge 6/6/2022 12:07 PM

339 Access to books. Our library doesn't have a very broad selection of books. 6/6/2022 12:01 PM

340 Yes to providing community connections, furthering one's curiosity and knowledge, and being a
safe space for learning.

6/6/2022 11:52 AM

341 Easy access to books/movies; space and programs for kids 6/6/2022 11:47 AM

342 community and space to work productively with good tech help 6/6/2022 11:44 AM

343 Books, resources I love the creative space in the basement as an opportunity to learn to do
projects without a huge investment

6/6/2022 11:39 AM

344 encouraging children to read 6/6/2022 11:38 AM

345 Repositories of knowledge 6/6/2022 11:37 AM

346 A place to access information to learn and grow. Create a love of reading for the youth. An
opportunity to study and do research for young and old.

6/6/2022 11:33 AM

347 Resources for learning 6/6/2022 11:32 AM

348 Libraries are a critical part of any community. They are foundational. 6/6/2022 11:10 AM

349 General resources 6/6/2022 11:06 AM

350 offer of classes or lectures 6/6/2022 11:03 AM
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351 Q18: WTF does that mean? 6/6/2022 11:02 AM

352 place for kids and seniors 6/6/2022 11:00 AM

353 Helpful, creative, 6/6/2022 10:58 AM

354 I do think it's of value. I don't know how to utilize many of the services. Haven't invested the
time to explore the offerings since covid.

6/6/2022 10:57 AM

355 Never been to the library 6/6/2022 10:56 AM

356 providing books, ne way or the other. I have been served. 6/6/2022 10:54 AM

357 I love to read and would go to the library much more often, but their strict mask policies turned
me off. So many studies have now proven the masks were not only ineffective, they were
harmful to our health. Many of us knew this from common sense. Furthermore, I don't know
how "woke" the library is, but people who want discernment, are in favor of all views being
represented. It seems the left is in full censorship mode in all places...only their narrative is
allowed. Critical thinking has been thrown out the window.

6/6/2022 10:53 AM

358 Places to learn, get reading enjoyment, research, engage children in benefits of a library 6/6/2022 10:48 AM

359 lending books 6/6/2022 10:43 AM

360 Place to learn 6/6/2022 10:41 AM

361 All of the above 6/6/2022 10:37 AM

362 Don't see a need for a library. Please consider a high tech learning center. 6/6/2022 10:35 AM

363 To be informed on all levels of interest. 6/6/2022 10:29 AM

364 Repository of knowledge and a comfortable place to read and research. 6/6/2022 10:26 AM

365 Availability of the broadest possible range of items for all Winnetkans. 6/6/2022 10:23 AM

366 Repositories of knowledge, access to fiction and non-fiction works, including classic literature
as well as contemporary writings, access to periodicals including online access, reference
librarians to assist with finding resources.

6/6/2022 10:22 AM

367 Free form study and learning. Public eduation and events. BOOKS are necessary. And greater
emphasis on them is important.

6/6/2022 10:20 AM

368 Places to learn and entertainment 6/6/2022 10:18 AM

369 connection + access to learning opportunities 6/6/2022 10:09 AM

370 Too bad not asking right questions This library is so outdated it is laughable and I cannot
believe they are now going to waste money buying a park from WPD when noone else would
buy it. A new library would be in order Perrysburg Ohio so far outshines us and is not nearly as
wealthy a community For shame

6/6/2022 9:58 AM

371 Comforting Spaces thank encourage quiet, contemplative reading and studying and separate
spaces that encourage collaborative study in an open environment. Like two different floors -
quiet floor and social floor.

6/6/2022 8:57 AM

372 Study space for teens seems to be lacking in the library. More study rooms / space would be
ideal!

6/6/2022 8:00 AM

373 A place for study/ research/ work outside the home 6/5/2022 9:35 PM

374 Community connection through education 6/5/2022 9:29 PM

375 resources 6/5/2022 9:21 PM

376 all of the above 6/5/2022 9:19 PM

377 Providing books and other resources and a place to read them. 6/5/2022 8:58 PM

378 Place to learn for my kids 6/5/2022 8:55 PM

379 repository of knowledge and places to learn 6/5/2022 8:10 PM
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380 Another gathering space, particularly for people with small children. 6/5/2022 7:35 PM

381 Quiet area to read, work, explore 6/5/2022 6:28 PM

382 Ability to reserve books and movies online. 6/5/2022 3:33 PM

383 Providing a place to check out books, periodicals and other materials. 6/5/2022 1:54 PM

384 Meeting space, media resources for people of all ages and needs; it would be great for the
library to have subscriptions to major periodicals so that we can access the occasional
Washington Post article, magazine piece, etc., without having 50 subscriptions at home

6/5/2022 10:41 AM

385 None. Prefer no library. They are Outdated and a waste of money. 6/5/2022 9:31 AM

386 Repositories of knowledge 6/4/2022 4:42 PM

387 I am clueless what "material and guidance for discernment" might mean. I think, besides
providing a physical space for ready access to scads of information and learning, and a space
for community gatherings of different types, a library today should view itself as a portal
through which to tap into outside resources -- resources that vastly expand its physical
collection -- that we can access remotely (key during pandemics, but generally useful for a
peritpatetic population). I use your virtual library much more than I use your physical location.

6/4/2022 11:10 AM

388 Access to books, places to study. 6/3/2022 6:32 PM

389 Loan books 6/3/2022 5:09 PM

390 Encouraging reading for enjoyment and learning 6/3/2022 2:47 PM

391 places to learn and gather. 6/3/2022 2:19 PM

392 Obtaining books through inter-library loan. 6/3/2022 11:52 AM

393 circulation of materials 6/3/2022 11:18 AM

394 Places to learn - facilitating middle school and high school study groups should be a top
priority. Maybe have a tutor on staff?

6/3/2022 10:07 AM

395 Knowledge repository. Gathering place. Community resource for teaching, listening. 6/3/2022 9:09 AM

396 All of the above. 6/3/2022 7:42 AM

397 Provide information (academic, technological, recreational) to the public at a reasonable cost. 6/2/2022 5:28 PM

398 safe and welcoming space for the community at large, excellent programming, great physical
book collection, very nice employees

6/2/2022 5:22 PM

399 /access to a broad array of intellectual stimulation and learning assets. 6/2/2022 5:07 PM

400 Refuge of Learning!!!!! 6/2/2022 4:00 PM

401 Knowledge is good 6/2/2022 3:42 PM

402 Public place for access to books, movies, knowledge. Access to events (such as book clubs,
presentations, classes (computer, history, other information)

6/2/2022 12:48 PM

403 Repositories of knowledge and materials. Should include equal access to online and in print.
Love the Zoom programs.

6/2/2022 12:22 PM

404 Providing good reading material plus movies. 6/2/2022 10:57 AM

405 The library for me is a place where I can bring my young children so they can learn methods of
learning. I think the library a great community resource to develop young people like that, to
give them another outlet besides school to understand learning is a part of life broadly.

6/2/2022 10:40 AM

406 Repository of knowledge and ease of access. 6/2/2022 10:24 AM

407 Places to learn, resource for books, printing, computer access, educational materials 6/2/2022 10:20 AM

408 all the above 6/2/2022 10:16 AM

409 books 6/2/2022 9:02 AM

410 Providing community connection and supporting youth educational enrichment 6/2/2022 8:57 AM
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411 place to learn 6/2/2022 8:30 AM

412 the buying power of the library provides resources to the community that otherwise would have
a higher time/cost of obtaining by the community

6/2/2022 7:37 AM

413 books unavailable elsewhere! 6/2/2022 7:22 AM

414 Repositories of knowledge 6/2/2022 7:14 AM

415 repositories of knowledge 6/2/2022 7:04 AM

416 Provide community connections, e.g. cultural events 6/1/2022 11:27 PM

417 Places to learn 6/1/2022 9:51 PM

418 A place to borrow books. The faster the Library can obtain new titles, the better! 6/1/2022 9:23 PM

419 I don’t understand question 18 6/1/2022 9:22 PM

420 Providing resources and encouragement to use them. 6/1/2022 9:22 PM

421 Availability to the community, safe place, learning, books, computers, wonderful librarians 6/1/2022 9:21 PM

422 Books (digital), kids programs 6/1/2022 8:37 PM

423 Place for people to learn and read. Away from screens 6/1/2022 8:16 PM

424 Place to learn and study 6/1/2022 8:06 PM

425 Books! 6/1/2022 7:11 PM

426 Repository of knowledge and materials for loan 6/1/2022 5:58 PM

427 Place to learn, study, etc. source of entertainment. conducive atmosphere to do such at all
ages

6/1/2022 5:41 PM

428 Source of wonderful books, book group discussions, classes in technology, the occasional art
(especially watercolor) class, help finding reference materials outside our library system, the
easy to use website, providing space for community meetings, space or technical assistance
for Great Decisions discussions. A great community connector, focused on books and
learning.

6/1/2022 5:35 PM

429 Regularly providing access to new books so we don’t have to buy them 6/1/2022 5:08 PM

430 I like to order my books online and then pick them up. The library is amazing 6/1/2022 5:07 PM

431 free space for diverse content and information offered in a variety of media and programs 6/1/2022 4:57 PM

432 I think in todays world most people are able to get what they need on line or book store.
People do not study there but I do think the children's section is good and offers a lot for
toddlers and up.

6/1/2022 4:46 PM

433 Accessible public place for reading, research, and sharing of ideas. 6/1/2022 4:29 PM

434 source of fiction and non-fiction 6/1/2022 3:50 PM

435 Community connections and resources 6/1/2022 3:36 PM

436 Access to books and events. 6/1/2022 3:31 PM

437 Repositories of knowledge, community gathering spaces, programs to encourage a love of
reading in young children.

6/1/2022 3:05 PM

438 Place to learn 6/1/2022 3:04 PM

439 place to learn and explore and have peace and quiet. comfortable . 6/1/2022 2:44 PM

440 access to books, books on tape and other materials 6/1/2022 2:27 PM

441 Access to high quality books, and helpful librarians to instill a lifelong love of reading. 6/1/2022 2:22 PM

442 The library is okay - the Northbrook Library is lovely and we should have a nicer community
library.

6/1/2022 2:16 PM
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443 Providing a good variety of books to read 6/1/2022 2:15 PM

444 Access to books and learning tools. It brings a community together. 6/1/2022 2:02 PM

445 All of that; love the library and think it does a great job! 6/1/2022 1:50 PM

446 All of the above 6/1/2022 1:49 PM

447 The availability of books - both hard copies and digital. 6/1/2022 1:46 PM

448 Access to books 6/1/2022 1:38 PM

449 providing free access to reading and resources. 6/1/2022 1:38 PM

450 Introducing children to what a library has to offer 6/1/2022 1:26 PM

451 In this age of internet, libraries should get back to basics -. books. I can find any info I need in
seconds online. No one I know "connects" at the library.

6/1/2022 1:21 PM

452 Providing access to literature and non-fiction materials 6/1/2022 1:18 PM

453 a safe space for all to learn, read and explore knowledge regardless of economic means 6/1/2022 1:11 PM

454 A place library that is staffed with knowledge of the library. 6/1/2022 1:03 PM

455 Access to books for all reading levels, enjoy learning activities provided and looking forward to
summer reading program.

6/1/2022 12:54 PM

456 Love the library renovations. Sometimes wish it was just a little bit quieter but on the whole it
satisfies the mission of a public library very well.

6/1/2022 12:43 PM

457 Community connection and resource center 6/1/2022 12:24 PM

458 The library has assembled interest groups at lectures we have enjoyed. For example, we
enjoyed learning how to feed hummingbirds with planned flower gardens. We have attended the
Studio with neighbors that also have artistic interests.

6/1/2022 12:12 PM

459 low cost access to books / materials 6/1/2022 12:06 PM

460 children books and activities, reference material, 6/1/2022 12:04 PM

461 Places to find relevant information(current and historical) and a community in which to
access/decipher it.

6/1/2022 12:02 PM

462 A place of knowledge through materials, knowledge sharing, and community connection. 6/1/2022 11:59 AM

463 Community connection including engagement of children in reading and learning 6/1/2022 11:56 AM

464 A welcoming atmosphere with abundant resources to absorb new knowledge and spend time. 6/1/2022 11:43 AM

465 Community connection 6/1/2022 11:42 AM

466 Providing books for residents 6/1/2022 11:39 AM

467 repositories of knowledge. we have other community facilities like Community House, Park
District, Schools to provide community connection and recreation.

6/1/2022 11:32 AM

468 All of the above 6/1/2022 11:29 AM

469 repositories of knowledge 6/1/2022 11:11 AM

470 Community connection, place to go for programs and events, materials 6/1/2022 11:07 AM

471 community connection and place to learn and explore, 6/1/2022 10:58 AM

472 Places to expose kids to reading and build excitement around something that they enjoy doing.
We'd actually be very interested if there were some more structured things to do there for kids.

6/1/2022 10:56 AM

473 Question 18 as well as a previous question checks all boxes. I don’t think this survey is
working properly

6/1/2022 10:52 AM

474 Repositories of knowledge. 6/1/2022 10:48 AM

475 All of the above including access to material, help and resources for those who wouldn't 6/1/2022 10:42 AM
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otherwise have it.

476 WPD has removed, discarded what had been useful reference material. Not replaced. 6/1/2022 10:40 AM

477 no less than uphold our democracy by being free and open to all to information of all kinds. 6/1/2022 10:35 AM

478 antiquated 6/1/2022 10:33 AM

479 community connection 6/1/2022 10:31 AM

480 Book loans 6/1/2022 10:24 AM

481 places to lern 6/1/2022 10:21 AM

482 repositories of knowledge 6/1/2022 10:16 AM

483 Access to books 6/1/2022 10:14 AM

484 Community connection, expertise and help navigating the wealth of information and new
sources of information in recent decades. Encouragement of a broader world beyond the
Winnetka bubble.

6/1/2022 10:10 AM

485 Love the library, especially maker space 6/1/2022 10:09 AM

486 The most important function of a community library is to provide access to information and
data for the collective good.

6/1/2022 10:08 AM

487 Access to books, research, digital media and online services 6/1/2022 10:05 AM

488 Enhance interest in learning - in particular for youth, and continue the idea of a knowledge
repository at the heart of community values. It should not be used for the purposes of
'promoting' books and materials - through prominent display, preferential investment, or
advertisement that drive the LGBTQ agenda. There are issues with our libraries in this regard,
in particular regarding the appropriateness of some of the books offered in the children section.

6/1/2022 10:03 AM

489 access to information/reading material 6/1/2022 9:56 AM

490 A library is the foundation of a well-informed, democratic community. Although digital services
are an increasing part of how patrons interact with the library, it is imperative the library
continue to exist as a physical space where people of all ages can come.

6/1/2022 9:55 AM

491 repository of knowledge, and community focal point 6/1/2022 9:49 AM

492 children's department, both its collection and reading programs, storytime, etc. 6/1/2022 9:47 AM

493 Providing the community with books to read and resources to learn. 6/1/2022 9:46 AM

494 Repositories of knowledge. 6/1/2022 9:41 AM

495 My children use the kids section the most. This is a great engaging space for them. 6/1/2022 9:38 AM

496 provide books to read and places to study 6/1/2022 9:38 AM

497 Investing young children in the love for reading and books 6/1/2022 9:37 AM

498 Student education source 6/1/2022 9:35 AM

499 books to read 6/1/2022 9:35 AM

500 Engaging children with books. 6/1/2022 9:33 AM

501 Although I do not use the library for this purpose, I think the library should be our primary
community.

6/1/2022 9:31 AM

502 could not select one heart option for #18. Also this question is difficult to understand what it
means. Most important function is to provide books and educational resources.

6/1/2022 9:31 AM

503 learning 6/1/2022 9:29 AM

504 Learning 6/1/2022 9:29 AM

505 having a good selection of books 6/1/2022 9:27 AM

506 Place to learn. 6/1/2022 9:24 AM
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507 Fostering a love of reading and learning for our youngest residents. 6/1/2022 9:17 AM

508 Information source 5/31/2022 12:46 PM

509 A place to bring community together and share learning resources for those who may be less
fortunate to access books, movies and information.

5/31/2022 11:06 AM
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Q24 Please provide any other comments or suggestions for the
Winnetka/Northfield Public Library District Board.

Answered: 223 Skipped: 982

# RESPONSES DATE

1 The library is great as is. No need to spend mo ey just for tbesake of spending it 6/25/2022 10:17 PM

2 Keep it simple. 6/25/2022 9:45 PM

3 Green space is important. Social events for adults To keep learning and sharing and feel part
of the community are at the core of library service

6/25/2022 4:37 PM

4 Start a collection of rare books to offset the budget surplus. 6/23/2022 10:01 PM

5 There still has been no accounting of what happened to the genealogy materials the former
library director removed. The community is owed an accounting of the status of these historic
materials. What is the policy on retaining books? Books I have previously checked out no
longer appear in the catalogue, and shelves are needlessly empty. Other libraries keep less-
popular and more obscure titles. Winnetka discards too quickly. The library should be a
repository for a wide range of books. That "strategic plan" was light on substance. The 29-page
report could have been boiled down to four substantive pages. And if the library has such a
surplus of funds, why was a "lack of funding and staff" so frequently cited as an obstacle to
implementation?

6/21/2022 10:14 AM

6 Work more with our schools. Collaborative programming. 6/20/2022 10:37 PM

7 Shut it down - serves very little to no purpose. 6/20/2022 10:08 PM

8 Wow...$650,000 for a strategic plan?? Our library is great. What in the world are we spending
this money on? and we have excess funds sitting around? I know this routine...use it or lose it.
This is not OK. Give funds back to taxpayers and get the library's finances in order.

6/20/2022 10:05 PM

9 Why does our library offer games??? we don't need to borrow those! Please keep it simple by
incasing teh online borrowing options. I am very concerned to learn about the amount of money
the library is spending on consultants and "strategic" ideas. Our library is great. If you need to,
hire a director that does not need to hire consultants.

6/20/2022 8:40 PM

10 i dont know why all the time this town is doing some strategic plan .. if the library syaff needs
something deal with that ,, or why ever outside ,, or ask users and town what they like ..

6/20/2022 6:19 PM

11 As much as I used the library as a kid I see no need for them anymore. They are relics of the
past and will be non existent or should be. I see no need for any additional funding.

6/20/2022 6:01 PM

12 Important part of community 6/20/2022 4:36 PM

13 The Library dramatically overspends compared to the services it provides. Please cut the
amount of online programming you provide!

6/20/2022 3:18 PM

14 I feel the staff at our library are fabulous…pleasant, knowledgeable and results oriented 6/20/2022 3:18 PM

15 Increase the hours the library is open 6/20/2022 3:13 PM

16 Please switch children section back to dewey decimal system 6/20/2022 2:42 PM

17 The library's strategic plan needs to be scrapped. It does not define objectives, does not
articulate how the library creates value for patrons, and spends community money it doesn't
need to. The library should not increase expenses. The library needs a strategic plan, but it
needs to go back to the drawing board.

6/20/2022 2:24 PM

18 Replace the library building with one more attractive and usable. Currently looks like a medical
office building.

6/20/2022 12:01 PM

19 On Friday keep the library open till 7:00 pm. There are so many times that I want to get a book 6/20/2022 11:04 AM
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or movie for the weekend and the library closes at 5:00 pm

20 There should be no tax levy until the $7M surplus is gone. 6/20/2022 10:55 AM

21 I love the library. The staff is helpful and kind. I just want the 5th - 8th grad to reconize and
honestly use the library more, maybe they need some kind of group meetins in person for kids
- like " fortnite talk" or peer to peer game review, Or history of footbal, or tennis, or thinkgs they
like... kids need to connect more than ever after the pandemic and need safe, resourceful
place to go. It need to be geared to the middle school kids, I think they think- "story time" not
realizing there are resources that are available and could be geared to them too.

6/20/2022 10:54 AM

22 Our library is fine. We do not need to pour a lot of taxpayer funds into it--there are more
important priorities for taxpayer funds.

6/20/2022 9:01 AM

23 i like the hold shelf for picking up books like the library app 6/19/2022 10:02 PM

24 The Strategic Plan is exorbitant and truly a joke. The level of consultant boilerplate is
embarrassing. It is very unclear what the library is going to get by spending $800+ Over 3
years on this (a footnote indicates that the $650 only includes first year costs for some
recurring/permanent items. This presentation is misleading.)

6/19/2022 6:03 PM

25 Let's reconsider hiring a consultant and expending $650,000. 6/19/2022 12:07 PM

26 You're spending 50% of the budget on consultant fees? Wow, THAT's a bad headline!!!! 6/19/2022 9:06 AM

27 Winnetka library is excellent — one of the best services in Winnetka. Thanks! 6/17/2022 1:53 PM

28 Love the Winnetka Library! 6/17/2022 10:38 AM

29 A community treasure. But almost half the strategic budget on external consulting seems way
too high

6/16/2022 3:51 PM

30 Such a wonderful staff. 6/15/2022 9:54 PM

31 Please keep children's section apolitical. 6/15/2022 8:55 PM

32 Please hire better leaders and fewer consultants. Better to spend $ on quality leadership to run
a resident and community focused LIBRARY vs consultants to brew up adjacent services.
Focus focus focus.

6/15/2022 8:38 PM

33 Love Libby Excellent classes online Glencoe library has interesting offerings that Winnetka
could emulate

6/15/2022 6:37 PM

34 I like the last objective of the strategic plan. I think staff need more mentorship and training
generally with the hope that they become long-time employees. We need to create a cultural
that attracts employees who want to stay and are well compensated with benefits. I don't think
the present pay structure for employees is a sustainable and effective way to attract and retain
talented staff.

6/15/2022 5:46 PM

35 I love our library and its staff! 6/15/2022 7:59 AM

36 Digital Library of Illinois has very lengthy waiting lists for many, many books. I have been on
some for more than 2 months. What the heck.

6/14/2022 10:06 PM

37 More games and activities for kids for pre-school age in the afternoon before 3 pm. Most of the
children offerings are early for the very young who are not yet in school, or the offerings are
after 3 pm geared towards older children.

6/14/2022 8:37 PM

38 look at strategy but do not spend such a huge amount on consultants, makes no sense. 6/14/2022 8:08 PM

39 access to more diverse audiobooks (CDs, especially) 6/14/2022 5:35 PM

40 Library is great and our family loves it. I’m concerned to read about the extensive excess
reserves AND the significant amount being spent on designing and implemting the Strat plan.
Why do we need this? Sounds like the library has too much taxpayer money and is just looking
for a way to spend it. That’s Not ok with me.

6/14/2022 5:05 PM

41 Figure out your direction and quit changing things all the time 6/14/2022 3:41 PM

42 The new library redesign is ugly. More books out. Stop trying to reduce the number of books on
shelves.

6/13/2022 12:19 PM
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43 The use of "outside consultants" for everything creates a situation where huge amounts of
money are spent for no particular reason and costly changes are implemented for little
practical gain in the long run.

6/13/2022 12:12 PM

44 The library is great. It would be nice to have more specialized books--those that are difficult to
obtain through bookstores.

6/13/2022 12:05 PM

45 Invest more in the Northfield library. 6/13/2022 9:39 AM

46 Target group talks to 45-60 yr olds. Current events or computer learning skills preferably. 6/13/2022 8:06 AM

47 The library is perfect! It would be great if it had a bigger area for little kids, but it works the way
it is. It's right in the middle of the village, so everyone can walk to it.

6/13/2022 7:41 AM

48 The past year the library has been very noisy - including library staff that talk to each other
from across the room. That can be very distracting.

6/13/2022 2:25 AM

49 I typically use the Wilmette Library. I find the facility to be more user friendly. 6/12/2022 10:21 PM

50 The Winnetka library does not offer anything that I cannot source online. 6/12/2022 10:18 PM

51 The people who work at the library are terrific, especially the guys in the studio. I am 100%
behind anything that gives the staff ample support. They are what makes our library great.

6/12/2022 9:18 PM

52 Doing a great job and we need to continue to have a viable library in Winnetka/Northfield no
matter what!

6/12/2022 8:07 PM

53 Would like to see more book and author events, including historical topics 6/12/2022 7:48 PM

54 Our library is great. It is not an area that needs significant investment. Please watch expenses
carefully and return surplus.

6/12/2022 7:48 PM

55 I use the library frequently, but often as a depot for picking up or returning inter-library loans.
The collection of books is thin. Despite the numerous renovations in recent years, I find the
space is not conducive to sitting down and reading, writing, browing, etc.

6/12/2022 7:41 PM

56 I love the library. The staff is generally well read and able to give great recommendations but
they should do a better job (like the Bookstall) giving ideas

6/12/2022 7:38 PM

57 Excellent facilities and helpful staff 6/12/2022 7:33 PM

58 More programs for teenagers. 6/12/2022 7:31 PM

59 The surplus seems excessive. 6/12/2022 7:09 PM

60 Studio classes are excellent 6/12/2022 6:53 PM

61 More books online 6/12/2022 6:39 PM

62 Excellent especially libby 6/12/2022 6:15 PM

63 Taxes are too high 6/12/2022 6:06 PM

64 Stay within budget and either lower property tax levy or keep it the same. 6/12/2022 5:46 PM

65 I can’t click on a specific ❤  in a question above without all hearts turning red. Weird 6/12/2022 5:43 PM

66 We used the library regularly when the the kids were little but haven’t been over recently. From
what I remembered, I was happy with everything.

6/12/2022 5:42 PM

67 The library should not feel pressured to buy the library park from the park district. That parcel
could not be developed into any commercial or residential entity

6/12/2022 5:22 PM

68 The Winnetka Caucus bears responsibility for the mess at the Winnetka Northfield Public
Library. All the trustees should be replaced immediately -- dismissed for incompetence if they
won't resign voluntarily -- and replaced with board members who will actually pay attention to
the way the Library is run, which the current board simply does not do. And the Winnetka
Caucus should make it a very high priority to find new trustees who will devote time to the job
and not just act as yes-men for whatever the Library Director suggests. The ridiculous and
completely unnecessary "Strategic Plan" exemplifies the mess at the Winnetka-Northfield
Library.

6/12/2022 3:58 PM
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69 Yes, they need a strategic plan, but I don't agree with what they came up with. A youth room
was created about 10 years ago and failed because teens don't want a separate space, they
want things like study rooms, that were created in the recent renovation.

6/12/2022 2:56 PM

70 Strategic plan proposal is way too expensive. 6/12/2022 8:48 AM

71 The Strategic Plan is poorly written-I see Strat Plans all day long in my profession. This is old-
school boilerplate. I am angry we paid an outside consultant to create this. Why did the new
director need an outside consultant to tell her this? Is she not capable of identifying issues and
solutions on her own? If not, how and why did the Board hire her? Stop spending money
against this plan immediately.

6/12/2022 8:46 AM

72 Better selection of new books. 6/12/2022 8:10 AM

73 I would like a space on the library website dedicted to audiobooks. One which lists audiobooks
that are most popular right now. And enough copies of the popular ones that you don't have to
wait too long to get it. I have placed a hold on materials before and then forgot. I believe I had
to go back on the website to see if the materials were now available. Is there a way I can get a
text to let me know the material is in and available for pickup or download? Maybe there is,
and I just don't know about it.

6/12/2022 8:01 AM

74 Both D36 and the Park District have need for add’l funds to support core
infrastructure/preservation initiatives. If there is not a ‘known need’ within the library at this
time… I would recommend the strategic plan be delayed, allowing priority funding of other
needs within the community first.

6/12/2022 7:27 AM

75 It is u believable with two library directors and many cities with examples of surveys that u
would even possibly consider these ridiculous expenses. Follow other cities like winnetka that
have already been the through this this is absurd

6/12/2022 6:39 AM

76 Better use of the grass park area next to library 6/11/2022 10:10 PM

77 Like library the way it is 6/11/2022 8:33 PM

78 Winnetka Library is head and shoulders above other libraries in many ways. Absolutely no
need to spend a lot of money on consulting fees.

6/11/2022 8:00 PM

79 I make heavy use of the physical and electronic books at WNPL. It serves this purpose
perfectly well and needs no further enhancement.

6/11/2022 5:06 PM

80 get kids going to library early in age 6/11/2022 3:32 PM

81 Not enough background on the library plan to opine on whether to keep it as is, or see if there
are some other methods to minimize the costs.

6/11/2022 3:01 PM

82 Get employees who love e books 6/10/2022 5:40 PM

83 The strategic plan was full of "corporate speak" and not substance. However in general I feel
the library should move forward in the directions it outlaid.

6/10/2022 4:21 PM

84 Very accommodating, skilled service! 6/10/2022 3:02 PM

85 Our Winnetka-Northfield Library remains a gem of our community! Your team is doing a
wonderful job, and we are deeply grateful for the time, attention and support provided.

6/10/2022 2:00 PM

86 Could the library pull together strategic planning pros from the community for a one-time
project?

6/10/2022 12:42 PM

87 I used to be HUGE supporter of our library. Since COVID, I am very disappointed in the staff
and service. The library was closed for WAY too long, the librarians and staff are less friendly
and helpful and frankly rude. So disappointing that the library couldn't figure out how to be open
when so many other businesses managed to do so. And why do all of the computer/technology
classes have to be online-should offer them in person!

6/10/2022 11:31 AM

88 Keep up the good work 6/10/2022 11:17 AM

89 The strategic plan is a mash-up of consultant-speak with no clearly defined objective or
customer-defined need being filled. If the library feels it is lacking direction, I suggest a public
survey, development of an initial long-term plan for community comment, and then proceed
with developing a strategic plan.

6/10/2022 10:22 AM
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90 280K spent on consultants with a 650K budget, seems insane. 6/10/2022 10:04 AM

91 Love The Studio. More programs there to learn to use available equipment. 6/10/2022 9:45 AM

92 Preserve the quiet spaces for research, reading and work 6/10/2022 9:08 AM

93 To pay 280k for consulting fees on a 650k plan is absolutely ridiculous. Stick to your core
mission and you probably won't even need consultants to help you sort out what to do.

6/10/2022 8:53 AM

94 LOVE our great and helpful library 6/10/2022 7:46 AM

95 Here is the letter to the library board I wrote on 11/6/21 in response to their strategic plan: To
the Board of Directors of the Winnetka Public Library: You have sent a large Powerpoint
presentation and asked for feedback. It is clear that a huge amount of work went into this and I
thank you for your efforts. The presentation is rather overwhelming, making it difficult to
understand what your main objectives really are. I have listened to part of the board meeting
and can see that many of you genuinely care about providing a quality library experience for
citizens of Winnetka and Northfield, so I doubt that mystifying the residents is your goal,
however the Powerpoint gives the impression that you are trying to obfuscate by providing an
incredible amount of information in a confusing manner. For instance, on your "Findings" page,
you hide several of your points behind a large square labeled "Gaps and Opportunities Memo."
One might wonder of what is hidden, especially because of what one actually can see. Case in
point: Listed as a goal under Community and Marketplace: "Growth in diversity of housing
types to keep aging people in the community and increase income diversity." Why on earth is
income diversity part of the Winnetka Public Library agenda? And why is the library engaged in
an agenda of changing housing? When did housing concerns become an arm of the Winnetka
Public Library? I understood your job primarily to be: 1. to provide reading materials (music,
movies, etc.) for the community, make them easily accessible in digital and hard copy format,
keeping up with technological standards. 2. to foster an environment that is comfortable and
safe for our RESIDENTS: quiet, clean, well-lit, organized, well served and outfitted. 3. to
provide our residents with programs to their liking, as they relate to reading. (classes, book
clubs, children's programs, programs for other age groups if the community desires) 4. provide
ample group study rooms for small groups of students or adults. 5. to provide an interlibrary
loan system, so that more books are available to all library communities. 6. to provide search
and reference assistance. 7. to provide some printing services to the community, especially as
it relates to accessing library resources. 8. to communicate available services with the
Winnetka-Northfield community. I realize that you provide other services as well, for instance,
when my children were in boarding school, they could take an exam in their home town of
Winnetka, at the Winnetka Public Library, with a staff member at the library proctoring the
exam. The proctor received the test in the mail from the school, administered it according to
the teacher's directions and then sealed the test in an enclosed envelope, sending it back to
their school. How convenient this was for us on a number of occasions! I doubt many people
know you provide this service. There are probably a myriad of services of this nature that you
provide of which I am not aware. I also loved the summer reading program that the library ran
every year when my children were in preschool and grammar school. THESE are the services
a library should provide. It was fun, flexible (parents and children could choose what the
children read) and low key -- perfect for summer time reading. I read through this lengthy
powerpoint and wondered what on earth you are trying to tell us? (Or not tell us?) If you are
truly trying to inform your community, which is filled with busy parents and grandparents who
work, take care of children, have hobbies, and so on, may I suggest providing a simple list of
library responsibilities and goals, followed by the strategies and tactics you plan to implement
in order to achieve those goals -- written in plain and simple bullet point English? Narrow it
down to two or three pages or at least give a simple, easy to read summary of your detailed
presentation. Dozens of pages of geometric shapes and verbose text is confusing and frankly,
a waste of our tax dollar. When it takes over an hour to digest a written presentation, how
many residents do you think will actually accurately consume the information you are trying to
convey? Certainly far fewer than if the information were presented in a more concise manner.
In addition to the lengthy text, I would like to be educated as to the following: You list several
times (for example, pages 20, 21 and 22), "lack of funding and staff" as an obstacle to your
plan, yet I count FORTY-TWO staff members listed on page 3! How much more staff does the
board feel is needed to run libraries for two small villages? Two people? Ten? Fifty? From
where would that funding come? Winnetka population: 12,428. Northfield population: 5, 534.
This equates to one staff member per 427 people. Many of these residents never use the
library. Many of these residents have summer or winter homes in which they spend weeks or
even months of the year, so they are not able to use the library, with the exception of digital
services. Many of these residents reside in single family homes with one member of the

6/10/2022 7:38 AM
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household (often the mother) handling the needs of the family, with regard to the library. So the
resident/staff ratio is actually much smaller than the population indicates. Over the years, we
have had such an amazing and responsive library staff. I remember Bronwyn, who helped us
for years find books for our children for decades. My children LOVED going to the Winnetka
Library children's section. There were others, too many to count. (A Washburne teacher, whose
name I cannot remember, but he was so helpful!) I still enjoy communicating my resource
needs with some of the staff and find them very helpful. Nick is my go-to for challenging
reference questions, and more recently, I am getting to know some of the children's librarians
(again!), now that I take my grandchildren to that section. So far I have felt they have been
welcoming, helpful and knowledgeable. The children enjoy the building blocks and other
projects they can do there, in addition to reading and checking out books. Thank you for that! I
know these things do not happen without the hard work of many people behind the scenes as
well as the people with whom I am in direct contact at WPL. I can only wonder if perhaps if the
library went back to its core values, rather than worrying about political agendas such as
diversity of housing, would current funding be better appropriated and more efficiently used?
Would 42 staff members be sufficient? Larger staff and more funding eventually raises our
taxes, which chases people of ALL ages (especially the aging) OUT of the community, which
is counter productive to the goal you have stated in your presentation. For the library to take
on issues, which perhaps should not fall under its umbrella makes your job overly complex.
Complexity often renders inefficiency. I have lived in Winnetka for decades and have used our
library many times, spending countless hours there, checking out hundreds, if not thousands
of books and movies over the years. I loved the peaceful place that it once was. I understand
that the fancy renovation was done to keep up with the times and probably also for security
and safety measures. But let's not change what we are about: Being a public library primarily
for people who live in Winnetka and Northfield -- a resource for creativity of the mind and
imagination, a place to get lost in a book, be educated by a newspaper/class/presentation or
inspired by a magazine! Thank you for asking for feedback. I welcome your response (and
clarification) but please do not publish my email or use my name. Thank you for respecting my
privacy in this request and thank you for your continued efforts to improve our library.
Respectfully submitted,

96 Provide free online access to paywalled media outlets such as Wall Street Journal, USAToday,
New York Times, etc.

6/10/2022 7:36 AM

97 I believe the new sculpture of the child reading on the ground is an extreme tripping hazard. I
love the concept but it is an accident waiting to happen.

6/10/2022 4:49 AM

98 Too many changes to online app. Needs one that is extremely user friendly and easy to login
ie Face ID.

6/9/2022 11:02 PM

99 The strategic plan is a waste of time and money. The library hoard seems to take the “use it or
lose it” approach to spending money. I want to see some true zero-based budgeting by a
competent financial person.

6/9/2022 10:56 PM

100 I was unaware of the online apps available to access the library, but I am now hooked! Please
market your services better in advertising, social media, posters around town, etc!

6/9/2022 5:58 PM

101 I LOVE the Northfield Library !!!!!!! 6/9/2022 4:04 PM

102 Too many questions on this survey are devoted to the library. I use and love the library but find
a way to ask the most important questions only. and discernment? really?

6/9/2022 3:47 PM

103 The window replacement at the Winnetka Branch seems like a total waste of taxpayer dollars.
There was absolutely nothing wrong with the existing windows.

6/9/2022 9:05 AM

104 The proposed cost of strategic planning consulting fees for the library is OUTRAGEOUS 6/8/2022 9:45 PM

105 Doing an amazing job. Our family loves all the offerings in person and online. Thank you 6/8/2022 7:53 PM

106 You are doing an amazing job. Thank you. We love the offerings and the variety of offerings. 6/8/2022 7:13 PM

107 Steve in the creative room is amazing and very helpful with projects. 6/8/2022 5:34 PM

108 Close the Northfield library. We do not require two libraries three miles from each other 6/8/2022 12:15 PM

109 I sincerely appreciate the online opportunities the W/NF Public Library affords. I read almost
exclusively (and daily) checked out from the library electronically. I also like the digital
checkout when I reserve physical books. Our library is a terrific resource.

6/8/2022 11:46 AM
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110 Its sad, but the fundamental role of this institution has irrevocably changed. Should be more
about supporting learning and early education through HS.

6/8/2022 10:05 AM

111 How is the "no fine" program working? Are materials being returned in a timely fashion? It
seems odd that they did away with the fine system. I'd like to see a report on this.

6/8/2022 8:22 AM

112 N/A 6/8/2022 12:13 AM

113 The library should be a place for research and study. It has become an tax-funded
"entertainment center"

6/7/2022 10:38 PM

114 More audio books 6/7/2022 5:19 PM

115 There needs to be more access to ebooks in an easier to use format. Libby is the only way to
read ebooks on an Amazon Kindle which is the most popular ebook reader. There just aren't a
lot of books offered and they're only offered for 2 weeks. The time period should be longer

6/7/2022 4:55 PM

116 I use online offerings frequently 6/7/2022 3:36 PM

117 $650k for consulting services! Are you kidding!! What a joke and waste of Tax Payer money. 6/7/2022 2:50 PM

118 fully support our great library 6/7/2022 2:01 PM

119 No need for a library if children are going to be brainwashed. Many libraries across this country
are now brainwashing children with transgender and sexually explicit material. Please refrain
from this and instead encourage traditional values.

6/7/2022 1:23 PM

120 Most parts of the strategic plan seem to have the problem of insufficient funding. I think the
library should work within the funding that it has and use current staff... no outside consultants!

6/7/2022 1:23 PM

121 Based on the questions in this survey, it seems that members of the caucus have issues with
the Library Board's adoption of the 2021 strategic plan. I assume that the Board only adopted
the plan after an opportunity for public review and comment. Although I may not always agree
with plans adopted by public boards, I think that it not the role of the Caucus to interfere with
the implementation of a plan adopted by an elected Library District Board. I also don't think
that the Caucus should be asking for the residents to tell the Library District how it should be
run. I think the strength of this survey is to inform the Village's taxing bodies about community
priorities for services and investments. The questions above feel like the Caucus is trying to
micro-manage the District thru this survey. As another thought, I do support the consolidation
of Library Districts within New Trier Township. We are lucky to have several wonderful Library
Districts on the North Shore and I think that there would be significant operational and service
improvements to be had by merging the Districts into a single New Trier Township District.
When I visit a library it is typically the Wilmette library, it is typically the Wilmette library
because of it hours and services it provides.

6/7/2022 11:51 AM

122 We use Libby and the on-line library daily 6/7/2022 10:46 AM

123 The librarians should be more aware that not all patrons think like they do. The library should
be a safe place and displaying only left wing books is truly disappointing in what should be an
open and safe environment for all.

6/7/2022 10:29 AM

124 Our libraries are sacred. Please keep them that way! 6/7/2022 7:16 AM

125 I love the library! Keep enhancing programs and offerings for adults who work full time. 6/7/2022 5:40 AM

126 None noted 6/6/2022 9:56 PM

127 LOVE THE ONLINE BORROWING 6/6/2022 8:55 PM

128 love the makers space. Need to figure out how to offer expanded programs to include younger
families to familiarize them of these spaces. Perhaps offer opportunities to create school logo
towels (ie Crow Island or Hubbard Woods) or monogram water bottles that kids take to school.

6/6/2022 8:42 PM

129 Please find funding for the acquisition of musical scores. This is a community that loves to
perform! Musical theater, opera, and orchestral scores are highly desired and essentially non-
existent at our two libraries.

6/6/2022 8:30 PM

130 Love the library - staff very helpful 6/6/2022 7:01 PM

131 The digital collection is increasingly important today. I use it often to borrow books for reading. 6/6/2022 5:35 PM
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132 Wow. Super leading questions. I am sure you will get the answers you want. 6/6/2022 5:00 PM

133 The online app is fantastic!! 6/6/2022 4:14 PM

134 The library was a spot we did not utilize during Covid... taking time for us to return. All the
construction and changes hours as of late not super welcoming.

6/6/2022 4:14 PM

135 Use the surplus for the plan elements 6/6/2022 4:12 PM

136 I don't like $280,000 being spent on external consulting fees! 6/6/2022 4:02 PM

137 i love the online library app, i use it to place a hold on books as well as listen to audio books
on libby.

6/6/2022 3:41 PM

138 I love the library and have found every person there that I have interacted with to be helpful
and friendly, especially the children's library.

6/6/2022 3:35 PM

139 the community role of libraries have evolved-- need to emphasize on-line offerings & the studio 6/6/2022 3:06 PM

140 I feel strongly that the library should be fully funded and supported. The library is essential to
our citizens, providing access to civic history and essential educational resources and tools.

6/6/2022 2:38 PM

141 Still feel bad that long time library employees were let go or quit because of bad management. 6/6/2022 2:20 PM

142 Be fiscally responsible 6/6/2022 2:08 PM

143 Libraries should be quiet spaces, yet I find the employees talk at a regular decibel rather than
a soft voice or whisper. They often talk to each other (and not about library related matters)
from across the room. It is extremely distracting to patrons who are trying to read.

6/6/2022 2:05 PM

144 Well educated, experienced librarians are an important resource. Kindly keep classics and
source materials, not just best sellers.

6/6/2022 1:39 PM

145 Keep up the good work! 6/6/2022 1:29 PM

146 Once again, poor survey design...you need to have opt out choices otherwise you cannot
discern why questions not being answered.

6/6/2022 1:23 PM

147 stop trying to do anything other than lending books. the library is not the community center.
concentrate on increasing book collection, especially digital nonfiction

6/6/2022 12:34 PM

148 I loved the library before remodeling. It was a quiet place to work, with the important addition of
other people also working. It was motivating. All that is now gone. Such a dreary place. I see
very few people there except homeless people.

6/6/2022 12:18 PM

149 Shame on me for not being more aware, but $280K on consulting is outrageous. To tell us
what? There have to be existing works we can use instead.

6/6/2022 12:07 PM

150 I don't understand or see the need for spending so much money on outside consultants.
Seems like the Board is looking for ways to use up the accumulated cash.

6/6/2022 12:01 PM

151 The Strategic Plan is peppered with too much jargon, such as "innovation" "content rich
website" "design thinking" "fail-fast mindset (to name a few) with little concrete
examples/context. Be specific in what you envision. For example, what have you identified as
the key issues of our times that the library is able to address, such as media literacy,
emotional well-being, etc? And given the immersive experiential spirit of our times, I'm
surprised this isn't addressed, or if so I missed it. More specificity and context of the "vision"
would be useful. And where's the SWOT analysis? When suggesting a reliance on the
knowledge/skills of existing staff, what exactly does this entail? What are the strengths and
weaknesses of existing staff and of this partnership? How do they compare to each entity
individually? What are the potential opportunities and threats? As for branding and marketing
strategies, your please be more specific. For example, the plan is to create a "comprehensive
branding strategy for the library that includes positioning." How is the library positioned now
and now might it be re-positioned, and for what purpose? Is the plan to create multi-layered
branding based on market segments? And for the Winnetka/Northfield community, who are the
brand personas in these segments? More specificity regarding your "measures for success."
Perhaps this is all to be revealed, but it would be helpful to have some concrete examples that
allow us to better understand what you see as the primary challenges that this plan is meant to
overcome.

6/6/2022 11:52 AM

152 I love being able to reserve books through the app. 6/6/2022 11:47 AM
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153 I really appreciate all the library offers the community. The app is great. 6/6/2022 11:46 AM

154 love the library - helps us supplement weak schools 6/6/2022 11:44 AM

155 For some of the non-collections based space needs, could you partner with the Winnetka
Community House to use some of it's space for activities such as the craft area? The
Community House is a fabulous resource . A productive partnership could benefit both
institutions.

6/6/2022 11:33 AM

156 Many other areas of Winnetka need major help or renovations to make community nicer. put
the money there

6/6/2022 11:03 AM

157 I do use library. Think it’s weird that the staff is just sitting there and directs people to self-
check out. How much did that self- checkout system cost?

6/6/2022 10:58 AM

158 In (quickly) reviewing the strategic plan I am very unclear how/who the the $280,000 is going to
and for what. Make that clearer please!

6/6/2022 10:57 AM

159 the idea of the need for consulting companies is overblown. COnsulting companies are good
only if you have a good idea of what the community wants. We shouldn't be in library business
for growth or revenue but rather for the standards that we are trying to instill in our children and
the standards we as adults would like for meaningful discussion or current cultural
informational sessions etc. I'm tired of most of the options in the library brochure, and feel not
much work has been done to improve adult involvement in out library

6/6/2022 10:54 AM

160 During this very difficult time, did you provide books that provided the other side of the
Covid/vaccine debate. Many of them were bestsellers, like The Real Anthony Fauci. Or did
you not? I would be curious to know if you did. We need to hear all sides. People want to learn
and discern the truth.

6/6/2022 10:53 AM

161 Stop Spending money...be judicious with our Tax payer money. 6/6/2022 10:16 AM

162 It seems all the library does is spend money on consulting fees with no obvious improvement
it needs to stop

6/6/2022 9:58 AM

163 A high percentage of the Strategic Planning budget is being spent on fees. If that includes
staff training it should be noted for clarity. If it does not, those expenses seem out of line.

6/6/2022 9:29 AM

164 There are national library associations collaborating continually in strategic planning and
process improvement and sharing best practices and survey feedback. Our library director
needs to develop greater connections to similar community libraries in Kansas City, D.C., and
Seattle. Even Perrysburg, Ohio has a model that could offer guiding principles and practices to
our library.

6/6/2022 8:57 AM

165 We love the library! 6/5/2022 9:19 PM

166 I use the library frequently. 6/5/2022 1:54 PM

167 It should keep doing what it is doing. It is already a tremendous resource and it should not
tinker with success.

6/5/2022 10:41 AM

168 Barnes and noble is failing for a reason. I’m so sorry but libraries aren’t the past. Please don’t
invest any more money. Focus on a pool and beach improvements. We do not support library
development. I’m sorry

6/5/2022 9:31 AM

169 It's not there are consultants involved in the planning, it's the amount / money allocated to
them. Winnetka in general is too reliant on consultants.

6/4/2022 5:40 PM

170 Do not raise taxes or spend unnecessarily. 6/3/2022 6:32 PM

171 Youth summer reading programs - get kids to explore books and subjects, off-line, help them
understand about sources, more to know than the top response on Google search.

6/3/2022 2:47 PM

172 The library gets plenty of public funding. Unless there is serious discontent found in this
survey the library should not spend the money on a strategic plan and stop increasing taxes.

6/3/2022 11:18 AM

173 Use some of that cash on items you can expense to make the reading areas a bit more
palatable, especially upstairs. It is so sterile.

6/3/2022 9:09 AM

174 You should define "Digital Services". "Guidance for discernment"? Interesting. 6/3/2022 7:42 AM
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175 I am concerned that leadership would agree to implement a plan in which over 40% would be
paid to external consultants. It makes me question how they arrived at a plan if they don't have
the expertise to execute in the first place.

6/2/2022 5:28 PM

176 Please continue to provide your excellent library services. There is no need to extend
programs beyond the traditional library offerings. There are other organizations/facilities
(Community House, NTX, etc.) offering additional programs and the library does not need to
compete with those.

6/2/2022 12:48 PM

177 Not a fan of the overly openness of the renovation. Noisy. Last time I was there the three quiet
meeting rooms were on a first come first served basis. Please go back to be able to reserve
one in advance. Thanks

6/2/2022 12:22 PM

178 Winnetka library consistently meets the needs of the community. I am very happy with the
improvements, staff, and quality.

6/2/2022 10:40 AM

179 LOVE our library! Great and accessible resource in our community! 6/2/2022 10:20 AM

180 better job of informing online resources 6/2/2022 7:37 AM

181 Restore the genealogy section. 6/2/2022 7:22 AM

182 The cost of the strategic plan is enormous. I thought I was reading an Onion article. C'mon,
guys!

6/1/2022 10:43 PM

183 What is the "About" lab? This is the very first time I have heard of it, and I read everything that
is either sent to me or posted on line.

6/1/2022 9:23 PM

184 Love the programs on Zoom which we can access wherever we are. 6/1/2022 9:22 PM

185 Instruction on creating online protests, petitions, ballot initiatives, voter registration & voting
rights

6/1/2022 9:21 PM

186 We are aware of the huge cost to implement the 'strategic plan'. We appreciate residents who
have raised the concern and the Caucus' focus on unnecessary/wasteful spending of our tax
dollars while taxing bodies continue to seek more year after year and sit on huge cash
reserves. Many residents are being priced out of the community with the combined costs of
our 4 local taxing bodies (not to mention NTHS).

6/1/2022 7:52 PM

187 I love the WNPL!!! Keep up the great work! 6/1/2022 6:06 PM

188 I read an undertone of disapproval in questions 20 and 22. They seem biased negatively. This
seems irresponsible to the public and a great disservice by the caucus.

6/1/2022 5:58 PM

189 The library does not need to spend money on a strategic plan. They need to take a pause and
let the community catch up to all the changes they’ve made over the past 5 years

6/1/2022 5:41 PM

190 I need to look at the plan before being able to support it. I would love it if books were labeled
as hardback or paperbacks in the system so I could tell when ordering them. Also it would be
helpful if the online app would indicate when Interlibrary loan books on hold need to be picked
up. They tell me in the initial email, but not on the library app.

6/1/2022 5:35 PM

191 Several of these questions regarding the library are extremely negatively slanted with the
apparent intent of raising controversy. Who approved these questions?

6/1/2022 4:57 PM

192 The library comes up every year in effert to renovate, expend etc but I believe the community
does not need this or make it a priority. They just added an outdoor seating area on the green
bay side that I do not think anyone will every use. It is on busy street that is noisy. Totally
unnecessary expenditure. Also with covid likely sticking around and who know what else, I do
not think people will use it. I am not sure who is behind this but I wish we could move on to
other projects like the post office, fells space and facilities that matter.

6/1/2022 4:46 PM

193 I really like the existing library and support its plan. 6/1/2022 3:31 PM

194 Love our libraries! 6/1/2022 3:05 PM

195 the consultant fees are WAY TO HIGH . BE REALISTIC. 6/1/2022 2:44 PM

196 The library is a critical resource for our community. The leadership has had difficulty with staff
retention and engagement that was widely publicized in local publications and so an external
consultant could provide objective feedback to assist in reaching their goals.

6/1/2022 2:22 PM
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197 We use the library regularly and really appreciate it! 6/1/2022 1:46 PM

198 The youth section is wonderful but tends to get very crowded while the YA area is empty. A
space reconfiguration would help keep noise down and let kids play in areas that aren't right in
front of books. (I often have trouble getting to the learning-to-read books because there are so
many people at the coloring table.)

6/1/2022 1:18 PM

199 Question 21 contains false information. This is not the amount that is being spent on
consulting fees, as the library board has made clear to the public many times - there is no
giant conspiracy, the board has publicized this plan, it is all online. The tenor of these
questions basically accuses the library of wasting money. Shame on you, Caucus Council.

6/1/2022 1:05 PM

200 I wish the staff would remind people that the library is supposed to be quiet. I do not mind quiet
talk but there are certain customers that come regularly and talk loudly on their phones. It
deters people from going to the library.

6/1/2022 1:03 PM

201 Not aware of the plan; therefore no opinion on the strategic plan at this time. 6/1/2022 12:43 PM

202 The library should not be a place for homeless people to loiter, or wash up in the bathroom
while others wit forever in line. It makes the library uncomfortable as a community assembly
place, especially with kids.

6/1/2022 12:12 PM

203 The questions in this survey and they way they are posed feels like a witch hunt meant to
undermine a valuable asset in our community. I am STRONGLY disappointed in the caucus
and their approach to these questions. This is an irresponsible way to disseminate false
information about the library and the caucus should be ASHAMED.

6/1/2022 11:59 AM

204 The Library does a great job servicing the community and its needs. Thank you! 6/1/2022 11:43 AM

205 I would love to see the ability for more private tutoring options be available in the Village. Is
there a way for the library to configure to allow this?

6/1/2022 11:42 AM

206 Need to use the outdoor space better. Welcoming people in. 6/1/2022 11:29 AM

207 The Library Caucus Committee should be ashamed of themselves for spreading fake news
about the library. I love the library and all the things it offers and if you listened to the
meetings, you'd see that the above information isn't true. These are NOT bipartisan questions
but clearly someone's self-serving agenda. I hope the Board fights back.

6/1/2022 11:07 AM

208 Our family likes the access to on-line magazines and new sources. The children's offerings are
also important.

6/1/2022 10:58 AM

209 I would focus heavily on the service and community engagement aspects of the library. I
personally think the digital piece is a little less important for what the library needs to bring to a
community today, but I understanding needing to think towards the future on this.

6/1/2022 10:56 AM

210 I have been enjoying checking books out online 6/1/2022 10:52 AM

211 I like our library pretty much the way it is. 6/1/2022 10:48 AM

212 Thank you to the board, director, and staff who do incredibly hard work, and often only hear
complaints of a minority of citizens.

6/1/2022 10:32 AM

213 I am not well informed enough (aware not informed) of the strat plan to comment. If the board
feels it is needed they should execute against it. That is why there is a board to drive the
strategic direction of the institution and hire the proper leadership. Good luck

6/1/2022 10:18 AM

214 The Library Board needs to invest in hiring a finance professional to assist the Executive
Director and the Board with fiscal management and planning. To my understanding, the Library
has not made this type of investment for a finance professional and should not try to do this on
the “cheap”. The library district is of sufficient size and scope and deserves to have this type
of professional guidance with their critical decision making.

6/1/2022 10:08 AM

215 There needs to be a mechanism for residents to challenge books and other media made
available at the library on the basis of appropriateness. This mechanism should be referenced
in the library strategy and an effort made to inform residents of the ability to challenge - most
probably by creating a simple form to do so on the library website. Currently, such challenges
are sadly viewed by library staff as censorship, or an attack on inclusivity. This is
notacceptable and must change. The library is funded and essential to residents, and cannot
be allowed to be politicized or promote a woke (or any other) agenda.

6/1/2022 10:03 AM
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216 I don't believe Question 21 accurately describes the strategic plan or its cost. 6/1/2022 9:55 AM

217 Library is great. 6/1/2022 9:49 AM

218 I think the Winnetka Library should be relocated to a new facility that is more central like the
USPS location. This will bring more people to the Library and to the shopping district.

6/1/2022 9:46 AM

219 The (lack of) fiscal responsibility at the library is very concerning. The new director seems
happy to spend taxpayers money because it's available--not because the library truly needs to
spend $650++ on consulting fees, new staff and other programs. The Strategic Plan is
unnecessary and poorly conceived--the entire thing reads like murky consultant-speak. The
library is great--stop this absurd spending and return funds to the taxpayers. The board of
trustees needs to better understand and supervise the decisions the Exectutive Director is
making.

6/1/2022 9:41 AM

220 I use the library regularly to borrow books and have used the creative space in the basement. I
value having such a great resource available to us.

6/1/2022 9:38 AM

221 $280k on consulting is a lot. You should get a lot for it. 6/1/2022 9:35 AM

222 $280k for consulting fees seems like an inappropriate used of funds 6/1/2022 9:31 AM

223 haven't used recently due to covid 6/1/2022 9:27 AM
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Q31 Please provide any additional comments on Village related issues or
services

Answered: 204 Skipped: 1,001

# RESPONSES DATE

1 Questions 27 and 29 are poorly written, places . no room for people to say nothing is needed.
Questions are biased and evoke screed answers

6/30/2022 10:12 PM

2 The lack of strategic coordination is very disappointing. The public schools facilities are in a
state of complete disrepair- the cost of which to update is more than the Village residents
support but is necessary- and the library is sitting on a cash surplus. This does not make
sense.

6/27/2022 1:41 PM

3 Winnetka caucus system is antiquated 6/25/2022 11:11 PM

4 The Village Council should work to be more above board in decisions and be accountable to
residents on planning/budgeting etc. Also should open bidding to multiple companies for
Village projects like the Streetscape, Post Office Site, Duke Childs Field Renovation vs
handing contracts to their buddies at the Lakota Group. The designs are unsafe and
uninspired.

6/25/2022 11:03 PM

5 Recycling and Composting services should be a top priority for the Village. 6/25/2022 5:43 PM

6 Please be mindful of costs. It is already costly to live here. 6/25/2022 4:48 PM

7 Village progress has been stalled by too many "interest groups" arguing against progress via
"not in my backyard" statements

6/22/2022 12:32 PM

8 Sidewalk sale, 4th of July and Memorial Day are all great. Get rid of Music Festival. We were
angry to find out that taxpayer money is going to this event that is not open to all residents.

6/21/2022 2:01 PM

9 Our parkway trees face increasing stress. The village should establish a volunteer forestry
corps that could seasonally check each parkway tree and flag those that may be in trouble.
Early intervention may save them. As well, the village should provide more education about
caring for parkway trees and make watering bags more widely available. The village should
take additional steps to make composting easier for residents and at schools and businesses.
The village should quickly move toward encouraging native plantings in yards and in parkways.
Many neighboring communities are taking active steps in this area and could offer models for
Winnetka. Bike lanes and more bike racks are needed around town.

6/21/2022 10:38 AM

10 Winnetka needs to consolidate the separate bodies. It's painful how they don't work together.
And the park district board has clearly run with the leash in its mouth. Winnetka has not been
maintaining its beach areas and is basically ceding public access points to the adjacent
lakefront property owners. The school board has failed to make effective changes to a
curriculum that doesn't meet the needs of today's students. The lack of flexibility is
exhausting. The amount of money spent by D36 on marketing - not justifiable. Yet there is little
to no accountability.

6/20/2022 10:46 PM

11 again no dogs ever at elder ,, space needed for families ,, use lloyd or south end of tower 6/20/2022 6:27 PM

12 Support small businesses Reduce residential taxes 6/20/2022 4:40 PM

13 Village and other 3 are doing very well now 6/20/2022 3:26 PM

14 We need to get One Winnetka done….it should be a high priority….and storm water too…I
believe that’s happening

6/20/2022 3:26 PM

15 Dust 36 school board has had the opportunity to accept private donation to update the first
indoor high school pool in the country- but in its arrogance refuses to move forward and
therefore disadvantaging the community it is supposed to serve. They should be embarrassed
and ashamed, the founders of New Trier thought it was important, what changed ?

6/20/2022 3:21 PM
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16 We are not getting services commensurate with the cost we are paying for. Our public service
employees generally have no/little customer orientations and an inordinate sense of
entitlement.

6/20/2022 2:29 PM

17 It seems like taxes keep rising and there is no new benefits. Village employees are getting
paid a standard pay plus getting a pension. Pensions were created because employees were
getting paid so little they had no money to save for retirement. Village employees are getting
both benefits. More employees should be required to live in the village. Pay the taxes, be seen
as a fellow resident and not just an employee. It is hard to see how the truly have the village's
best interests at heart when they aren't paying or living with it. The communications from
public works is a joke. Totally nonsensical and when you call for understanding no response. I
am not sure what is going on with New Trier but we don't have the same reputation as we had
before. Winnetka is a progressive school system. Have been for over 100 years. It works and
now we have the science to back it up. The fact that we a losing fantastic teachers bc they are
not being supported for their progressive style is a crying shame. The realtors need to be
educated on what the system is so they can tell their clients. It us mind boggling that people
spend so much money on a house and not know how the school works. And then act appalled
that their 1st grader is not doing book reports. We should be a leader in this field instead of just
trying to please everyone.

6/20/2022 12:51 PM

18 The Village needs to resolve the One Winnetka blight at Lincoln and Elm immediately. 6/20/2022 12:07 PM

19 First, our schools should be required to have fiscal responsibility and not have what seems to
be an open taxing checkbook. Second, we have to work with businesses to create commerce
in the village. The "One Winnetka" project has been a disaster and the post office should have
been redesigned long ago.

6/20/2022 11:27 AM

20 No wall please 6/20/2022 11:14 AM

21 Consider sustainability and green initiatives such renewable energy (e.g. Solar panels on roofs,
Geo-Thermal energy) and reduction in plastic use.

6/20/2022 11:09 AM

22 Construction and lawn/tree service people should be more respectful of the peace and beauty
of the village, especially long, dirty, unsightly construction.

6/20/2022 11:08 AM

23 Unsure,I have enough knowledge on each tax bodies, I think they should work together.
PLEASE - all these question. SAFETY of our roads and pedestians and bikers is essential!
We have a beautiful village it should be safe for walking, biking and kids.

6/20/2022 11:01 AM

24 One winnetka site is horrible . Need to do something now 6/20/2022 10:58 AM

25 The post office site must be developed. I like the recent concept drawings. 6/20/2022 10:54 AM

26 We live in Florida from October through May. We are active in all aspects of that community
(health clinic, library, speakers group, the arts, conservation etc). We are active in NO groups
in Winnetka except for Indian Hill Club and our grocery store/dry cleaners. Why is that?? Very
sad that we really don’t have a connection to Winnetka now that our kids are grown. It’s sad to
us and such a contrast with Florida.

6/20/2022 10:33 AM

27 Questiona 28 and 29 won't give good results. I indicated "Ambience" is one of Winnetka's
strengths, but also put it as an area for improvement-i.e. This is where we should continue to
invest. For example, bury the utilities. Encourage renovation of existing housing. Encourage
protection of our green space and trees. Encourage community events that benefit all
Winnetkans-- The music festival was this weekend. It was sold out. Winnetka residents were
inconvenienced and some were locked out. This is ridiculous--taxpayers should not be paying
a single dime to support this event that doesn't benefit residents and where the profit goes to a
private party. Taxpayers aren't here to make someones "dream of hosting a music festival"
come true.

6/20/2022 9:16 AM

28 the vacant buildings on elm street/fell company area the vacant building/land in hubbard woods
kitty corner from minos on greenbay road

6/19/2022 10:08 PM

29 ** See answers in Park Board section** 6/19/2022 8:52 PM

30 Glad Stormwater is getting resolved. Great job getting outside funding. I like the mix of new
restaurants that have recently opened and enjoy the outdoor eating areas many offer. I like the
idea of a festival/street fair of some sort in-our Village, but the Music Festival is overkill. The
village should NOT use any taxpayer funds for this privately sponsored event that benefits

6/19/2022 6:10 PM
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very few Winnetka residents and actually hurts many of our businesses. Brings in thousands
of people to our village increasing the risk of crime.

31 We need to solve the issue of vacant storefronts east of the tracks 6/19/2022 11:50 AM

32 Looks kinda ridiculous that you have these silos, especially when, earlier, you show the large
amount of excess cash the library is holding....shouldn't that excess be spent on, oh, the
beaches???

6/19/2022 9:13 AM

33 Taxes are high and there are still many nickel and dime fees that get added on top and hide
the true cost of living in the village (beach passes, parking passes, yard waste stickers, teeny
tiny garbage bins, overly burdensome permitting, etc)

6/16/2022 10:28 AM

34 Duh, work together. Remember residents are your customers and owners. We are not “the
public” and there are no “special” residents. Please stop being judgmental and stop offering
special help to “import” people. An expensive address or car or clothing entitle you to nothing
beyond use of your asset. Example: “special” situation where the police refuse to ticket
(anything related to schools and staff, village employees, contractors, etc.). Just do your job
and do so in a balanced way.

6/15/2022 8:48 PM

35 We are very dissatisfied with the rate of demolitions and waste in the community. Houses
throughout our immediate neighborhood have been demolished in the last few months, which
creates tremendous environmental waste, constant trucks destroy our roads, and the new
houses are completely out of scale with the neighborhood. I would think that a community that
is as affluent and educated as this would have more forward-thinking rules on sustainability
practices and maintaining the character of our Village before it becomes like every other
character-less suburban community. I strongly feel that the rules and regulations should be
written in favor of residents in the community, not out-of-town developers who destroy the
character of our community for their maximum profits. I hope that the opportunity afforded by
the new Comprehensive Plan consider the rapidly changing feel of the community and adopt
sustainable practices that serve as a positive example for other communities.

6/15/2022 7:01 PM

36 The Village Trustees have done an excellent job in addressing key issues (Downtown,
flooding, etc.)

6/15/2022 6:07 PM

37 I think we need to modify our ordinances regarding replacement of heritage trees. As our
housing stock ages and more new houses are built we will continue to lose many of our
heritage trees. Replacing those tress with several young trees is not the same. Those heritage
trees are critical to the beauty of Winnetka and impact the air quality and temperatures in our
community. What can we do to save these heritage trees? Also, we need to reopen the street
end access points to the beach front. The property owners adjoining those entry points are
claiming public land as their own. That should not be allowed- specifically the Spruce Street
access point.

6/15/2022 5:55 PM

38 Solve the One Winnetka issue 6/15/2022 2:03 PM

39 GET RID OF HAVING TO PAY VILLIAGE FOR ELECTRICITY. THATS ANTIQUATED AND
NOT NEEDED IN TODAYS SITUATION. SELL OR CONVERT POWER STATION TO PUBLIC
USE.

6/15/2022 10:42 AM

40 It was ridiculous that the park district and village didn’t communicate clearly with each other
over the huge wall proposal (building it into the lake).

6/15/2022 8:03 AM

41 We moved here for the schools. I’ve been appalled how beyond the times they are in early
elementary literacy and math. It’s like they’re frozen in the 70s. They do not use any best
practices or have any literacy foundations built on research.

6/15/2022 7:37 AM

42 As to "Ambiance" I would like to point out the noise level, pollution, and traffic brought into our
community by the landscaping crews and trucks. Yes, they are a necessary evil . . . but they
bring a great deal of noise into our community and take away from the ambiance, and disturb
the peace and quiet. When you go to sit outside on your patio to enjoy a beautiful summer day,
you will notice that your time is repeatedly disturbed by the blowing of a neighbor's
landscaper's blower, or the buzz of the lawn mower. It is disappointing. It is a constant
humming noise in our community that we have become completely accustomed to
unfortunately. I do not know what the solution is, but perhaps restricted landscaping hours or
restricted days according to streets would help the problem.

6/14/2022 8:48 PM

43 Bern on forestway drive could be built up to decrease expressway noise 6/14/2022 8:12 PM
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44 I don’t like the bump-outs at the corner of Elm and Cheatnut. They are awkward and
dangerous. All the new signage around town looks like Disneyland. We don’t need it. Protect
our trees and bury the utilities. Love the. Ew restaurants and stores-keep it up.

6/14/2022 5:10 PM

45 Park District: organic landscape management (reduce pesticide use) Village: more recycling
options (plastic bags, household chemicals, packing materials, etc.) D36: collaboration and
planning between grade, middle and high school (form a common approach and goals to help
students transition more easily )

6/14/2022 3:50 PM

46 The block where Fell's was ( Winnetka One??) is a complete disaster. That this hasn't been
intelligently redeveloped in what must be nearly a decade, is a huge blemish on our
community. Being what one might call a mature ( age of population community) there are many
residents looking to transition to multi-family housing. We should be able to thoughtfully move
forward on a project that makes sense and adds in many ways to Winnetka. Huge priority !

6/13/2022 3:06 PM

47 Beach access points outside of WPD control need to be maintained and defended, e.g. Spruce
beach where we seemed to have simply given up after losing the stairs down to the water.
Perhaps I'm misinformed!

6/13/2022 1:20 PM

48 We have lived in Winnetka for over 30 years and have seen many, often sad, changes during
that time. Too many houses, along with their history and trees, have been obliterated in favor
of monster edifices but we don't have any problems with all the things that you ask about. We
are involved in many things outside Winnetka, have what we need, and use what is available
at any particular time. We appreciate and are friendly with all Village staff and we grow as
many trees as possible on our property!

6/13/2022 12:25 PM

49 Open store fronts for years 6/13/2022 10:16 AM

50 I have been concerned about the proposed wall for the new beach. It seemed to have been
added after public comment and does not fit the aesthetic. The rocks used at Lloyd are a
beautiful solution. Could something more natural be done?

6/13/2022 10:01 AM

51 In #29, there was no option for lower taxes. Property taxes in Winnetka are shocking. Our
property taxes are higher than our mortgage payment.

6/13/2022 7:44 AM

52 My single most important issue with dealing with Winnetka businesses is lack of parking
during business hours.

6/12/2022 10:26 PM

53 Given the relatively large overlap of these bodies why have they not been consolidated like
Evanston township was?

6/12/2022 8:23 PM

54 Q29 above struck a nerve with the category of 'noise level, etc.' The prevalence of leaf
blowers, large lawnmowers, and similar devices and the over-gardening schedules of their
businesses make the daily atmosphere of the Village quite unpleasant. Visitors from other
suburbs have remarked to me how surprised they are at the racket and the congestion (lots of
temporarily parked trailers, etc.).

6/12/2022 7:47 PM

55 People move to winnetka to have a quiet well maintained home environment. We dont need
nightlife or bars. What we need is housing for seniors to move out of their big homes but still
want to stay here. More 3 bedroom condos around the downtown area...post office area??
What is happening with the horrible eye sore Winnetka One? Get that thing built!!!!!

6/12/2022 7:45 PM

56 Small town. We should save / collaborate wherever we can. 6/12/2022 7:14 PM

57 Anything done to increase savings and decrease spending would be appreciated. 6/12/2022 5:50 PM

58 Village and Park District should collaborate more on waste, recycling, and compost service in
public spaces and at events.

6/12/2022 5:43 PM

59 Winnetka's lack of diversity is a huge problem. We need to work harder to become welcoming
of all people and provide more affordable housing.

6/12/2022 5:28 PM

60 The four taxing bodies should be collapsed into a single taxing body. The Village of Winnetka
is well-run and pays close attention to finances, but the other taxing bodies are not well run
and pay next to zero attention to financial managment. District 36, the Library and the Park
District should all be eliminated and folded into and run by the Village of Winnetka. This is the
only way that we have any chance to achieve financial and operational responsibility

6/12/2022 4:08 PM

61 They should also meet to stay informed of what each other is doing. It was disheartening that
the Village trustees were never informed of the major plans for Elder/Centennial. The Park

6/12/2022 3:07 PM
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District was trying to keep the details of the wall from everyone in town.

62 The village is too noisy! Lawn services are horrible. Lawn mowers, leaf blowers, weed
whackers, etc. are so loud that walking in the village can be extremely unpleasant. This is my
number one complaint of living in Winnetka.

6/12/2022 12:02 PM

63 No library at the proposed post office sight! 6/12/2022 11:52 AM

64 Empty retail spaces are egregious. Slow development of public owned property is holding
Winnetka back.

6/12/2022 9:15 AM

65 Bury utilities. Stop hosting and subsidizing Music Festival-it does nothing to benefit the
significant majority of residents, hurts local businesses. My tax dollars should not go to fulfill a
few residents fantasies. Village Staff are great-always impressed with their knowledge,
commitment to the village and professionalism.

6/12/2022 8:51 AM

66 If there are ways that the taxing bodies can work together to lower costs to the taxpayers, as
well as find solutions for greener energy production, they should do it. I'm specifically speaking
of adding solar panels to the roofs of the public buildings. If all the taxing bodies worked
together to do this, they might be able to get a reduced rate from a contractor.

6/12/2022 8:18 AM

67 I am concerned that the Library continued to collect taxpayers funds, while sitting on a
significant pile of cash. In the meantime, the WPD is in need of significant funds to restore the
bluff/beaches at Elder/Centennial. It seems funds previously allocated to the Library should be
diverted to the WPD to help move the 2030 waterfront plan forward.

6/12/2022 7:38 AM

68 We need one mayor we have taxing bodies like the library that have excess dollars that need
to go to thr park district. We need one great lawyer. We could make such better decisions it
would be incredible.

6/12/2022 6:47 AM

69 Why are there no questions about One Winnetka OR about all the empty store fronts? 6/11/2022 10:16 PM

70 Building permits are outrageous in pricing 6/11/2022 8:43 PM

71 Ethnic restaurants, affordable clothing shops 6/11/2022 8:10 PM

72 1. Combine all four governmental entities into one and realize the major cost savings that
would result 2. The cost to access the beaches is far too high. Why are we charging residents
anything to use our lakefront?

6/11/2022 5:11 PM

73 Park district does not work to communicate with the taxpayers. It is not held to the same
standards as the village and taxpayers.

6/11/2022 3:37 PM

74 Need boutique hotel at Lincoln and Elm with great restaurant and bar that locals enjoy as well.
Like a small Deer Path Inn.

6/11/2022 3:37 PM

75 As part of the village, the schools, park district and library should be compelled to universal
standards - sign ordinances, recording and broadcasting of their meetings. There should be
expectations and disclosures consistent with serving on any board.

6/11/2022 3:01 PM

76 We need to eliminate empty storefronts. A plan needs to be made for the use of the post office
and redevelopment of the empty property On Elm Street and Lincoln. It’s disgraceful that the
property has remained empty for so long and that the village can’t figure out how to better use
spaces for community needs. We need more residential high-rise

6/11/2022 10:40 AM

77 Bike lanes on Sheridan. Train station amenities. DIVVY bikes. 6/10/2022 8:28 PM

78 Continue to increase focus on environmental improvements for native plants and animals. 6/10/2022 5:49 PM

79 Don't move the dog beach 6/10/2022 5:45 PM

80 Would be super-smart and efficient for taxing bodies to collaborate more. Makes all the sense
in the world, to eliminate redundancies and maximize efficiencies.

6/10/2022 2:05 PM

81 We have to resolve One Winnetka. It is blight on our Village. 6/10/2022 12:45 PM

82 The taxing bodies [which all have unique geographical boundaries-who came up with that!]
should be consolidated under a single governing board and the individual slush funds [like $7M
at the Library!] should be combined to address the most pressing needs. Think of all the
money to be saved when we are not trying to find commissioners for all of these boards, when
we are not having to audit each entity, ad nauseum.

6/10/2022 12:17 PM
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83 these taxing bodies MUST collaborate together in a village of this size. we are too small for a
fragmented process. The Elder/Centennial Beach is a great example of the fragmented
communication between the Park District and Village Boards

6/10/2022 12:00 PM

84 Doing well 6/10/2022 11:20 AM

85 Elm street in the heart of town is a public embarrassment due to the failure of the construction
project. It is an eyesore!

6/10/2022 11:18 AM

86 access to village funds for activities, specifically why Winnetka Paddle is self-funded though
golf is funded

6/10/2022 11:04 AM

87 Winnetka could desperately use some night life and shopping to draw people to Winnetka.
Young people we know moving up from the city, gravitate to Wilmette because it's downtown is
much more vibrant than Winnetka.

6/10/2022 10:58 AM

88 Make sure that we have at least one grocery store. 6/10/2022 9:48 AM

89 Rain water management needs to corrected immediately. No excuse for this issue to remain
unresolved after countless years and dollars invested to develop a plan

6/10/2022 9:18 AM

90 The village does not need more "nightlife" or nail shops. Would be nice to support more retail.
One Winnetka has become an albatross on our downtown.

6/10/2022 9:12 AM

91 Taxes too high 6/10/2022 8:57 AM

92 Our Village is lovely but any steps that can be taken to manage the tax burden on residents
would be appreciated. We know already that we will not be able to afford to retire here given
the costs.

6/10/2022 8:57 AM

93 We applied for the (mandatory) electric service upgrade in May 2021. Village promised it for
August. We finally got our upgrade in April 2022, delaying completion of major remodeling for
nearly a year.

6/10/2022 7:42 AM

94 Honestly, I can't believe this isn't already a priority. Our taxes are high and I'm happy to pay
them to live here; BUT, there should be shared fiscal responsibility and oversight to ensure
efficiencies are being realized.

6/10/2022 6:12 AM

95 Illinois generally has too many layers of government. If we can work cooperatively with our
multiple taxing bodies that is a good start.

6/10/2022 6:08 AM

96 Better roads needed (Willow Road), through the Skokie Lagoons (look how beautiful Northfield
made Willow Road as an example)

6/10/2022 5:33 AM

97 New lights on Chestnut commercial district too glaringly bright at night. Miss the trees removed
by Streetscape.

6/10/2022 5:00 AM

98 Much, much better leadership on Village Council than the Greable days. New engineer &
arborists not as good as previous.

6/9/2022 11:19 PM

99 Safety for residences 6/9/2022 11:03 PM

100 Our village has had massive improvements and no need for future improvements. 6/9/2022 10:53 PM

101 There are some obvious issues with Winnetka that never get addressed which feels like a few
at the top are making the decisions they personally want enforced without consideration of the
community good. This is not the community I moved into 2 decades ago.

6/9/2022 6:06 PM

102 Question 29 autofilled and so is not my response. The Winnetka One area on East Elm St. is
an embarrassment to our community and the single biggest thing that I get comments on from
visitors.

6/9/2022 3:55 PM

103 Most definitely the Village, School Board, Library and Park District should be working together
to identify opportunities to reduce operating costs.

6/9/2022 9:12 AM

104 Keep up the good work on storm water mitigation. Hopefully work can begin soon. Village must
ensure that lake access is not reduced by Park District plans to wall off Elder-Centennial

6/8/2022 9:47 PM

105 Doing a great job thank you 6/8/2022 7:58 PM

106 I am hopeful that coordination between the Park District and the Village, significant 6/8/2022 3:47 PM
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improvement can be accomplished on the Green Bay Trail.

107 I'd like to put in a plug for more ways our town can go plastic free. Reduce our plastic
consumption for restaurants, the farmers market, and grocery stores.

6/8/2022 3:40 PM

108 1. Resolve One Winnetka; 2. Build 2,000 sq ft high end townhouses on the post office site for
seniors preferring to stay in the community without a large house

6/8/2022 12:23 PM

109 As I've already stated, I strongly support the Park Board stepping away from the
Elder/Centennial Beach project unless Mr. Ishbia rescinds his request for a wall. As well,
though I state above a support for the taxing bodies working together to reduce costs, I do not
support the building of a new gym at Crow Island that the Park District would use for revenue-
producing programming - which addition is, I beleive, ont he referendum scheduled for this fall.

6/8/2022 11:53 AM

110 The police presence seems nil, especially in addressing speeding and other moving violations.
I feel that I am bothering them when I report something to the non-emergency #. More could
also be done to address bike/pedestrian/jogger shared use of the sidewalks. Other nearby
villages post prominent signs instructing people to walk their bikes on the business district
sidewalks. Finally, the potholes in the streets are terrible. We have contacted public works
about it and nothing is done. It’s like a third world country.

6/7/2022 9:24 PM

111 Permitting process for new construction is unwieldy and in many cases too loose (6 ft. side
setbacks) while adhering to other rules that present problems for owners (e.g.corner lot rules,
garage door types, etc.). Also very long wait times

6/7/2022 3:44 PM

112 Streetscape improvements are sorely needed 6/7/2022 2:06 PM

113 There could be more family friendly restaurant development in south Winnetka around Green
Bay / Winnetka Ave. The new cafe is a good start, but the old Land Rover dealer should be
converted to a family friendly restaurant. Having a market in place of 7-11 would also be
supported. The Indian Hill train station building could also be converted into something as the
Winnetka train station has done. I feel south Winnetka development is very old and under
utilized.

6/7/2022 1:42 PM

114 I think that the taxing bodies work together where appropriate.. village & parks, parks &
schools, library & schools! We have always had very good boards who know their job and do it
in a very professional, competent, prudent way to meet the needs of the community!!!

6/7/2022 1:29 PM

115 Please find a way to fix the pedestrian bridge at the Hubbard Woods train station. It's totally
lost in a snarl of whose responsibility it is. Someone has to solve the problem

6/7/2022 12:50 PM

116 Why is the Park Board unwilling to listen to the 1200 residents who signed the petition to
rethink the design of the wall on the beach to improve public access and sitelines.

6/6/2022 9:27 PM

117 I'm don't love the new garbage service and restrictions put forth. Also the empty storefronts
need to be addressed. And please get something built at the One Winnetka and post office
sites.

6/6/2022 8:47 PM

118 Work together to reduce costs but not at the sacrifice of quality within any of the taxing bodies. 6/6/2022 8:38 PM

119 I continue to find the lack of affordable housing and the lack of diversity in Winnetka as
intertwined issues. We do not do anything to attract or welcome a more diverse population in
Winnetka. Affordable housing along with a welcoming community program would go a long way
in doing so, yet projects like One Winnetka or any sort of housing development in Winnetka
never seem to whisper about affordable housing after it was voted down in the past. I think it is
worth trying to get support again to try and make Winnetka a more diverse and welcoming
place.

6/6/2022 8:07 PM

120 The forced ranking feature in this survey auto populated answers without giving any
alternatives. The options do not reflect my views.

6/6/2022 4:42 PM

121 As far as noise level- the speeding, excessive motorcycle traffic, and yelling of bicycle groups
on Sheridan Road is defining and disturbing, especially on the weekends. Enforcing the speed
limit, safe driving, and encouragement of considerate passage would be in line with what
residents expect and deserve. Also, the new village signage is unattractive, excessive in
number, and does not reflect the class and history of the village. Not sure who thought the
signage is appropriate (looks ridiculous during colder, more barren months) and way too many
signs at each and every edge of village. The focus on banner throughout town also seems
excessive and not cost effective. I enjoy the seasonal plantings and holiday lighting, but all the

6/6/2022 4:17 PM
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other is just excessive. As too seems to be the increased number of traffic signage (and not in
the helpful way)

122 Still have empty buildings on Elm and Lincoln where the condo were to be built. Too much
money spent (consultants), too many revisions, and inaccurate information on what was to be
built. Sad to see Highland Park redo their downtown while Winnetka spend so much on
consultants and debate.

6/6/2022 2:25 PM

123 Be fiscally responsible 6/6/2022 2:09 PM

124 Noise! I live in west Winnetka and have found the noise from 94/Edens Expressway to be
extremely bothersome. I would like to see the village ERECT A WALL along the east side of
the expressway to reduce the traffic noise for all residents who live in west Winnetka. Many
other communities have done this with great success. It is time for our village to act to reduce
the traffic noise coming into our village from the expressway.

6/6/2022 1:52 PM

125 The Village should implement a plan to reduce noise from the Edens expressway. A wall or a
berm would create a much improved ambience for a large portion of the community.

6/6/2022 1:40 PM

126 Survey Monkey did not let me select three # 1 choices, so my three are ambiance, schools,
and green canopy. I shall add here that development of the post office site should not compete
with the programming and facilities of the Community House. Please keep in mind that one
venue for gathering, The Winnetka Women's Club, was not financially sustainable and was
razed. Further, the management of the gathering of a crowd that diminishes the safety and
attractiveness of downtown Winnetka for regular people should be built into any plan for a new
community space.

6/6/2022 1:32 PM

127 The taxing bodies have worked well together on stormwater and other similar issues. They are
already doing what you suggest.

6/6/2022 1:10 PM

128 As an educated and affluent community -- and one with its own electric system -- Winnetka
has a special obligation to look for ways to be a leader in environmental stewardship. That
includes reducing the carbon footprint for each of our governmental units and encouraging our
residents to do the same. A few simple examples: (1) educating village residents about how
more specifically the electricity they consume affects the environment, that is, so many
kilowatt hours consumed means so many tons of carbon is released into the environment, and
(2) educating residents about how the gas-powered leaf blowers that their landscapers use
harm public health and the environment and that they should respect the village's ban on the
use of such blower from June 1 to September 30.

6/6/2022 12:50 PM

129 Please resolve the OneWinnetka situation that has been such an eyesore for so many years! 6/6/2022 12:37 PM

130 ban leaf blowers of any kind in summer. ban drone deliveries 6/6/2022 12:36 PM

131 I'm not sure that this is the place - but I don't understand why it has taken so long for the post
office project and the project where Fell's used to be. It is really frustrating for many when we
go to neighboring towns which seem to be progressing and we seem so very stuck

6/6/2022 12:30 PM

132 Get children on bikes off the sidewalks. As their name implies, sidewalks are for walking. 6/6/2022 12:24 PM

133 Four taxing bodies for a village the size of Winnetka makes no sense and leads to many
duplicate expenses. The Village, Library and Park should be combined into one.

6/6/2022 12:05 PM

134 The park district should look to improve parking and bathroom access at the Hubbard road
fields. There’s basically one bathroom for all the baseball fields from Willow to Pine st.
Additional parking is desperately needed to reduce the constant back up on the tree streets on
the weekends. Also adding food service in the area would be a great add to be able to grab
food while watching games. Separately village works ability to do back door pick up has been
disappointing. Trash is missed or picked up very late. Plus we were required to buy smaller
trash cans and told it was for the safety of the trash employees so they didn’t have to lift the
bags out of the cans. We complied and yet the trash guys are still hand picking the bags.

6/6/2022 12:01 PM

135 Need to monitor stop sign behavior, texting while driving and speeding Also, stop the leaf
blowing. Just leave the grass cuttings and leaves. Perhaps allow 2x year for cleanup

6/6/2022 11:55 AM

136 Please have one big town budget and have residents help divide how to use it across these 4
bodies. Some are fiscally responsible. Others run through way too much money irresponsibly.
I'd rather give more money where it is well spent.

6/6/2022 11:47 AM
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137 As it relates to #30 above I believe it is very important for the four taxing bodies to
communicate. As a business owner with several different operating divisions I've found it very
important that they work together and share ideas to create better outcomes and in so many
ways to work more efficiently.

6/6/2022 11:17 AM

138 I grew up in Winnetka, raised my children here, and still live here. I am shocked that green
space is not valued more...and the charm of Winnetka. That big June outdoor concert should
be in Evanston or Glenview. Why can't Winnetka embrace its small town charm. And the
schools seem to be more concerned with woke culture than education. The school board and
the school superintendent definitely are not listening to concerned parents. It's sad. I hope
Winnetka embraces the few green spaces left, lowers rent for shopowners so we can fill the
many empty storefronts, and bring solid education (without indoctrination) back to the schools.

6/6/2022 11:09 AM

139 Hubbard Woods Elementary school, serves as a park and the noise levels from 7am until 2am
are a nuisance to the neighborhood.

6/6/2022 10:59 AM

140 Need better parking solutions. Underground garage? More electric charging. Make the
pandemic take-out pick up spots permanent

6/6/2022 10:46 AM

141 For the love of god, do something about the vacant property / storefronts - we are are a joke on
the north shore - we need other housing options. Fine property owners who do not meet criteria
for lowering rents or utilizing property in a timely manner when faced by vacancy. No empty
lots should exist in business districts when housing is required. Intermix living and retail

6/6/2022 10:25 AM

142 Schools should focus on teaching the basics, not trying to teach out kids about genders, white
guilt and CRT.....let parents parent and let the teachers focus on math, science, reading, etc.

6/6/2022 10:23 AM

143 The ambiance of the Village has been adversely affected by the noise and inconvenience of
contractors and landscapers.

6/6/2022 10:22 AM

144 village should have some say on things like steel walls on our beaches 6/6/2022 10:03 AM

145 Doesn’t seem separate tax entities is working and we pay a FORTUNE in RE tax to live here 6/5/2022 9:40 PM

146 Make the downtown vibrant. Post office and one Winnetka are an embarrassment given the
location and size of land parcels.

6/5/2022 9:34 PM

147 Train service is one of the most important aspects of our village. Do everything to maintain
and improve this.

6/5/2022 9:17 PM

148 Highway noise level off Forestway is terrible and needs to be addressed. Can hear cars all day
and all night. Forestway needs to be re-paved

6/5/2022 9:02 PM

149 cannot believe this is even an issue! 6/5/2022 8:02 PM

150 Edens noise can be an issue 6/5/2022 7:21 PM

151 Tax increase have been brutal last 5 years 6/5/2022 6:33 PM

152 Thank you for asking. Please listen to what is said and make these surveys carry a lot of
weight.

6/5/2022 9:36 AM

153 If the village is going to continue spending too much money on consultants at least hire one
the isn't a Winnetka resident that can bring a different perspective to the table.

6/4/2022 5:59 PM

154 More condominiums. Move forward with One Winnetka site. Address all the empty, wasted
space at Lincoln & Elm

6/4/2022 4:50 PM

155 More condos, move forward with One Winnetka Site -it is an abandoned eye sore that hurts
area businesses, Hometown Coffee is a great boost and is an example of what can reignite
that part of the Village.

6/4/2022 4:50 PM

156 While admittedly costly, the Village should continue to move to put the overhead wiring in
underground conduits. The Village should also educate the community on new Illinois rules
relating to lead pipes, the potential for costs down the road and steps they are taking to
mitigate those costs.

6/4/2022 11:10 AM

157 Do not raise taxes! Please be fiscally responsible. 6/3/2022 6:35 PM

158 The coordination and search for cost efficiencies should go beyond the 4 taxing bodies but be
within each as well. There is a tremendous amount of duplication within District 36

6/3/2022 2:57 PM
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administration that could be streamlined. The Village really should try to keep taxes to a
minimum in the next few years given inflation and recovery from Covid.

159 Our taxes are high. Can you please see why other places can operate much more efficiently? 6/3/2022 11:23 AM

160 The park district should not be promoting a monopoly in favor of a single youth lacrosse
company. Competition will benefit our kids. Right now, lacrosse providers are being told that
they should not even inquire as to using park district field space because the public body is
protecting the exclusive use of public land in favor of a private company.

6/3/2022 10:12 AM

161 The area formerly known as OneWinnetka is a public disgrace for our community. 6/3/2022 9:12 AM

162 Would like to see an improvement on Winnetka housing for residents who leave for the winter.
High end condos, town houses. etc. Winnetka One, if that ever happens

6/3/2022 7:52 AM

163 Get rid of the rocks on the beach, figure out One Winnetka place!!!, add a pool and do a better
job of having the park district work with the schools to get reliable programming in place on all
of the scheduled days off

6/2/2022 11:36 PM

164 There is a strong need for all 4 taxing bodies to work closely together to find opportunities to
reduce operating costs. It should be a plank for all of them.

6/2/2022 12:56 PM

165 why were BIKE LANES not included in the business area redevelopment? I think that was very
narrow minded.

6/2/2022 12:30 PM

166 We need more restaurants and national retailers, especially in Hubbard Woods. The tenants
that do not take care of their storefronts needs to be addressed. Great job on getting Serena
and Lily here, now we need more! Consider "Home Alone Days" a family festival in HW's to
capitalize on the popularity of the movie - ice skating, vendors, etc.

6/2/2022 10:52 AM

167 Focus on what makes Winnetka great today, and great in decades past. People are here
because of the reputation of this community. There is a vision that operating here that isn't
Winnetka today that is trying to rework downtown, build party beaches, bring in music
festivals. If the community needed to add these features to help drive property values and the
housing market, okay that would make sense. But the housing inventory is fine, and people
are here because of the reputation. Lets not sour that reputation with fancy things because we
need to spend our money on.

6/2/2022 10:46 AM

168 Need to improve schools 6/2/2022 10:22 AM

169 this survey provides ranking boxes that may improperly suggest a desire for initiatives. An
improper use could be such as stating x% suggested "improvement"

6/2/2022 7:41 AM

170 What about One Winnetka? Find an answer! 6/2/2022 7:17 AM

171 Let's get going on redevelopment of the former One Winnetka site. It SMELLS when you walk
by on the sidewalk.

6/1/2022 9:28 PM

172 I can't believe they aren't already collaborating to reduce operating costs.....changes my mind
about Village management!

6/1/2022 9:27 PM

173 Use every legal means to prevent a rich guy from humiliating Winnetka by accommodating him
with a hideous wall in the lake.

6/1/2022 9:23 PM

174 Winnetka lags behind Glencoe and Highland Park when it comes to small businesses. When I
ask why I hear it costs too much to have a business in Winnetka and there are too many
regulations. We should remedy that.

6/1/2022 8:09 PM

175 Park District should not try to get a free gym from the School District. 6/1/2022 7:16 PM

176 I feel that the historic character of village housing should be given greater emphasis. Limiting
tear-downs and encouraging historic districts would be great for maintaining the community's
uniqueness.

6/1/2022 3:37 PM

177 police good. should work on keeping noise level down with load cars bikes 6/1/2022 2:44 PM

178 District 36 wasted money urging the citizens to give it more money. That was not correct. The
real national question is "Can the schools be trusted with our children?

6/1/2022 2:31 PM

179 Sharing of Park District and School resources could result in efficient use of community
spaces.

6/1/2022 2:25 PM
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180 Would love to have composting added to the village services. 6/1/2022 2:05 PM

181 Winnetka greatest strength is the people who reside here... 6/1/2022 1:26 PM

182 no answer 6/1/2022 1:08 PM

183 Winnetka has so many great assets picking the top 3 was tough. I wish the taxes for
stormwater weren't so high. I feel like that was a bad deal and long term expenditure of our $$.

6/1/2022 12:49 PM

184 Police service needs to better enforce excessive speeding on roadways particularly Sheridan
road and the reckless motorcycle drivers. Home building codes need to be more restrictive to
mitigate excessive lot coverage, diminishing large mature trees, and storm water management
problems.

6/1/2022 12:38 PM

185 The new Village of Winnetka signs are ugly (not on line with tradition and understated elegance
of community) and they are too plentiful. Seems like a waste of money. Also, the seasonal
street banners and park district activity banners seem to fit in that category as well. The
holiday lights and summertime plantings are more appreciated and appropriate.

6/1/2022 12:12 PM

186 Have a long term plan to put the power lines underground. I really do not like the new signage.
Looks tacky. Will the homes in the floodplain be out of it when they complete the project.
Please carefully communicate all the steps of the project maybe have a public permanent
poster board with the plan and the status that is located near Cherry street so people can view
what is going on. Please encourage all the taxing bodies to work with the Community House. I
wish that could be added as part of the question.

6/1/2022 11:50 AM

187 Private owners should be reminded of the public trust doctrine for Lake Michigan and the
Village should be enforcing this. Our Village representatives need to do this. The current
Village Forester is not taking a critical enough look at tree cutting and too many mature trees
are being cut down.

6/1/2022 11:42 AM

188 The schools and village could share equipment to cut the grass, etc. 6/1/2022 11:16 AM

189 We have too many vacant commercial buildings. We should be actively working to attract and
retain regional and national businesses.

6/1/2022 10:41 AM

190 village plows destroy landscaping and arborvitae along sidewalks every year and when i call
they say they will have someone contact me yet it never happens.

6/1/2022 10:40 AM

191 Hubbard Woods could use more love. Downtown has seen fantastic growth, renovation, new
restaurants and businesses. Nicer decorations during the holidays, etc. Hubbard Woods feels
ignored.

6/1/2022 10:29 AM

192 The various taxing bodies should also be looking for ways to push work effort to the Township,
a taxing body whose mission and impact is unclear.

6/1/2022 10:25 AM

193 Good luck with the post office. 6/1/2022 10:24 AM

194 We do not meet the requirement of State of IL for affordable housing by a long shot - what are
we doing to address this other than talk. Affordable housing would be used by teachers, senior,
city workers, staff at retail and food, young adults, etc. This would create a better environment
for all without effectring the housing market or quality of life.

6/1/2022 10:22 AM

195 1. We need gas powered leaf blowers banned - all year round and ban properly enforced. This
one is urgent. 2. We need decent high voltage EV charging to bring commerce and people to
Hubbard Woods 3. Being more aggressive to develop commercially is the best way to increase
revenue and reduce cost. We should moderate our opposition to fast casual dining chains and
start working more favorably with developers and businesses who can invest meaningfully.
Right now we do a lot of listening to the views of a VERY vocal minority - the Winnetka Moms,
who have a very energetic singular focus on schooling issues. Thats fine, as long as we can
place it in general perspective and also acknowledge that the Winnetka Moms army is well
meaning, but they are also a bit bonkers TBH.

6/1/2022 10:16 AM

196 Coordination of taxing bodies should include spending priorities. If schools is going to bankrupt
all the rest, I will never vote for any spending. We have to understand tradeoffs between
putting money into parks and Village solutions and enhancements vs continuing to pour money
into schools. I'd rather solve longstanding Village problems since schools already are a
runaway train with excessive cost/student and poor results relative to other north shore
communities.

6/1/2022 10:15 AM
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197 The Village of Winnetka is extremely well managed. 6/1/2022 10:14 AM

198 I think the Village and specifically the Village Council has failed the residents by not being able
to get a creditable and appropriate redevelopment of the the "One Winnetka" site. It is clear
that the Village & Village Council do not have a plan to move forward with any plan that makes
sense for all potential parties involved.

6/1/2022 9:54 AM

199 Questions 28 and 29 are extremely poorly written and are missing most of the the reasons for
people choose to live in Winnetka--access to city, access to public transportation, quality of
housing stock, walkability, friends or family live here. The question/answers are "fishing" for
things to improve that no one cares about. Should have asked about preserving our existing
housing stock (encourage renovation vs. tear-down), improve/maintain walkability, etc. Results
of these quesitons will be very misleading.

6/1/2022 9:48 AM

200 Not listed in need of improvements is filling the empty store fronts. I think the addition of
Serena and Lily is great. We should be seeking out more high end national retailers to fill these
spaces Mom and Pop stores can't sustain the ups and downs of retail with basically one entity
controlling all of the rents etc.

6/1/2022 9:43 AM

201 Not happy with the limitations on my garage side of the house pick up. I am paying a lot and
as long as my cans are easy enough to manage than I think we should have 2 45 gallon cans
weekly, pushing me to pay $5k a year for twice a week pick up makes me feel like the village
is nickel and diming me and I will not support any additional taxes or fundraising here

6/1/2022 9:38 AM

202 The quality of the schools, including curriculum, has decreased significantly and the facilities
are in embarrassingly poor condition - especially when you compare to neighboring
communities. Further, the retail & food offerings in the downtown areas is not as vibrant as it
was 30-40 years ago and again, comparing to other surrounding communities, it is no wonder
that Winnetka is no longer a destination. The Boards need to work together to revitalize our
schools & downtown area. Otherwise, our property values will drop as the community becomes
less attractive to new families.

6/1/2022 9:36 AM

203 Still waiting for full disclosure on Elder Lane Beach landscape etc. good or bad we should have
all the facts!

6/1/2022 9:35 AM

204 We've had recent issues with trash pick up being inconsistent. 5/31/2022 11:09 AM
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Q38 Please provide any other comments or suggestions for the Winnetka
District 36 School Board.

Answered: 187 Skipped: 1,018

# RESPONSES DATE

1 Fiscal responsibility and efficiency is what should be the number one duty and concern 6/30/2022 10:18 PM

2 The District School Board does not engage meaningfully with the parent community. This
needs to change. Parents are tired of bringing concerns forward and being ignored. There were
massive failures and misguided decisions during the pandemic and even in this last school
year, the Board continued to ignore feedback from parents. If it were up to me, the entire
School Board would resign so we can start fresh... there is too much reliance on poor advice
from school administrators rather than listening to the will of the parent community. This has
proven to be futile since our top administrator resigned for what is a lateral employment
opportunity. This community should demand a complete review of the work of the School
Board and administrative team before examining the needs of the Village, Parks or Library. The
schools should be the top priority right now. The referendum should be put on hold until there is
a complete review of the schools.

6/27/2022 1:48 PM

3 Reduce costs. 6/25/2022 4:52 PM

4 D36 leadership used to be much more stable. Superintendents, principals and teachers were in
place for much longer periods. I would like to better understand why this has been changing
and what the impacts of that change are on the schools and the wider village community.

6/21/2022 10:38 AM

5 D36 does a poor job providing challenging work for children who need it to stay engaged in the
classroom. Progressive education should mean helping each child reach their individual
potential not - being ok if they just meet the median potential.

6/20/2022 10:56 PM

6 Provide a balanced education and stop the increasingly woke leaning nonsense. 6/20/2022 10:09 PM

7 Get back to developing critical thinkers without a liberal or conservative agenda 6/20/2022 3:29 PM

8 All the schools should have air-condition it's not healthy for the students 6/20/2022 2:45 PM

9 I would like to see data that helps me understand how our schools perform compared to
similarly well-funded schools. There was a NYT article several years ago that suggested our
schools deliver poorer results than comparable "rich" schools. I know several waves of
community members have tried to investigate the issue and ran into a brick wall. My personal
experience with WPS is underwhelming. The lasting impression is mildly underqualified
teachers with inordinate sense of entitlement and a total disdain for parents.

6/20/2022 2:40 PM

10 Stop listening to the new members of the community and stand up for progressive learning.
Shame on the school district for listening to big mouths. They should not be rewarded for not
doing their research. If they want traditional learning all the surrounding areas have fabulous
districts and education. We moved our family back for the progressive learning and the fact
that there is so many tests and worksheets is disheartening. You can't please everyone and
being the weak form of progressive does not help either side. I am dreading how it will be when
everything is stripped and there are no old school teachers to stand up and know what it is.

6/20/2022 1:09 PM

11 Avoid an over reliance on demographic studies on thinking about closing schools. Winnetka
has thrived on keeping its neighborhood schools open.

6/20/2022 12:16 PM

12 feels like there is alot of pressure on testing, and not enough explaining how how it does nto
measure your kid.

6/20/2022 11:18 AM

13 District 36 data of child testing performance reported to parents is atrocious. There should be
regular testing and reporting to parents. Grades should also be implemented to better
accomplish this goal.

6/20/2022 11:07 AM

14 thank you for helping us during the pandemic. thanks for a year that helped us get things back
to a new normal school day let's get crow island an actual area to eat lunch in

6/19/2022 10:15 PM
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15 Let's focus less on capital spending on plants and focus more on how we attract and retain the
best teachers and administrators. If plant improvements are necessary to do this then let's get
it done but it's not the building that educates - it's the instructors!

6/19/2022 12:15 PM

16 This relates to survey generally. I completed on my phone. The survey would sometimes not
allow me to select one answer but would highlight several. Also, it would automatically
populate numerical selections for order of preferences which could not be corrected. These
could result in incorrect information.

6/17/2022 2:04 PM

17 You're not succeeding in getting kids into top universities. 6/15/2022 10:05 PM

18 Be less political, less focus on genders and such. 6/15/2022 9:20 PM

19 Replace Beth Martin and team — they are way off target and even inappropriate. Eliminate
your anti-male bias in Winnetka schools.

6/15/2022 8:58 PM

20 The before and after school program is essential for families with working parents. The right-at-
school program this year was unsatisfactory because it seemed very inconsistent among the
elementary schools. If enrolment remains low, I would hope the district will combine at a single
school next year.

6/15/2022 7:01 PM

21 The Board and Staff have done a great job re-imagining the capital improvements project after
the failed referendum

6/15/2022 6:10 PM

22 I know that our buildings are aging. I would urge a cautious approach and remodeling rather
than replacement.

6/15/2022 6:05 PM

23 Kill the woke agenda. 7th grade sexuality section nearly entirely focused on LGBT etc .
Parents not notified of this focus and surprised about the content history lessons extremely
left news and research teachings extremely left Covid policies exposed staff extreme left
leanings (district did better than others to keep kids in school, despite teacher objections) If
my kids weren’t already half way thru I would pull them and we would move to private. I don’t
need teaching to be conservative, but something short of extremely biased would be preferred
Also the school does not take potential violence seriously and always favors the perpetrators
over the victims of crime and abuses. Kids expelled but let back into the school

6/15/2022 5:18 PM

24 I love our teachers! 6/15/2022 8:06 AM

25 There should be a literacy expert hired to overhaul the early literacy program. Make sure best
practices are being used. This is NOT antithetical to whole child education. It is essential.
Teachers and principals must be using current research and best practices. The district is
decades behind.

6/15/2022 7:44 AM

26 I have a child who has a 504 plan. I would like more feedback on how my child is being
helped/supported in school. Also, in Skokie, the children with IEPs or 504 plans, should have
the same special education teacher for the 2 years they are at Skokie. Establishing a
relationship with these teachers takes time, and then just switching the teacher after a year is
like getting the rug pulled out from under them after they just were getting their bearings. It
makes little sense to me. For my 6th grader, I find the quality of his work in language arts very
poor. However, I don't see a whole lot of concern or any intervention from his teacher, and I
never really have from any of his teachers in the past. He still can't spell, or use proper
grammar, or write a clear sentence. I wish the teachers would have taken these deficits more
seriously, and intervened. Now I feel like it is my problem to deal with and solve with outside
help and tutoring. If he is struggling, he should have been taken out of class and been given
extra instruction from a language arts specialist. This would have been one possible solution.

6/14/2022 9:02 PM

27 I believe our educators, particularly weathered educators, need some assistance in parting with
the status quo and engaging students in modern ways. Some feel out of touch and are hoping
to maintain control vs distributed leadership. We also need more males in the buildings. I've
found that some educators dont know how to relate and students dont resonate with because
they simply are gendered differently. Understanding boys and their development would be
helpful for educators. I would also encourage educators to explore implicit bias, bias as it
relates to race and in general. Equity should be something they are versed in.

6/14/2022 7:58 PM

28 Love our schools. Keep up the good work. No CRT. 6/14/2022 5:12 PM

29 Stop crushing students with so much homework that they're up until midnight studying.
Instead: - enact a well-defined program that gradually gives students more responsibility every

6/14/2022 4:03 PM
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year, so they develop executive function and coping skills - provide opportunities for more
personal interactions in the form of social dances and a longer lunch period - stop inadvertently
putting pressure on kids to excel "or they won't get into a good college" - have empathy for the
students; it's not about you, it's about them -- if they like going to school, they'll do well. It they
dread going, they won't.

30 Don’t make the elementary schools more data driven - foster the love of learning - progressive
education is awesome- my two daughters are super smart - college educated kids due to
Winnetka schools - we had an wonderful experience ! Crow island and beyond. Put your time
and money into good teachers - and shuffle out the poor ones .

6/14/2022 10:49 AM

31 The fact that we do not have air conditioning in our schools is beyond belief. 6/13/2022 1:21 PM

32 Education NOT indoctrination. No crt or trans sexualization 6/13/2022 12:25 PM

33 D36 schools have been a huge disappointment. The facilities are unbelievably poor. While
there are a few outstanding teachers, many are not great. In some cases, the D36 leadership
has refused to provide staff or teachers who are talented with reasons to stay in the district.
There are not enough accelerated opportunities or supports for students with academic
challenges. It is no surprise that Winnetka students struggle at New Trier.

6/13/2022 12:23 PM

34 A bit more emphasis on executive functioning skills and high expectations for the use of those
skills in 8th grade would be helpful for the transition to New Trier.

6/13/2022 9:26 AM

35 why kids all had tutors while they were in school at some point. 6/13/2022 9:23 AM

36 Do not lose progressive education in D36. It teaches children thinking skills and sets D36 apart
from what is taught in other districts.

6/13/2022 9:02 AM

37 Executive functioning is overlooked. Kids should not be singled out to learn these skills in a
“resource” class.

6/13/2022 8:15 AM

38 Biggest issue: teachers are not well-supervised, and the administration won't listen to parent
input. The curriculum spends far too much time on less important subjects and doesn't have
high standards for important ones. How can children study Spanish for 6 years and not speak
a single word of Spanish? Low expectations.

6/13/2022 7:51 AM

39 We cannot live in the past, however it is totally possible for the schools to adhere to the values
and practices of progressive education while embracing new technology and co-existing with
surrounding districts which are evaluating children too early and too often.

6/13/2022 2:35 AM

40 Before simply asking for more money from tax increases, have all other possible sources been
explored. Corporate donations, fund raising events, "bake sales" kind of events, etc. Does ALL
funding for special projects have to come from taxes.

6/12/2022 10:32 PM

41 I would love to see benchmark comparisons with other feeder schools 6/12/2022 10:19 PM

42 Frequent testing is against the progressive education model. Let us prepare students to be
lifelong learners. Not children stressed from over testing. A good teacher knows what his or her
students need to thrive. Work on hiring the best most knowledgeable and experienced
teachers.

6/12/2022 9:54 PM

43 The district does a great job at identifying and helping the kids who need math/reading help.
But they really need to work on addressing the needs of students who are advanced. I am
worried that boredom at school will cause poor study habits. I also worry that my children will
be behind kids from the other schools when they reach high school.

6/12/2022 9:29 PM

44 As a Hubbard Woods resident I am frustrated by recently published us news test scores of our
elementary school relative to Greeley and Crow. We would love to have more confidence in our
public school- it’s ranking in the 600s in the state was shocking (while Greeley was in the top
10)

6/12/2022 9:21 PM

45 Need to reimagine green space between skokie and washburne. Example would glencoes new
basketball courts and outdoor space at central school.

6/12/2022 8:24 PM

46 We stay in touch with some of the Winnetka teachers we knew when our kids were in the local
schools. Their most consistent complaints are (1) excessive, even bullying, interference by
parents, especially newcomers, and (2) lack of support by administrators. Based on what they
say, this seems to have gotten much worse in recent years.

6/12/2022 8:04 PM
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47 Question 33 choice are extremely biased and hunting for a clear agenda. Poorly written and
won’t Give good resiukts

6/12/2022 7:54 PM

48 Favor a a greater emphasis on rigorous academic performance 6/12/2022 7:53 PM

49 I am disappointed by the decision to promote Kelly Tess to superintendent when she was not
even a good principal at Skokie.

6/12/2022 7:43 PM

50 Increase focus on teaching Washburne students how to study, prepare for tests, take tests,
take notes, etc., to prepare them for New Trier.

6/12/2022 7:41 PM

51 Also, the speech teacher should not be teaching the kindergarteners to read. The classroom
teachers should handle this project. Or you need to hire more speech teachers. It is
irresponsible to dismiss children from speech because the speech teacher is too busy
teaching all the kindergarteners to read.

6/12/2022 7:26 PM

52 Learn the best practices at the three elementary schools and execute across all vs having
them each be so different

6/12/2022 7:21 PM

53 There is obvious fall out, lost learning from the pandemic years that need to be continue to be
addressed year after year.

6/12/2022 7:07 PM

54 Carl Washburne was revolutionary in developing the system of progressive education that has
served the Winnetka community and my three sons so well. Please do not succumb to
requests for more testing of elementary school students. It will only make them into robots
who regurgitate facts and data points instead of developing critical thinking skills, which are so
needed in today’s world.

6/12/2022 6:47 PM

55 Teach the basics of reading, writing, arithmetic. Teach accurate and unbiased US history. Keep
CRT out of our schools. Keep gender indoctrination out of our schools. Nurture children to
appreciate the greatness of our country. Teach the evils of Socialism and Communism.

6/12/2022 6:02 PM

56 more focus on basic education and less on sex ed, identity issues, social equality 6/12/2022 5:58 PM

57 All of my children went through D36 abs none needed extra help but what they could have
used was more of a challenge. There is not consistency among the teams at washburne and I
know that first hand as my daughter was switched from a team that challenged her in 7th grade
to one who very much didn’t in 8th.

6/12/2022 5:58 PM

58 NO TAX INCREASES. Look for ways to reduce spending. 6/12/2022 5:52 PM

59 We are operating these schools in terribly out of date infrastructure. We must invest in the
physical plant of all the campuses.

6/12/2022 5:47 PM

60 In response to question 33--You conveniently left out Lowering the costs to the taxpayers of all
the goods, services and salaries we purchase or employ

6/12/2022 5:15 PM

61 I'm continually amazed at how District 36 spends more per pupil than just about any other
school district in the country at the same time that parents seem to be always displease with
the schools. It could be that the parents, rather than the schools, are at the root of the
problem, and that that accounts for the high turnover among District 36 staff.

6/12/2022 4:13 PM

62 The District should focus less on equity between schools (identical hours for KW, for instance)
and let each of the schools play to its unique strengths.

6/12/2022 3:13 PM

63 I had a child with special education needs. While I don’t think a school can be all things to all
kids I was very disappointed in the pull out math class that he attended at Skokie and
Washburne.

6/12/2022 2:12 PM

64 Teacher morale is low. I don't think the administration supports our teachers enough, especially
when teachers have to deal with difficult parents. I am concerned that valuable teachers will
retire because of the lack of support.

6/12/2022 12:07 PM

65 No DEI in our schools. Review the programs in place for CRT and find out who funds them.
Titre SEL to OUR community's childrens' needs, not the needs of the teachers.

6/12/2022 11:57 AM

66 School Board and staff did an excellent job navigating through pandemic. 6/12/2022 8:53 AM

67 Having the lower elementary schools within each neighborhood provides such a lovely sense
of neighborhood and community to Winnetka!

6/12/2022 7:43 AM
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68 Pandemic has been tough on all kids isolating need to have a better check in system 6/12/2022 6:51 AM

69 My children were well served by the Winnetka schools 6/11/2022 8:12 PM

70 1. The superintendent selection was rushed. 2. Stop making claims of superior educational
outcomes until D36 can demonstrate them empirically. 3. With declining D36 enrollment, there
is no justification for facilities expansion.

6/11/2022 5:18 PM

71 please do a small referendum with only essentials that will really PASS. and then stop with the
rest. the school population is shrinking. and please stop lying and “spinning”. there is a huge
trust problem with both board and admin that grows bigger every time they speak about facility
plan.

6/11/2022 4:21 PM

72 safe, clean environment with great teachers 6/11/2022 3:40 PM

73 The curriculum at HW varies too much depending on which teacher you are lucky to get. Some
teachers do a lot of fun extras while some don't have time for the extras. I was upset when my
daughter came home one day with a corn husk doll she made and a math test where she
scored an F!

6/10/2022 5:16 PM

74 36 education must get back to being stellar at the basics of reading, writing, math, science and
technology. Way too much time is spent the softer part of education. This is important but only
matters if you have mastered the basics

6/10/2022 5:10 PM

75 Kelly Tess as Superintendent: the very best move District 36 could have made when Trish
Kocanda moved on. Kelly impresses me on every level, especially understanding students and
their needs. Bravo!

6/10/2022 2:09 PM

76 Keep a tight rein on costs for the upcoming facilities project. 6/10/2022 9:17 AM

77 Taxes and waste too high, too many administrators 6/10/2022 9:00 AM

78 We live in the Village but would never in a million years send our children to the woke
progressive nonsensical institutions that public schools have become. D36 should meet the
needs of every child for a solid, consistent, apolitical educational environment.

6/10/2022 9:00 AM

79 I had 3 students at 3 different schools in D36 over the past school year. In my opinion, D36's
biggest issue is lack of consistency in experience across the teams/grade levels etc. Your
student's experience is highly dependent on their placement. There are amazing educators who
ensure your child learns the entire curriculum and then some, and there are educators who are
doing the bare minimum. Administrators needs to work across grade level to give more
consistency. Right now the quality of the education feels a bit like a roll of the dice as respects
placement - particularly at Skokie and Washburne.

6/10/2022 8:58 AM

80 We don't have any kids or grandkids attending D36 schools, thus we cannot answer questions
w/o this experience

6/10/2022 8:08 AM

81 We no longer have a child at D36, but the high quality reputation of the school district was
greatly exaggerated.

6/10/2022 6:13 AM

82 The school board needs to ensure they focus on continued excellence in communication and
learning. There is an enormous amount of progressive educational pedagogy being pushed on
American instructions, and the village should strongly consider and weigh the enormity of
altering educational models that veer away from focusing on: 1. Teacher Quality - ability to
communicate subject matter clearly and effectively 2. Practical Pedagogy - Information that
will provide platforms for intellectual stimulation and understanding pragmatic approaches to
solutions. 3. Non Biased Education - Subject matter and communication should be non
divisive, non political, and non promotional of ideals. 4. Critical Examination - any subject,
regardless of its intent or content, should be taught as an examination, not as absolute truth.

6/10/2022 12:35 AM

83 The board should have done a full search for a new superintendent. The community was done
a great disservice and the board failed in its duties to the community. The most problematic
school in the district is Skokie. The new superintendent seems to me to be a political actor,
not a person motivated by genuine care for the students.

6/10/2022 12:22 AM

84 There definitely should have been a proper outside the district search for the new
superintendent. The politics that played out in the granting of new leadership is disgusting.

6/9/2022 11:47 PM

85 All for teaching tolerance and understanding but the level of focus on gender identity, etc
across multiple curriculums has been disappointing and, I think, in many ways confusing for

6/9/2022 11:07 PM
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the kids.

86 Safety for the schools themselves needs to be addressed 6/9/2022 11:07 PM

87 Our kids have aged out of WinnPublicSchools, but when they were there it seemed the other
community feeder schools had prepared their kids better for the rigor of NT. So a reevaluation
of the curriculum is definitely needed. The progressive education idea was progressive in the
50s, but it has changed since then and we need to change with it.

6/9/2022 6:14 PM

88 I responded to the special needs question but from a acceleration perspective. I think
acceleration is a special need and it is very difficult to get individual children’s needs met

6/9/2022 4:58 PM

89 I strongly urge that District 36 implement measure to protect our schools from gun violence.
Among those, I urge single point entry for all schools, high quality first aid training for staff and
multiple 911 communication points in each classroom and area of the schools.

6/9/2022 9:32 AM

90 Schools are fantastic! Keep up the great work! 6/9/2022 9:16 AM

91 Amazing district. Thank you so very much for all you do. I went to school here starting in junior
kindergarten as did my siblings. Our children went to school here too. Please continue to hold
true to the philosophy of the District and Carleton Washburne. Don’t be pressured by people
who want another philosophy. We have an amazingly wonderful school district with amazing
teachers we thank you so much for all you do.

6/8/2022 8:06 PM

92 The District need to stop politicizing its curriculum. The focus on indentity groups and values
related to these groups should NOT be influenced at school. It is not the job of the school to
teach values beyond standard socialization (Being kind, polite, respectful of others). The bias
being taught around sexual preferences are not the role of the school.

6/8/2022 5:45 PM

93 Ask parents for their input. Stop making decisions for the parents! 6/8/2022 5:42 PM

94 Add spelling tests at a younger age with reading logs to learn accountability. 6/8/2022 12:09 PM

95 Ship may have already sailed, but: Crow Island badly needs investment, Skokie administration
and quality of teaching is consistently below expectations, and resources are diluted by having
3 primary schools treated as if they are equal in demand or impact (ie, consolidate Greeley or
at least don’t give it equal funding and resources when demand and population overwhelm
capacity at Crow Island, which still doesn’t have HVAC). Redistricting was something I
opposed and don’t believe was the right solution in moving kids around to accommodate a
suboptimal capacity footprint.

6/8/2022 4:45 AM

96 Some teachers are great, others are bums. Unfortunately everyone cow tows to teachers. If
they are not performing they should be treated as they would be in the private sector.
Additionally, teachers here receive substantial compensation. We should not fear letting them
go -- there is an incredibly large number of young and motivated teachers would love to teach
in our district.

6/7/2022 10:54 PM

97 Focus on the 3 R's and drop the DEI Marxist brainwashing. DEI is bad for our children and
Society.

6/7/2022 4:56 PM

98 Please put an emphasis on safety in our schools. Only one access point at any time is
important. REd Cross training for teachers is important.

6/7/2022 4:36 PM

99 I have heard District 36 is becoming more "socially progressive and Woke". I totally disagree
with the direction District 36 is going.

6/7/2022 2:56 PM

100 Would love more widely available info that describes in detail the progressive education
approach. How does this prepare our kids compared to other towns? Would love data and
examples.

6/7/2022 2:29 PM

101 Unfortunately, the school board does not serve any other purpose other than implement what
people above them tell them. There seems to be a complete ignorance from the school board
to serve the parents, which I thought was the whole purpose of the school board.

6/7/2022 1:31 PM

102 The board needs to realize they work for the community; not the other way around. 6/7/2022 11:31 AM

103 I am very disappointed that there was not a national search for the new superintendent. The
processes seemed very opaque, and I think the community should have had an opportunity to
be more integrated into that process. Even if you had the perfect candidate, a national search
would have been appropriate.

6/7/2022 10:05 AM
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104 Please teach children not to trash their town. Wherever the children of Winnetka congregate,
there is trash. It's disgraceful.

6/7/2022 5:48 AM

105 My children always had tutors while attending Winnetka schools for a variety of reasons:
enrichment and remediation were the main ones.

6/6/2022 10:41 PM

106 grades and testing for grades should start in 5th grade. 6/6/2022 8:50 PM

107 Music and the arts need to be expanded in all our schools. 6/6/2022 8:48 PM

108 Hard to answer questions when I no longer have kids in the schools. 6/6/2022 8:38 PM

109 I think the incoming Superintendent and School Board need to do more to focus on Diversity,
Equity, and Inclusion. I have been surprised about how little this has been discussed in school
board meetings and that there has not been much appetite to openly discuss the lack of
diversity in the teachers, student body, and support we can give the few students of color who
go to D36 schools. I hope the new superintendent and board will be supportive of parents who
would like to further pursue how D36 can do more to support DEI initiatives within the school
and support our students who do not identify with the majority of our students in Winnetka.

6/6/2022 8:12 PM

110 Progressive Education is a jewel 6/6/2022 7:57 PM

111 The holistic, child-centered educational approach must be balanced with the need to prepare
students for a structured, test-driven, competitive high school. Each of our children had
different academic capabilities, one very high who was not challenged, and two average, who
needed more repetition and drill. Unfortunately, we had to fill in a lot of the gaps ourselves,
along with tutors. And in each case, they had such a wide range of teachers--some great,
some extremely weak. We felt that more consistency and more accountability would have
helped address these concerns.

6/6/2022 5:52 PM

112 Our facilities are in dire need of maintenance and improvement, meeting the needs of today's
teaching and learning styles. We must pass a referendum soon to address these needs. We
are falling behind in this regard.

6/6/2022 4:19 PM

113 Winnetka schools, it progressive philosophy's dn its neighborhood schools are a draw. It is the
staff and their communication with the students and families that overcomes some of the
bumps in the road. Excessive use of data and comparison is now who Winnetka schools are.
My children were well served at New Trier and in highly competitive colleges by their strong
and supportive foundation by D36. The magic is what happens in the students' minds and self-
confidence and curiosity, not the latest greatest in facilities and curriculum- ie Lucy Caulkins
set back

6/6/2022 4:17 PM

114 quality staffing & curriculum is much more important than facilities! 6/6/2022 3:27 PM

115 Get back to the basics of teaching. Social emotional learning is important but it seems that
focusing on has been a detriment to the students who go on to NT and are not as well
prepared. Too much emphasis is put on progressive education. Kids are stressed because
they come from a very lax environment with little homework and then everything gets ramped
up in 7-8 grade. Some Skokie and Washburne principals and vice-principals have been below
par. Too much energy spent on upgrading the buildings than teaching. Need better stewards of
how money is spent.

6/6/2022 2:41 PM

116 I wish outdoor education was prioritized, especially at Greeley. And especially after the
pandemic when screen time surged.

6/6/2022 2:23 PM

117 Keep the focus on traditional values. Important to teach civics. Many students have weak to
non-existent knowledge of National Holidays. Sex education best for high school.

6/6/2022 2:15 PM

118 Be more transparent. 6/6/2022 2:14 PM

119 The School Board needs to force the administration to focus on academic outcomes and
transparency of information. School Board members should have a bit more skeptism about
administrators who explain away bad results and low enrollment.

6/6/2022 1:36 PM

120 Please please please. Hire an ethical and honest and competent and kind lawyer - not sure
who you have now but the person you had in 2016 was shameful

6/6/2022 12:33 PM

121 The Board gets a lot of media. I want to know about the curriculum and forward-looking,
original, creative plans. I'm a college educator and, frankly, can learn a lot from the Winnetka

6/6/2022 12:31 PM
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Schools and NTHS.

122 Winnetka focuses on all the children with IEPs and special needs. The children who are high
level learners are being ignored.

6/6/2022 12:24 PM

123 Back to more basics, please. Can always augment with social/emotional… 6/6/2022 12:00 PM

124 We have no confidence in Winnetka School Board. School enrollment has plummeted. The
notion that a huge referendum will add more space to Crow Island is a vanity project. Our kids
have loads of space and small classroom sizes. We will vote no the current proposal unless it
is much smaller. It would be nice to have A/C, but not if we have to give in to all the other
luxuries and spends that make no sense.

6/6/2022 11:54 AM

125 Overall I have been very pleased with D36 education, but I think the schools should improve
their advanced math curriculum (prior to 7th grade) and options to challenge more advanced
students. My child attended D36 for K-5, attend Faith Hope for 6th grade (for all day school
during the pandemic), and then returned to Washburne for 7th grade. I saw the benefits of both
schools, but was particularly impressed at Faith Hope by the advanced math curriculum for 6th
grade. The kids were ready for it and it helped prepare them for further achievement. I think
D36 is missing a huge opportunity to provide challenge to the kids who not only can handle it,
but will also blossom from it.

6/6/2022 11:50 AM

126 Our students have been significantly affected by the anxiety linked to the pandemic. I think the
district needs to invest more in SEL, especially for the middle schoolers.

6/6/2022 11:49 AM

127 The focus need to be on hiring good teachers and associates. The district is top heavy in in
administration.

6/6/2022 11:40 AM

128 Listen to the parents. Answer their emails. Bring education back into the schools and stop
talking about social emotional intelligence all the time.

6/6/2022 11:17 AM

129 Child prefers "they/them" pronouns. Staff have been generally very good about this, but
substitute teachers have not, and some students have been outright hostile about this request.
Quality of substitute teachers seems extremely low. They struggle with the technology in the
classroom and say inappropriate things to students.

6/6/2022 11:14 AM

130 I am a grandmother and not knowledgeable abut the schools 6/6/2022 11:10 AM

131 I do think we should be reassessing our Seventh Graders participation in the reenactment of
the Civil War. I don't think it is ever appropriate or necessary in the teaching of history to
actively have children participate in violence.

6/6/2022 11:06 AM

132 My children are out of District 36 for 18 years, but we needed to get additional outside help to
support them, and in most cases the services should have been better or included within the
district. I hope that's improved by now.

6/6/2022 11:03 AM

133 Bring God back into our schools!!! Salute the flag. Allow prayer. Teach the use of using a
condiment so we avoid abortion!!!

6/6/2022 10:40 AM

134 Teacher consistency is a big problem at Washburn especially in math. One teacher in
particular gives hours and hours more homework each night than the others. While it helps
prepare the kids for high school. Many of them who have this teacher now hate math.

6/6/2022 10:36 AM

135 The parent community must be educated about what happens in class. Parents and teachers
need to reinforce the kindness and citizenship messages very clearly. I taught the first Monday
that masks were optional and was disappointed at some comments from kids- “Only my
parents can tell me what to do”- the laws and common courtesy should also be guiding these
students’ behavior but that was not what I always see.

6/6/2022 10:36 AM

136 Focus on the basics. Stop trying to parent our kids. Be thoughtful about how we are spending
money instead of wasting it on silly positions...

6/6/2022 10:35 AM

137 There needs to be increased academic differentiation among students at an earlier grade level.
Right now students who are at the higher end of the academic spectrum are basically ignored
until 7th grade as classes are taught to the lowest common denominator, whereas there are
overwhelming resources available to those who need extra help. Parents are not supported in
seeking out additional programming and support for academically talented children.
Differentiation in math and reading should start at least in 5th grade, if not sooner. We are
doing a disservice to our most talented children under the guise of "progressive education."

6/6/2022 10:21 AM
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True progressive education would actually serve the academic needs of every child, not just
those with IEPs or who are in need of extra support.

138 Please continue to evolve curriculum and be forward thinking 6/5/2022 9:38 PM

139 The schools are just about perfect. Leave them alone. 6/5/2022 10:45 AM

140 Please consider offering outside support for special needs children who can’t attend school at
the building

6/5/2022 9:38 AM

141 we have no first experience with Winnetka schools as we moved here when we were empty
nesters.

6/4/2022 4:54 PM

142 When we moved into this community, the Superintendent held a presentation titled how our
kids perform at NT and beyond. That was in 2006. Shouldn't be that hard to bring back.

6/4/2022 3:41 PM

143 Do not raised taxes or ask for referendum. 6/3/2022 6:39 PM

144 Concentrate on academics and not unnecessary building projects. 6/3/2022 11:28 AM

145 STEM is important, but clearly as the last few years have demonstrated, "civics" and how our
government works is critical also. Teach our youth how government is designed and should
work. We need an informed citizenry.

6/3/2022 9:15 AM

146 I am vehemently opposed to anything close to CRT type teaching or materials.....and an
increasing focus on diversity and inclusion. Stick with the basics of math, science and
reading/writing...and let parents take care of the rest of developing our young people into the
type of thoughtful, caring, educated persons that we need to keep Winnetka a special place
and to keep America as a country that continues to offer opportunity for all.

6/3/2022 9:04 AM

147 What is "Executive Functioning"? 6/3/2022 7:50 AM

148 Allocate resources to teachers rather than making the buildings "state of the art." 6/2/2022 9:01 PM

149 Be more fiscally prudent. Zero based budgeting. 6/2/2022 8:15 PM

150 While my children are not in District 36 any longer, we did have to supplement with tutoring
because of poor teaching and inadequate curriculum.

6/2/2022 12:36 PM

151 The political winds of the present should not steer our community away from the path we have
been on. Teach our children the way we have been developed leaders in this community, and
not in the latest political fashionable trend.

6/2/2022 11:36 AM

152 Critical to improve the experience for students at our schools. 30 min recess until 8th. Lunch
at normal times (no 10ams). Offer consistency across grade levels in curriculum. Ensure a
well rounded liberal arts experience through 8th grade (stop elimination of foreign language,
arts etc to have "skills" and "social emotional" time - get back to core academics)

6/2/2022 10:28 AM

153 math is a huge problem in the way it is instructed and resources used. also their it is a
stratified high achiever and then everyone else with no transparancy

6/2/2022 7:45 AM

154 There is too much focus in the area of standardized testing 6/1/2022 10:07 PM

155 Our three children went through District 36 schools, the last graduating in 2005 but our
knowledge of what is happening now is very limited.

6/1/2022 9:32 PM

156 Don’t give in to the crazies who want testing over learning. 6/1/2022 9:24 PM

157 Keep Progressive Education in WPS!!! 6/1/2022 6:11 PM

158 without outside supplemental support, winnetka students can not compete academically at NT
with the other feeder school students.

6/1/2022 6:10 PM

159 make the curriculum uniform across all schools. The teachers should not be able to teach what
they want and go at whatever pace they want. Also parents should be able to submit a survey
to district at the end of the year on the satisfaction of the teacher.

6/1/2022 5:04 PM

160 Best of luck persuading voters to support the much needed capital referendum this Fall. 6/1/2022 4:39 PM

161 Increase historical emphasis on progressive, holistic education. 6/1/2022 3:42 PM

162 If you want to keep the students, focus on academic education. Leave the "equity", 6/1/2022 2:44 PM
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"inclusion", and "gender identity coaching" to the Holly-wierdos.

163 There are simple strategies to support Social-Emotional Learning, and there are more complex
ones. It's clear that SEL is a priority need. And, there are evidence-based practices (expensive
and inexpensive, simple and complex) that can be implemented. However, what is needed is a
commitment to implementation with fidelity over time to ensure that what is done is not simply
a response to a fad, or an inefficient, "we'll try anything once" set of strategies. There are
national experts in this area. Continue the good work that started before the pandemic and
become a leader in this domain.

6/1/2022 2:34 PM

164 We feel very frustrated that it is hard for children to be challenged in the classroom 6/1/2022 1:36 PM

165 You keep talking about "struggling" students. I have a very high performing student where I
had to get outside tutors to keep her interested. Where is the curriculum + support for high
performing students? How can D36 only have 1 reading level and 2 math levels? Insane.

6/1/2022 1:32 PM

166 Please support our teachers! I am concerned about teachers and administrators leaving, many
of whom find the parent community toxic. There are some parents who make a lot of noise but
do not represent the majority, and teachers need to feel they are being supported by the board
and administration. Give families opportunities to express their support of teachers (beyond
token "teacher appreciation" breakfasts) so teachers can feel this support and help it balance
out the negativity. Thanks, and I send my thanks and appreciation to all board members for
their service!

6/1/2022 1:26 PM

167 opt out 6/1/2022 1:12 PM

168 The Winnetka schools seem great for kids who need extra help, but for children who are
advanced learners, it seems to be the policy not to meet them at their level but rather to foist
this onto parents. If you have an advanced learner, the perspective seems to be, be quiet, we
are helping the kids at the bottom of the class get up to speed. The value decision has been
made that some kids for whom the general education curriculum isn't working are worthy of
extra help, and some are not. Mine seem to fall into the second camp. So off they go to
Mathnasium and Center for Talent Development - their education is being put back on me as
the parent. I was really disappointed that the second grade spelling curriculum at HWS
vanished when Jay Dillon retired! For years there were weekly spelling lists, with pre-tests
early in the week and a test on Friday. That is now gone. I have a second grader who has not
learned how to spell. One more thing being put back on ME as a parent. I am not an educator,
but now I'm teaching spelling?! I'm not qualified and I don't want to spend my time on it. I have
my own work. Do better. The language program appears to be a waste of time at the K-4 level:
scrap it or figure out how to actually help them learn Spanish. The current approach is not
achieving any mastery of Spanish. Yet again, something our family has to outsource. Too
much investment in Social Emotional Learning - some children don't like discussing their
feelings at school, so for them, this D36 priority is just wasted minutes in their school day.

6/1/2022 1:11 PM

169 I think there should be more opportunities for children who excel in math. At skokie, the kids
are divided in levels for spelling, reading but there isn't an opportunity for a 5th grader to
receive more advanced math. However, it does seem to be teacher specific and some classes
receive more math and homework. I feel it could be equalized a bit.

6/1/2022 12:13 PM

170 Understanding how other thriving institutions are leveraging curriculum to best prepare students
for higher learning or even to prepare them for trades would be helpful.

6/1/2022 11:15 AM

171 Curricular consistency needs to be a top priority as well as setting higher expectations for
teaching and learning.

6/1/2022 11:09 AM

172 It's be disappointing to watch the school referendums fail. Definitely our #1 asset as a
community - need to continue to invest in them.

6/1/2022 11:02 AM

173 Bullying and the lack of acceptance of differences has had a lifelong negative impact on my
child. Neither child was remotely challenged by the curriculum.

6/1/2022 10:58 AM

174 WE STRONGLY OPPOSE BIASED POLITICAL AND SOCIAL TEACHING SUCH AS
CRITICAL RACE THEORY AND ALLOWING TEACHERS PROMOTING OR DISCUSSING
THEIR PERSONAL GENDER OR POLITICAL IDEOLOGIES

6/1/2022 10:55 AM

175 We will absolutely never vote for the proposed referendum. It's too bad bc we think kids should
probably have A/C. But hubris of leadership has made it such a big unnecessary spend, with
such twisted and dishonest communication about true costs and what has already been spent

6/1/2022 10:28 AM
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that we will actively campaign against. There are many in our neighborhood already making
plans for this. The dire position of other schools in Chicago, along with the already excessive
cost/student in Winnetka makes the optics wholly unacceptable. Winnetka cannot be trusted
with money, has a continually falling public school population, no demographic survey, and
school spending bankrupts more meaningful projects for the rest of the Village. Leadership??

176 District 36 should have better managed their reserves and not given back generational
accumulated funds when the capital facility needs were so great. This will haunt them for
years. That board were not good fiscal stewards, but short term managers who do not
appreciate or understand long term horizons for public entities.

6/1/2022 10:18 AM

177 Winnetka District 36 should consider a complete overhaul of the facilities. I think there should
be 1 new K-5 grade school at the current Skokie School sight and 1 6-9 grade school at the
Washburne School sight with a 10 year plan to rebuild this school. The current schools are
dated and need aggressive investments and upgrade. This plan would help solve these issues.

6/1/2022 9:58 AM

178 The plan to ask the community for another $80 million is completely misguided when
enrollments are nearing an all-time low.

6/1/2022 9:54 AM

179 Please do not give tenure to sub standard teachers. We are all paying the price for it now. Use
the data from testing in a timely manner. Be more proactive identifying students who needs
interventions and also those who are bored to death in class. Executive Functioning and the
writing curriculum in Winnetka is still abysmal. When our children go to high school (or go to
private schools) this is glaringly apparent.

6/1/2022 9:53 AM

180 As someone who substitutes in the schools, there is a serious need for dedicated lunch
rooms; air conditioning; consistent heat throughout the building. There is also a significant
amount spent on hiring substitutes for meetings that most likely could be conducted before or
after school hours.

6/1/2022 9:50 AM

181 Where to start? Highly disappointed in hiring of kelly Tess as superintendent- anyone who
interacted with her over the years while she was at Skokie knows that this woman knows how
to say all the right things but she hates interacting with parents (never did it at Skokie - had
Swanner do it) and couldn’t care a less about the children or our community.

6/1/2022 9:45 AM

182 increase community forums about district updates/progress and provide even more
opportunities for community input

6/1/2022 9:43 AM

183 D36 focuses the majority of their resources on assisting with IEPs/504 and does not
adequately seek out or nurture those students that would benefit from acceleration or
advanced learnings.

6/1/2022 9:41 AM

184 The board unfortunately protects the system at all costs instead of tax payers and
implementation of effective curriculum. Leadership is in effective and privides no standards or
effective curriculum training to teachers. If the community looked under the hood they would
be shocked.

6/1/2022 9:39 AM

185 D36 needs to continue to embrace progressive education to full extent. There has been an
increase in assessments. Our kids already face a lot of outside pressure especially in light of
the pandemic and world events. Kids need to be kids. We strongly feel it was inappropriate to
appoint a new superintendent without a full search.

6/1/2022 9:35 AM

186 The community supports a scaled down referendum that focuses just on the most needed
items (HVAC, life and safety, cafeterias). Please scale down the current referendum plan to
eliminate new construction and expanded classrooms.

6/1/2022 9:33 AM

187 Thanks for all you're doing. My kids have had great experiences at Crow Island and Skokie. 5/31/2022 11:11 AM
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